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ABSTRACT 

This thesis evaluated hazards from subaerial (originating above sea level) landslide-

induced tsunamis in Knight Inlet and Howe Sound. Field assessments were conducted at Adeane 

Point and Mount Gardner. GIS was used at site and inlet scales to compile existing map data, to 

map submarine slide deposits, to measure topographic parameters, and to integrate observations. 

Modelling at Adeane Point employed kinematic, limit equilibrium (SWEDGE) and discrete 

element (3DEC) analyses in order to estimate the volume of a potential landslide. 

Results suggest that the hazard from subaerial slide-induced waves is high in Knight 

Inlet, particularly in the area between Adeane Point and Glacier Bay, whereas, when compared 

with Knight Inlet, the hazard in Howe Sound appears considerably less. Modelling results suggest 

that topography and discontinuity persistence are the leading controls on failure volume.  

A preliminary catalogue of techniques for assessing hazards from slide waves was 

created, and related issues were discussed. 

 

Keywords: rock slope; tsunami; GIS; LIDAR; SONAR; Knight Inlet; Howe Sound 
 
Subject terms: geomorphology; geology, structural; geology, engineering; hazard; Coast 
Mountains 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In areas like the British Columbia coast, where mountains exist next to the ocean, there is 

always a possibility that part of a mountain will detach and fall into the ocean, resulting in a wave 

(or ‘tsunami’). People using the land or designing structures along the coast are often unaware of 

the destructive potential of such waves. What can be done to determine whether one part of the 

coast is susceptible to this type of hazard? This thesis applied a variety of techniques to evaluate 

the hazard in two fjords with contrasting population density and physiography (Knight Inlet and 

Howe Sound). These techniques, and others, were then catalogued and discussed to provide a 

reference tool for those charged with the task of evaluating hazards from slide waves.  

Techniques employed in this thesis can be divided into historical surveys, marine 

surveys, land surveys, and modelling. They include the following: 

� Compilation of records of historical landslides or tsunamis, and collection of existing 
maps and reports describing the geological or environmental setting of the study area 

� Air photograph interpretation and production of and mapping from orthophotos 

� Regional and site-based analysis of and mapping from digital elevation models based on 
existing SONAR and LIDAR surveys 

� Field mapping of geological structures such as bedding, foliation, joints and faults 

� Ground examination of landforms indicative of instability such as trenches and scarps 

� Rock mechanics studies using kinematic, limit equilibrium, and discrete element (3DEC) 
analyses based on the structure observed in the field and the topography provided by the 
digital elevation model 

 
Knight Inlet contains at least six sites where submarine debris cones exist beneath 800-

1200 m high fjord margins that form ≥45° overall slope angles from sea to summit (with areas of 

≥70° slope). Anecdotal reports indicate that the 1999 Three Finger Peak slide triggered a wave 

that was felt more than 20 km away. Recent archaeological research indicates that a tsunami 

occurred in the 16th Century and possibly destroyed the First Nations village of Kwalate. The 

information above suggests that the most hazardous area in Knight Inlet in terms of waves caused 

by subaerial slides is between Adeane Point and Glacier Bay, with possibly no hazard east of 

Glendale Cove. A major research problem encountered in Knight Inlet was whether each 

submarine debris cone records a single landslide or multiple episodic events.  
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 The discrete element program 3DEC was used to investigate the type, location, and 

extent of possible failures in the rock slope at Adeane Point, Knight Inlet. Close agreement was 

obtained between the limit equilibrium (SWEDGE) and numerical models in terms of predicting 

both probable failure location and failure mode. The modelling approach developed in this thesis 

shows considerable promise in estimating the amount and extent of rock slope failure for input to 

hydrodynamic models. Modelling results suggested that, due to the limited extent of steep areas, 

to the limited persistence of discontinuities, and to the narrow shape of some identified steeply 

plunging wedges, failures of less than 1.0 Mm3 appear much more likely at this site than larger 

failures. 

Howe Sound contains gentler fjord margins than Knight Inlet and a general lack of steep 

slopes close to the shore, with only two sites within 1.0 km of the shoreline with steep (≥70°) 

areas. These physiographic deficiencies appear to preclude the delivery of rubbly debris to the 

fjord floor, because a search for debris cones like those in Knight Inlet resulted in features such as 

side-entry deltas and fan deltas recording fluvial and debris flow processes. However, rockwalls 

do exist further than 1.0 km from the shoreline, such as along the Britannia Range above the Sea 

to Sky Highway, and the Geological Survey of Canada recently identified features interpreted as 

rock slumps or rockslides along the Thornbrough and Ramilles Channels. That these features 

could be potential sources of subaerial slides that could trigger tsunamis cannot be dismissed 

given data examined in this thesis. Despite modern settlement of Howe Sound for more than a 

century and comprehensive reviews of historical landslides and floods, no historical records of 

slide waves were found. Consequently, due to the subdued topography, the lack of submarine 

slide deposits, and the absence of historical slide waves, it appears that the hazard from subaerial 

slide-induced waves in Howe Sound is significantly less than that in Knight Inlet. 

Fieldwork and remote sensing on Mount Gardner, Howe Sound, revealed that erosion at 

the toe of the northwest slope has exposed the lower limb of an open synform and resulted in a 

complex pattern of deep-seated and shallow structural and stratigraphically controlled rock mass 

creep. The principal area of gravitationally induced rock mass creep extends from sea to summit 

between Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek and comprises a concentrated area of counterscarps and 

trenches above 300 m elevation. This area displays no indication of ongoing deep-seated 

movements.  

The design of construction projects and land-use planning in the rugged parts of the 

British Columbia coast should consider the hazard from subaerial landslide-induced tsunamis. 

Therefore, it is anticipated that this thesis will form a helpful resource for engineers and 

geoscientists conducting subaerial slide-induced tsunami hazard assessments in coastal areas. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Along any mountainous coast, such as the British Columbia coast, there is a possibility 

that a landslide originating above sea level (‘subaerial’) will plunge into the sea and result in 

potentially catastrophic waves or ‘tsunamis’. Tsunamis can impact tankers, disturb moored ships, 

damage docks and roads, destroy houses, and carry people out to sea. There are few documents of 

tsunamis from subaerial landslides on the British Columbia coast because of the small number of 

tide gauges, low population density, and a period of modern settlement spanning less than a 

century. A recent study (Bornhold et al., 2007), however, raised awareness of this hazard by 

describing evidence of a tsunami in the late 16th Century in Knight Inlet that probably destroyed 

a native village. A site in Howe Sound was also identified recently as a possible site of a past 

tsunamigenic landslide (Jackson et al., 2008). Risks associated with subaerial landslide-generated 

tsunamis are rarely considered during coastal infrastructure development and land-use planning in 

British Columbia. This thesis examines Knight Inlet and Howe Sound and two case studies to 

develop and illustrate a catalogue of techniques for assessing the hazard from subaerial landslide-

generated tsunamis in British Columbia. 

1.1 Literature review 

Much of the destruction associated with subaerial landslides worldwide is due not to 

direct impact from the landslides, but to secondary processes such as inundation from landslide-

generated tsunamis. For example, the 1963 Vaiont slide in Italy caused a wave that overtopped 

the Vaiont dam. While direct impact from the landslide caused no deaths, the wave destroyed 

villages downstream and killed more than 2000 people (Hendron and Patton, 1987; Semenza and 

Ghirotti, 2000; Genevois and Ghirotti, 2005). Subaerial slide-generated tsunamis have claimed 

more than 200 lives in Norway (Blikra et al., 2005; Table 1.1), the vast majority again not due to 

direct impact from the slides but to consequences related to slide waves. Damaging subaerial 

slide waves have also occurred on the fjord coasts of Alaska (Miller, 1960a and b), Greenland 

(Dahl-Jensen et al., 2004), and Chile. Consequently, it is vital to assess the hazard of potentially 

catastrophic tsunamis resulting from landslides prior to habitation and infrastructure development 

along coasts, lakes, and reservoirs. 
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Table 1.1 Selected Norwegian subaerial slide tsunamis, totalling 248 lives lost.1 

Name Lat oN Lon oE Date L2 Wave3 Height4 Volume Bedrock3 

Tafjordulykka 62.276 7.387 1934.7.4 40 64[18] 730 2.5 Mm3 GG 

Skafjellet 62.322 6.979 1731.8.2 17 30[30] 550 6 Mm3 OM 

Skafjellet 62.321 6.983 1938.18.3  [4] 200 0.5 Mm3 OM 

Skrenakken 62.271 7.038 1988.5.4  5[2] 650 0.01 Mm3 OM, pUM 

Presthella 62.195 7.013 1701.15.5 7    OM 

Nokken 62.095 6.906 1901.1.9   800  OM 

Geirangerfjorden 62.108 7.002 1749.30.3   700 0.1 Mm3 OM 

Jerkland 62.091 7.097 1880.14.4  [3] 900  OM 

Hyske 62.125 7.161 1500.. 10  600 1 Mm3 OM 

Fausalandet 62.353 6.893 1918.. 1    OM, pE* 

Storefonna 62.208 5.752 1700..     OM* 

Strandafonna 62.044 5.861 1867.16.5 1 [3] 700  OM 

Nibbene 61.845 5.842 1973..  1 550  OM, cgl* 

Maroya 61.845 5.277 1690.. 5    AG, cgl 

Hoyvik 62.494 6.461 1700..     OM, pM* 

Indre Hoem 62.545 7.155 1850..     OM, pM 

Nyura 62.614 8.175 1880..     OM* 

Tjelle 62.766 7.868 1756.22.2 32 50[40] 400 12 Mm3 OM, pM 

Hoemsetra 62.561 8.14 1875..3     OM, pG* 

Flaetene 61.939 7.048 1600..     Mz 

Berstad 61.93 6.935 1844.24.6     Mz 

Loenulykke 1 61.794 6.976 1905.15.1 61 40[40] 600 0.35 Mm3 OM, Mz 

Loenulykke 3 61.794 6.976 1936.13.9 74 74[74] 800 1.1 Mm3 OM, Mz 

Loen 2 61.794 6.976 1905.20.9  5[5] 800 0.045 Mm3 OM, Mz 

Loen 4 61.794 6.976 1947..   800  OM, Mz 

Indre Nesdal 61.791 6.981 1687..     OM 
1Data compiled from datasets available from the Geological Survey of Norway: www.skrednett.no. 
2Lives lost due to tsunami and/or impact from landslide debris. 
3Maximum wave height[maximum wave height in civil area], both in metres. 
4Maximum height of rock release surface, in metres. 
5GG = gneissic granite; OM = orthogneiss and migmatite (dioritic to granitic gneiss and migmatite); p = 
pod(s) or belt(s) of second rock type; UM = ultramafic; E = eclogite; * = presence of fault; cgl = 
conglomerate; M = mafic; G = granite; Mz = monzonite. 

 

Recent research on subaerial slide-induced waves on the British Columbia coast 

(Bornhold et al., 2007) documented a destructive late 16th Century tsunami that occurred in 

Knight Inlet. It was estimated that 100 or more inhabitants of the First Nations (Da’naxda’xw) 

village of Kwalate were probably killed by a 2 to 6 m high wave after a rock avalanche descended 

into Knight Inlet from a nearby 880 m high fjord margin. Despite impressive relief adjacent to the 

shoreline and interpretations of past landslides (Bornhold et al., 2004) plunging into Knight Inlet, 

no research exists on the stability of rock slopes in Knight Inlet. Therefore, two objectives of this 
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thesis are to conduct a slope stability assessment at a rock slope near the Kwalate village and to 

map and interpret the submarine debris cones and subaerial physiography of Knight Inlet in the 

context of tsunami hazard. 

Before the pioneering work on the British Columbia coast by Bornhold et al. (2007), no 

damaging historical tsunamis resulting from subaerial landslides were documented along the 

Canadian coast, whereas a number of historical tsunamis generated by submarine slides have 

caused socio-economic consequences (Clague et al., 2003). Thus, research to date in Canadian 

coastal systems on landslide-generated tsunamis has focussed on submarine slides (Prior et al., 

1983; Johns et al., 1984; Bornhold and Harper, 1998; Kulikov et al., 1998; Bornhold et al., 2001 

and 2004; Rabinovich et al., 2003; Skvortsov and Bornhold, 2007). Examples of submarine slide-

induced waves in Canada include the 1929 tsunami-generating slump off Grand Banks, which 

claimed 28 lives in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia (Heezen and Ewing, 1952; Fine et al., 2005), 

and the submarine landslides in Kitimat Inlet in 1975 that caused $1.75 million in damage to 

wharves and other shore facilities (Bornhold et al., 2004). 

Although there is a lack of research on subaerial slide-induced waves on the Canadian 

coast, there are well-known examples of potentially tsunamigenic subaerial slides on reservoir 

slopes in the British Columbia interior. Canadian authorities began considering the hazard from 

potential slides on existing reservoir slopes in British Columbia after the 1963 Vaiont slide 

(Enegren and Moore, 1990), which led to Canada’s most costly landslide investigation and 

remediation projects: the Downie slide (Piteau et al., 1978; Psutka, 1978; Brown and Psutka, 

1980; Chaudhry et al., 1983; Kjelland, 2004) and Dutchman’s Ridge (Moore, 1990; Enegren and 

Imrie, 1996). The Downie slide and Dutchman’s ridge are low-angled mountainsides that have 

experienced deep-seated failure. The physiography of the Revelstoke reservoir slopes (location of 

Downie slide) is compared with that of British Columbia fjords in this thesis in order to place the 

physiography and resulting slope processes of the fjords into a broader context. 

A recent (probably on December 4th, 2007) rockslide and tsunami at Chehalis Lake 

reinforced the importance of landslide-generated tsunami hazards in British Columbia. The wave 

reached a maximum height of about 10 m. Campgrounds on the lake margins were damaged by 

the wave, and, fortunately, the event took place when the campgrounds were not in use. The 

consequences in terms of loss of life could have been severe if the rockslide occurred during the 

summer season. 
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A search for evidence of past landslide activity, possibly associated with tsunamis, in 

Howe Sound (Jackson et al., 2008) revealed hummocky lobate landforms on the basin floor off 

the west coast of Bowen Island. A field traverse across the northwest slope of Mount Gardner, 

south along shore of the hummocky lobes, uncovered evidence suggesting that the mountainside 

had undergone gravitational displacements, resulting in the possibility that a landslide from the 

northwest slope of Mount Gardner could trigger a tsunami. Evidence of instability on Mount 

Gardner reported by Jackson (2007) included counterscarps, talus, pistol-butted trees and 

unfavourable geological structure. Residential development at the time of writing was prohibited 

on the northwest slope of Mount Gardner due to a letter sent from Dr. Lionel Jackson to the 

Bowen Island Municipality. Similar to the objectives in Knight Inlet, this thesis aimed to assess 

the stability of Mount Gardner and to examine the physiography and submarine landslide deposits 

of Howe Sound for the purpose of tsunami hazard assessment. 

1.2 Thesis objectives 

Three principal objectives were pursued during this thesis: 

1. Examine Knight Inlet and Howe Sound in terms of the evidence for submarine deposits from 

subaerial landslides and subaerial physiography. Utilize this inspection to interpret the types 

of slope processes occurring and the overall level of tsunami hazard inherent to each area. 

Data sources included submarine and subaerial digital elevation models and reports of slide-

induced waves. 

2. Conduct site investigations at Adeane Point (Knight Inlet) and Mount Gardner (Howe Sound) 

in order to provide a preliminary qualitative assessment of the probability and nature of 

potential tsunamigenic landslides. The principal components of the site investigations were 

field-based structural and engineering geological mapping and analysis of digital elevation 

models and air photographs. Three types of stability analysis were performed at Adeane 

Point: Kinematic analysis, limit equilibrium analysis, and discrete element analysis. 

3.  Develop a catalogue of techniques for assessing the hazard from subaerial landslide-

generated tsunamis. Formulation of the catalogue was based on existing literature and 

experience gained during this thesis. Illustrate hazard assessment using Knight Inlet and 

Howe Sound as examples. 
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The main research problems encountered were interpreting the magnitude and frequency 

of slides contributing to submarine debris cones, identifying the locations within a fjord where 

tsunamigenic subaerial landslides have occurred, comparing the level of tsunami hazard between 

fjords, and estimating the volume and likelihood of potential slides at a site. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

The remainder of Chapter 1 provides an overview of the methods employed in this thesis. 

Additional detailed descriptions of selected methods were included as appropriate where the 

pertinent results were presented and in the appendices.  

The physiography, bedrock and structural geology, Quaternary geology, seismicity, and 

climate of the study region are described in Section 1.5. The subsection on physiography presents 

results obtained from digital elevation models on the slope and relief of subaerial fjord and lake 

margins in the southern mainland British Columbia coast. The subsection on seismicity presents 

results from an analysis of historical earthquakes in western Canada aimed at identifying the 

number of potential landslide-generating earthquakes that have occurred on record.  

Chapter 2 presents the site investigation of the rock slope at Adeane Point and the 

examination of Knight Inlet. The chapter begins with a description of some historical, geological, 

and geomorphic evidence of past subaerial landslides in Knight Inlet, and then describes and 

analyzes the rock slope at Adeane Point.  

Chapter 3 presents results from the hazard evaluation in Howe Sound and on Mount 

Gardner. Howe Sound is described first, followed by a detailed description of Mount Gardner 

based on fieldwork conducted during this thesis.  

Chapter 4 sets out a catalogue of techniques for use in assessing the hazard from 

subaerial slide-induced waves. The techniques are described briefly and then some issues of 

hazard assessment are discussed. 

Chapter 5 present the conclusions of the thesis. A DVD containing field data 

accompanies this thesis and the contents of this disk are described in Appendix 1. Selected field 

data from Adeane Point and Mount Gardner are provided in Appendix 2. A step-by-step 

description of how 3DEC was used in this thesis is included in Appendix 3.  
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1.4 Methods 

1.4.1 GIS datasets and analyses 

Canadian Digital Elevation Data (CDED), 1:50,000 scale, 0.75 arc second elevation 

models (GeoBase, 2008) acted as important data sources for analyzing the subaerial parts of fjord 

margins. Files were projected from geographic coordinates to Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) projection using bilinear resampling, which assigns a value to each output cell based on a 

weighted average of the four nearest cells in the input raster. Multibeam echosounding datasets 

(Canadian Hydrographic Service, 2008) for Knight Inlet (FileNo 5025887) and Howe Sound 

(FileNo 5025782) enabled mapping and analysis of the submarine parts of fjords. The Bowen 

Island Municipality (BIM) provided access to a Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) dataset 

for Bowen Island with an average vertical accuracy of ±0.15 m relative and ±0.30 m absolute. 

Spot spacing in the LiDAR model was 0.4-1 m in areas of highest point density (e.g., roads and 

bedrock surfaces) and 5-30 m in densely forested areas. 

Surface analyses were performed on digital elevation models in order to characterize 

slope, aspect and relief. Slope and aspect were calculated using the grid-based method employed 

in ArcGIS (ESRI, 2008), which involved fitting a plane to the elevation values of a 3 x 3 cell 

block centred on the processing cell. Slope is the maximum slope (or ‘dip’) of that plane and 

aspect is the azimuth (or ‘dip direction’) of the maximum slope. The orientation of each plane 

could be displayed in a stereonet. Grid-based relief was defined as the range in elevation within 

each 800 m cell block. 

The raster quantities, such as elevation, slope and aspect, of landforms were described by 

the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of the raster cells within each landform. 

For example, the average slope of a debris cone was calculated as the mean of the values of slope 

in the slope raster that intersect the mapped debris cone (Figure 1-1a). The distribution of slope 

throughout the surface of a landform was graphed by relative frequency histograms composed of 

all cell values intersecting the area of interest. For instance, histograms of slope within 5 km of 

the shorelines of inlets or lakes were created. 

The ‘overall slope’ of a landform, such as a fjord margin or debris cone, was computed 

using right-angled trigonometry based on the vertical and horizontal distances between high and 

low points on the landform (Figure 1-1b). Unlike the grid-based calculation of slope, which was 

calculated at the horizontal scale of three pixels, the overall slope was calculated at a variety of 

horizontal scales. For example, the variability of inclination of a fjord margin could be described 
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by calculating the overall slope from the fjord floor to the top of the margin and from several 

points of intermediate elevation to the summit. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Methods of calculating ‘average’ (a) and ‘overall’ (b) slope of landforms. 

 

A method was developed to characterize both the prevalence and position of steep (≥70°) 

slopes on subaerial fjord margins. The procedure began by isolating points of steep slope from the 

slope raster. For each point of steep slope, the horizontal distance to the nearest point on the fjord 

or lake shoreline was computed and the elevation was calculated using bilinear interpolation. The 

procedure described above was applied for several inlets on the southwest British Columbia coast 

and the results were displayed as scatter plots of horizontal distance to the nearest shoreline 

versus elevation. 

Landforms mapped from the digital elevation models included counterscarps, cliffs, 

submarine colluvial debris cones and side-entry fan-deltas. Distinctive conical submarine 

landforms with slopes of 20-30° were mapped in Knight Inlet, sited either beneath steep fjord 

margins with areas of ≥70° slope, or at the mouths of side-entry creeks or steep drainages. The 

term ‘counterscarp’ in this thesis was used only to describe linear to arcuate scarps with aspects 

directed in roughly the opposite direction as that of the mountainside on which they are located, 
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without any genetic interpretation. Counterscarps on Mount Gardner were identified and mapped 

based on fieldwork and interpretation of the LiDAR dataset. Counterscarp lengths were measured 

from the surface length of digitized lines, whereas heights were obtained from the maximum 

relief within profiles drawn through Counterscarps.  

1.4.2 Structural mapping 

Geological structures were mapped using lineament analysis, selective field surveys and 

objective scanline surveys. Lineaments were mapped from orthophotos and digital elevation 

models. At Adeane Point, the traces of carefully selected structures exposed in the rock slope 

were delineated in approximately scaled oblique photographs, and then lines were drawn normal 

to structures linking separate traces to delineate spacing. Scanlines conducted at Adeane Point 

involved observing, for each discontinuity, the type, orientation, persistence, infill, outflow, 

waviness, roughness, and aperture according to ISRM (1978) definitions. ‘Type’ refers to the 

genesis of the structure, such as fault, joint, bedding, or foliation. ‘Roughness’ refers to the 

millimetre- to centimetre-scale topography of a discontinuity, ranging from very smooth to very 

rough. ‘Persistence’ is the length of a structure, usually measured in the dip or strike directions. 

‘Aperture’ is the gap between walls of a structure, filled with either air or water. ‘Infill’ refers to 

the material (not air or water) that exists between the walls of a discontinuity, such as clay gouge. 

‘Outflow’ is the amount of water flowing from a discontinuity. The true spacing was calculated 

after delineating discontinuity sets from the scanlines, based on methods described by Wyllie and 

Mah (2003). A profile gauge (6” long) was used to record roughness profiles of selected joints at 

Adeane Point. 

In order to highlight patterns in joint data, the Kamb method of contouring (Vollmer, 

1995) was used in the program StereoStat (Rockware, 2008), producing the same overall pattern 

as the 1% method, but yielding smoother contours and fewer spurious lines around single poles. 

Contour lines in the Kamb method, expressed in the form of departures or standard deviations 

(σ), highlight areas within the stereonet where the number of poles is higher than expected, based 

on a binomial distribution, if the data were uniformly distributed.  

1.4.3 Stability analysis 

Three levels of stability analysis were conducted for the rock slope at Adeane Point: 

kinematic analysis, limit equilibrium analysis, and discrete element analysis. Each successive 

level of analysis increases in complexity.  
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Kinematic analysis was used to aid in the identification of possible modes of failure in 

the rock slope at Adeane Point. The method compares the geological structure with the slope 

morphology using stereographic projection. Three modes of failure were considered: planar, 

wedge and toppling failure (Hoek and Bray, 1981; Wyllie and Mah, 2003). Evaluation of each 

failure mode involved determining whether the pole to each discontinuity set, or to the line of 

intersection of two sets, plotted within a failure zone. The main simplifying assumptions involved 

in the analysis were: 

1. A discontinuity system determined from a number of measurements at a limited 
number of outcrops is representative of the rock mass structure throughout the site. 
The discontinuity system accounts for major structures not part of a systematic set. 

2. Failure occurs in one or more of the three basic modes, not by complex modes 
involving complex geological structure.  

3. Structures are fully persistent. 

4. Discontinuity sets intersecting on the stereonet intersect physically.  

5. All discontinuities have 30° friction angles and no cohesion. 

6. The shape of the slope must be simplified to a finite number of uniquely oriented 
facets and separate analyses conducted on each. 

7. Forces arising from water pressures, seismic accelerations, or from situations 
involving active and passive blocks are not considered in kinematic analysis.  

 

As kinematic analysis is primarily a geometric analysis aimed at the identification of 

failure modes, the critical assumptions involve the representativeness of the geological structure 

and the three basic failure modes (assumptions 1 & 2). Before, during, and after fieldwork at 

Adeane Point, structures exposed in the rock slope were examined directly and from air and 

oblique photographs taken from the ground and from a helicopter. Several structures intersecting 

rockfall scars displaying obvious failure modes were inspected directly where they intersected 

accessible parts of the crest. Following kinematic analysis, photographs were re-examined for 

identified or unidentified failure modes and major or systematic geological structures. As a result, 

this procedure ensured that the use of stereographic projection resulted in identification of a 

realistic set of failure modes involving a representative model of the geological structure. 

Selected planar and wedge failure modes identified from kinematic analysis were 

subsequently analysed using the program SWEDGE (Rocscience, 2008) in order to compute the 

factor of safety of rigid blocks bounded by intersecting discontinuities. The purpose of the 

SWEDGE limit equilibrium analysis was to determine not the absolute stability of the rock slope, 

but to determine, if failure does occur, by what failure mode and in what part of the slope would 
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failure be most probable. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to represent the resisting and 

driving forces in a simple way, with 40° joint friction angles, no joint cohesion, and no forces 

from water pressure or seismic accelerations.  

SWEDGE employed the following procedure for each calculation: 

1. Determine whether the geometry results in a removable block 

2. Resolve the active force (i.e., wedge weight) acting on each wedge 

3. Determine which of the following possible failure modes is valid 

� Falling/lifting 

� Sliding on plane A 

� Sliding on plane B 

� Sliding on the line of intersection of planes A and B  

4. Compute the normal force on the wedge plane(s) in the valid direction 

5. Compute the resisting force using the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength model 

6. Calculate the factor of safety 

The 3-dimensional Distinct Element Code, 3DEC (Itasca, 2008), was used to study the 

type, location, and extent of possible failures in the rock slope at Adeane Point, given the ground 

surface defined by the digital elevation model and the geological structure defined based on field 

work and remote sensing. Each calculation cycle in 3DEC begins with a contact force update and 

adjustment according to the Coulomb friction law, followed by a block motion update involving 

an explicit finite difference solution to the full equations of translational motion and a simplified 

equation of angular motion (Cundall, 1988; Hart et al., 1988). The explicit solution embodied in 

3DEC allows large displacements without numerical instability, thus displaying the development 

of the extent and location of failures.  

The main assumptions inherent in the use of 3DEC in this thesis are that deformation 

takes place entirely as a system of rigid blocks bounded by a system of discrete and planar 

structures. This assumption was deemed reasonable as a preliminary application of 3DEC for 

estimating the extent and location of potential failure within rock slopes characterized by 

complex topography.  
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1.5 Setting of the study region 

1.5.1 Physiography 

Relief and slope play important roles in controlling the probable types and mobility of 

slope processes. As steep slopes (e.g., ≥70°) are kinematically more conducive than gentle slopes 

to wedge, planar, and toppling failures, the occurrence of bedrock failures is probable in steep 

slopes. The volume of bedrock failures probably relates directly to the extents of the rock walls 

from which the rockslides and block topples detach. The presence of rock walls near (e.g., <1km) 

the shore of fjords or lakes implies possible delivery of rockfalls and rockslides to the water. 

Slides originating in discrete cliffs located on a sufficiently steep fjord margin stand a chance of 

travelling to the shore and entering the fjord. Consequently, situations involving steep slopes 

located on steep fjord margins are conducive to delivery of rockslides, block slides, block topples, 

and rockfalls into the fjord or lake where the material accumulates as a subaqueous talus cone. 

Although gentle fjord and lake margins are kinematically not predisposed to wedge, 

toppling, or planar failure in the same manner as steep slopes, gentle slopes remain susceptible to 

complex deep-seated failures. The Downie slide is a well-known example of a low-angled ridge 

that underwent large-scale gravitational deformation during the Holocene (Piteau et al., 1978; 

Psutka, 1978; Brown and Psutka, 1980; Chaudhry et al., 1983; Kjelland, 2004). As the Downie 

slide exists in a setting of gentle slopes surrounding the Revelstoke reservoir, some of the relief 

measurements made for inlets and lakes along the British Columbia coast (presented below) were 

also presented for the Revelstoke reservoir for purposes of comparison. 

The spatial distribution of relief and slope throughout the southern mainland British 

Columbia coast approximately coincides with the physiographic divisions set by Mathews (1986). 

Transverse fjords (e.g., Bute Inlet), which crosscut the northwest trending structural grain, are 

more numerous than longitudinal fjords, which trend parallel to the grain (Roberts and Rood, 

1984). Relief and slope are greatest at the inner parts of the transverse fjords in the Pacific Ranges 

(Figure 1-2), which extend from Bella Coola to the Fraser Valley. In these areas, the subaerial 

parts of some mountainsides rise 800-1000 vertical metres within horizontal distances of 800 m 

and contain slopes greater than 70° over horizontal distances of about 80 m. In the outer parts of 

transverse fjords (i.e., Fiord ranges), few margins exist with slopes greater than 50° over 

horizontal distances of about 80 m or that extend vertical distances of 400 m within 800 

horizontal metres. 
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Figure 1-2 Slope (a) and relief (b) of the southern mainland British Columbia coast. Slope was 
calculated for 75 m map squares. Relief was calculated within 800 m map squares. The 
histogram in (b) excludes the value zero. 
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The number and elevation of steep (≥70°) slopes within 1 km of shorelines varies 

enormously between inlets and lakes in British Columbia (Figure 1-3). Out of the water bodies 

considered, Knight Inlet contains the greatest number of steep slopes proximal to the shore. The 

vertical and horizontal locations with respect to the shore of many of the steep slopes in Knight 

Inlet form overall slopes angles greater than 45°. Other water bodies with numerous steep slopes 

proximal to the shore include Bute, Toba, and Jervis Inlets. Water bodies with margins containing 

few to no steep slopes close to the shore include Narrows Inlet, Howe Sound, and Revelstoke 

reservoir. The cluster of points more than 0.5 km from the shore in the graph for Howe Sound 

represents the Stawamus Chief Mountain, located at the head of the inlet.   From this analysis, it 

appears reasonable to conclude that, if steep slopes are kinematically prone to bedrock failures, 

and steep slopes are located above steep mostly unforested fjord margins, then it is probable that 

water bodies with these characteristics will contain subaqueous debris cones, and inlets and lakes 

without those physiographic qualities will not contain such slope deposits.  

 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Vertical and horizontal distances from points of steep slope to the nearest shoreline of 
selected water bodies in British Columbia. For comparison, the Revelstoke reservoir 
contains no points of steep slope within 1 km of the shoreline. 
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The distribution of slope within 5 km of Howe Sound is more skewed to low values of 

slope than that of Knight Inlet, which more closely approximates a normal distribution (Figure 

1-4). The modal slope for Howe Sound is about 25°, whereas it is about 35° for Knight Inlet. 

Howe Sound contains a much higher proportion of gentle (<30°) slopes than Knight Inlet. The 

distribution for Howe Sound bares resemblance to that of the Revelstoke reservoir, whereas the 

distribution for Knight Inlet is similar to that of Bute Inlet. This comparison, based on 

measurements from freely available digital elevation models (Geobase, 2008), illustrates striking 

differences between the margins of Howe Sound and Knight Inlet. Figure 1-5 further 

demonstrates the contrasting relief and slope of these inlets by presenting slope profiles through 

the two study sites, Adeane Point and Mount Gardner.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-4 Relative frequency distributions of the maximum slope of planes fit to 75 m map 
squares centred on all 25 m cells within 5 km of selected water bodies in British 
Columbia. Histograms exclude the value zero.  
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Figure 1-5 Profiles through the rock slope at Adeane Point (a) and the northwest slope of Mount 
Gardner (b). Horizontal and vertical scales are equal.  

 

1.5.2 Bedrock and structural geology 

The Coast Belt encloses the mainland British Columbia coast and comprises a complex 

assemblage of foliated plutonic rock, migmatite and gneisses, with minor, narrow zones of schist 

(Roddick and Hutchison, 1974). Metamorphic grade increases from subgreenschist in the west to 

upper amphibolite facies in the east (Woodsworth et al., 1991).  

In general, northwest-trending narrow pendants of metamorphic rocks and steep 

northwest-trending fabrics mark the regional grain in the southwest Coast Belt. For instance, 

Roddick (1977) described seven belts of steeply dipping northwest-trending metamorphic rocks 

outcropping in the Bute Inlet map area, occasionally tightly to isoclinally folded and displaying 

contact alteration strongest in thin-bedded sediments. Most reports of lineaments or regional sets 

of brittle structures in the Coast Belt describe two dominant sets: one northwest-southeast, the 

other northeast-southwest (Table 1.2). However, Peacock (1935) related three sets of shear 

fractures, one set of tension fractures and folds and foliations, to the four principal fjord trends. 

The description of Peacock (1935) is the most realistic, because it recognizes that structural and 

physiographic trends vary with location along the coast. 
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Table 1.2 Summary of physiographic and structural patterns in the Coast Mountains. 

Reference Trend Feature Name Parallel structure Additional details 

NW-SE Fjord trends  Folds  

NE-SW Fjord trends   Only faintly indicated 

N-S Fjord trends  Fractures  

Dawson, 
1878 

E-W Fjord trends   Of undetermined origin 

 Dykes Parallel Regional joints  Bancroft, 
1913b 

 Dykes Transverse Regional joints  

NW-SE Ore-bodies Longitudinal Shear fractures Commonly mineralized shear 
zones 

Schofield, 
1925 

NE-SW Ore-bodies Transverse Tension fractures  

N50oW 

range from 
N72oW in SE 
to nearly due 
north in NW 

Fjord trends Dominant 
concordant 
longitudinal 

Folds, foliations, 
contacts, closed 
shear fractures, 
and faults 

Most strongly represented; 
originated late in the intrusive 
period of the Jura-Cretaceous 

N45oE 

range from 
N15oE in SE 
to nearly due 
east in NW 

Fjord trends Dominant 
concordant 
transverse 

Open tension 
fractures and 
mineral veins 

Most strongly represented; not 
expected that such tension 
fractures should follow strict 
radial directions; originated late 
in the intrusive period of the 
Jura-Cretaceous 

N7oW 

small 
variability 

Fjord trends Subordinate 
discordant 
longitudinal 

Unmineralized 
shear fractures 

Less commonly repeated; 
originated in early Eocene 

Peacock, 
1935 

N84oE 

small 
variability 

Fjord trends Subordinate 
discordant 
transverse 

Unmineralized 
shear fractures 

Weakly represented except in the 
vicinity of latitude 51o, where it 
is the most prominent; originated 
in early Eocene 

NW-SE   Brittle faults and 
dykes 

Woodsworth 
et al., 1991 

NE-SW   Brittle faults and 
dykes 

Northeast- and northwest-
trending brittle faults and dykes 
cut most plutons and pendants in 
the southern Coast Belt 

 

In the southern Coast Belt, because the average composition of the plutonic rocks is a 

hornblende-quartz diorite with minor K-feldspar, Roddick (1965) classified the plutonic rocks 

according to the ratio of biotite to hornblende. Hornblende-rich rocks, containing higher mafic 

content, displayed the most heterogeneity, whereas biotite-rich rocks, such as those outcropping 

at the Stawamus Chief Mountain at the head of Howe Sound, displayed larger grain sizes and the 

least heterogeneity. Rocks comprising both hornblende and biotite represent the most abundant 

plutonic rock types and form the matrix in which plutonic rocks with only one mafic mineral 

were set. Furthermore, finer grained hornblende-rich rocks exhibit closer spaced jointing and 
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sheeting, much like that displayed within pendants, than in the biotite-rich rocks (Roddick, 1965). 

Of the hornblende rocks, medium grained or coarser varieties displayed wider joint spacings (60-

120 cm), whereas in the finer grained varieties, joints were commonly closely spaced (15-30 cm), 

the closely spaced jointing resembled that of some of the metamorphic rocks in the pendants. 

More hornblende diorite displayed foliation and layering than any other plutonic rock type in the 

map-area. Consequently, and contrary to a belief held by some geoscientists, the plutonic rocks of 

the Coast Belt are not all homogeneous and the type of plutonic rock listed on regional bedrock 

maps can provide indications of the probable rock mass characteristics relevant to the study of 

landslides. Finally, rock masses in the pendants probably have smaller block sizes than in the 

plutons. 

1.5.3 Quaternary geology 

Episodic growth and decay of the Cordilleran ice sheet, due to major climatic 

perturbations during at least the last two million years, produced steep-walled fjords along the 

British Columbia coast (Clague, 1991; Shuster et al., 2005). Oxygen isotopes in biogenic 

carbonate in deep-sea sediments of the Pacific Ocean indicate that the region has experienced 

about 17 glacial cycles during the last 1.7-1.8 Ma (Shackleton and Opdyke, 1976). In addition to 

shaping the fjord margins, glaciers plausibly exerted forces onto fjord margins, causing growth of 

new fractures and propagation of pre-existing fractures, with the net effect of reducing rock mass 

strength, particularly in areas where flowing ice exerted the highest forces against rock slopes. 

In the area surrounding Knight Inlet, the late Wisconsinan Cordilleran ice sheet first 

began retreating eastwards from the Coastal Trough at about 12.5 ka, retreating rapidly by 

accelerated calving due to eustatic sea-level rise to the head of Knight Inlet by about 10.5 ka; the 

modern alpine glacial coverage has more or less existed since about 10.25 ka (Dyke, 2004). 

Fjords have acted as sediment sinks for stratified glacimarine, colluvial and fluvial 

sediments, particularly throughout brief periods of accelerated erosion during glacier growth and 

decay (Clague, 1991), resulting in thick infill sequences, perhaps up to 400-600 m in the larger 

mainland British Columbia fjords (Syvitski et al., 1987). During glacial maxima, grounded ice 

obliterates earlier sediment accumulations in fjords (Clague, 1991), including rock avalanche 

deposits falling onto fjord floors during interstadials or interglacials. Throughout deglaciation, 

suspended sediments drape earlier deposits, leaving fjord floors normally smooth, flat and 

underlain by up to several hundred metres of parallel-bedded glacimarine muds and sandy muds 

(Bornhold and Prior, 1989).  
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1.5.4 Seismicity 

The southern British Columbia coast is one of the most seismically active regions in 

Canada. Adams and Atkinson (2003) estimated seismic hazard using two models (Figure 1-6), 

which resulted in contrasting hazard levels for the mainland coast. The deterministic model 

predicted uniform hazard across the mainland coast north of Vancouver, whereas the probabilistic 

model predicted an increase in seismic hazard from northwest to southeast, making the hazard in 

Knight Inlet lower than that in Howe Sound. Although mainland fjords are larger and contain 

greater relief than island fjords, the generally short fjords indenting the west coast of Vancouver 

Island are subject to higher seismic hazard. 

Keefer (1984) showed that the ability of an earthquake to trigger a landslide depends on 

the distance from an earthquake epicentre (Re) and the earthquake magnitude. Four historical 

earthquakes (USGS, 2007) occurring within 1000 km of the middle of Knight Inlet (Table 1.3) 

exceeded the Re-magnitude threshold of Papadopoulos and Plessa (2000), representing the major 

historical earthquakes in western Canada. This analysis suggests that one earthquake capable of 

triggering a landslide in Knight Inlet has occurred every 30-40 years in the southern mainland 

coast. 

Based on a several-thousand-year record, Clague (2004) summarized geologic evidence 

for large earthquakes (M 8-9) in the Pacific Northwest, concluding that mega-thrust earthquakes 

have occurred at roughly 500-year return periods. Geodetic data suggests that the Cascadia 

subduction zone is locked and straining toward a megathrust earthquake (Dragert et al., 1994; 

Hyndman and Wang, 1995).  

Table 1.3 Re-magnitude threshold exceeding earthquakes within 1000 km of Knight Inlet. 

Date Lat ° Lon ° Mag Depth Re (km) MM1 Region 
23/06/1946 49.76 -125.34 7.3 ML 25 km 111 VI Forbidden Plateau  
22/08/1949 53.62 -133.27 8.1 Ms 22 km 610 III Queen Charlotte 
06/12/1918 49.62 -125.92 7.0 ML 25 km 125 II-IV Vancouver Island2  
15/12/1872 48.6 -121.4 7.4 Ml 29 km 389 I Washington State  

1Modified Mercalli intensities obtained from maps reported by Earthquakes Canada (2007). 

2Cassidy et al. (1988) report Ms = 6.9 ±0.3, 49.44oN, 126.22oW, depth = 15 km, and strike-slip motion. 
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Figure 1-6 Map of seismic hazard on the southern British Columbia coast based on two hazard 
models digitized from Adams and Atkinson (2003). 

 

Historical earthquake focal mechanisms in the southern Canadian Cordillera comprise a 

mixture of strike-slip and thrust mechanisms, and a general lack of normal faulting mechanisms 

indicating an absence of extensional tectonics. The major principal stress (σ1) is near horizontal 

and trends north-northeast overall (Ristau et al., 2007). An important latitudinal transition occurs 

at 51°N, dividing the region into two distinct subsets. In the south, σ1 trends north-south, while σ1 

trends northeast-southwest in the north (Table 1.4).  
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Table 1.4 Principal stress orientations for the southern Canadian Cordillera.1 

Region σ1 σ 2 σ 3 
 Azimuth° Plunge° Azimuth° Plunge° Azimuth° Plunge° 
All mechanisms 017 ±15 6 108 10 257 79 
North of 51°N 030 ±15 9 123 19 275 69 
South of 51°N 002 ±10 5 096 42 267 48 

1Data derived from Ristau et al. (2007). 

 

1.5.5 Climate 

The climate of the southern British Columbia coast is characterized by an average annual 

precipitation of about 1-2 m and an average annual temperature of about 8-10° (Environment 

Canada, 2008; Table 1.5). Greater precipitation totals with larger proportions of snowfall occur at 

higher elevations. Graphs of all available monthly total precipitation and monthly average 

temperature data from four coastal stations (Figure 1-7) illustrate that monthly precipitation totals 

can reach 400-600 mm during the winter, when the available radiative energy for evaporation is 

lowest. Fall and winter months experience greater variability in precipitation totals and average 

temperatures. 

 

 

 

Table 1.5 Climate normals at five stations on the British Columbia coast. 

Station Latitude Longitude Temp (°)1 Rain (mm)2 Snow (mm)3 Precip (mm)4 

Alert Bay 50°35' N 126°56' W 8.5 1526.6 62.6 1591.5 
Mud Bay 49°28' N 124°47' W 9.4 1625.1 79.7 1704.9 
Port Hardy 50°40' N 127°21' W 8.3 1808.2 56.0 1869.3 
Powell River A 49°52' N 124°33' W 10.6 1072.1 31.6 1103.7 
Vancouver INT'L 49°11' N 123°10' W 10.1 1154.7 48.2 1199.0 

1Average daily temperature. 
2Average total annual rainfall. 
3Average total annual snowfall. 
4Average total annual precipitation. 
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Figure 1-7 Monthly total precipitation and mean monthly temperature at four coastal stations 
along the mainland British Columbia coast. 
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2 EVALUATION OF HAZARD FROM SUBAERIAL LANDSLIDES 
IN KNIGHT INLET 

Based on native oral tradition, archaeological and geological evidence, Bornhold et al. 

(2007) suggested that the rock slope at Adeane Point in Knight Inlet released a 4.0 Mm3 rock 

avalanche in the late 16th Century that caused a wave, probably killing 100 or more inhabitants of 

the First Nations village of Kwalate (Figure 2-1). Stratigraphic evidence at the village includes a 

1-2 cm thick sand unit overlying cultural deposits (midden) comprising mainly mussel shells 

interspersed with silt, with no cultural evidence above the sand unit, suggesting that inhabitants 

abandoned the village following a tsunami. Recognizing the impossibility of estimating the pre-

slide shape of the failure zone at Adeane Point to determine the volume of the bedrock material 

that failed in the late 16th Century, Bornhold et al. (2007) used the volume of the debris cone at 

the base of the slope in their wave height estimate, assuming that the debris emplaced en masse. 

Consequently, although it is clear that a slide-induced tsunami has occurred in Knight Inlet, there 

is no need for geotechnical inputs of the slide from Adeane Point for a hydrodynamic model of 

the 16th Century tsunami. The objective of the current study, therefore, was to assess the hazard 

from subaerial slide-induced tsunamis in Knight Inlet by identifying sites within the fjord from 

where tsunamigenic subaerial slides have probably occurred in the past and by examining the 

stability of and evidence for past failures at the rock slope at Adeane Point. The investigation 

examined multiple lines of evidence, including: 

1. Historical reports of landslides and tsunamis in Knight Inlet,  

2. Geomorphic expressions of sites where subaerial slides have accumulated as submarine 
talus or slide deposits in Knight Inlet, 

3. Structural mapping and geomorphic analysis of the rock slope at Adeane Point, and 

4. Geomechanical modelling of the rock slope at Adeane Point based on observed structural 
geology and geomorphology. 
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Figure 2-1 Map of Knight Inlet showing the trends of structural and physiographic features.  
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2.1 General examination of Knight Inlet 

Knight Inlet and the surrounding valleys contain at least 81 debris cones or fan-deltas, 

concentrated beneath fjord margins between Adeane Point and Glacier Bay, and below the valley 

sides of Sim River and McMyn Creek (Figure 2-2 to Figure 2-6). Many are debris cones located 

beneath large rock slopes, containing ≥70° slopes, eroded into the fjord margins, such as beneath 

Adeane Point, Kitty Cone, Bald Peak and Spire Peaks, or beneath large rock slopes eroded into 

the valley sides of Sim River and McMyn Creek. Others are fan-deltas located at the mouths of 

side-entry watercourses, such as at the Kwalate, Bolivar, Millerd, and Rodell Creeks or the 

Ahnuhati River. Some of the fan-deltas have gentler slopes than the debris cones. For instance, 

the cones beneath Glacier Bay and Ahnuhati River have the lowest slopes of any of the mapped 

submarine landforms in Knight Inlet. The planimetric area of the 81 mapped features ranges from 

2,000 to 830,000 m2, with an average of 120,000 m2. At the horizontal scale of 15 m, the average 

slope on the surface of the 75 submarine landforms is 26-27°. 

The Kwalate area contains about 30 conical landforms (Figure 2-4), a selection of which 

are 100-400 m high with slopes of 22-32° (‘overall’ slope in Table 2.1) calculated from the toe to 

the apex of each cone, the Kwalate Creek fan having the lowest slope of these features. A number 

of conical landforms in the Kwalate area do not connect to the shoreline, such as at Adeane Point, 

Bolivar Creek and Kwalate Point, whereas others do, such as beneath Rainbow Falls (Figure 2-7), 

Kitty Cone, and Bald Peak. 

The sediments deposited near Bald Peak form an apron 2.7 km long, the centre of which 

connects to the shoreline at a prominent northeast trending catchment extending through the fjord 

margin into Glacier Bay to where another large debris cone connects to the shoreline beneath 

Glacier Peak (Figure 2-3). The many submarine debris cones forming the apron near Bald Peak 

rest beneath a broad area of discrete cliffs above the shoreline that contains fresh rockfall scars. 

The largest contiguous area of steep (≥70°) slope above any of the submarine 

depositional landforms mapped in Knight Inlet is at Spire Peaks, where the debris cone extends 

above the shoreline from the toe of the deposit over a distance of 1.5 km (Figure 2-5). Steep 

arcuate rims bound three of the slide deposits along the McMyn Creek and Sim River valleys 

(Figure 2-6) similar to the rim of cliffs bounding the debris cone at Spire Peaks. However, in the 

case of the latter, and many of the fjord rock slopes, there is about 1500 m of relief, whereas the 

river valley rock slopes have about 1000 m of relief (Figure 2-8). The rock slopes at Adeane 

Point, Rainbow Falls and Kitty Cone are arcuate in shape over most of their subaerial heights, 

starting at the shoreline where small bays extend into the fjord margin.  
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Figure 2-2 Legend for maps shown in Figure 2-3 to Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-3 Subaerial and submarine map of slope, debris cones and fan-deltas in Knight Inlet.  
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Figure 2-4 Bedrock geology, submarine and subaerial map of slope, debris cones and fan-deltas 
near Kwalate Creek. Numbered cones are described in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2-5 Bedrock geology, submarine and subaerial maps of slope, debris cones and fan-deltas 
near Glacier Bay. 
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Figure 2-6 Submarine and subaerial map of slope and debris cones near Sim River. 
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Table 2.1 Geometry of selected debris cones and fan-deltas in the Kwalate Creek area. 

  Slope (°)  Dimensions (m) 

# Area (m2) Mean SD Min Max Overall ∆  Top Length Height 

1 124369 23.8 6.8 2 52 24.7 -0.9  -300 456 210 

2 102413 25.9 7.9 7 62 25.5 0.4  -330 377 180 

3 402627 24.4 7.3 6 72 24.7 -0.3  -105 880 405 

4 361777 25.4 8 5 83 25.1 0.3  -122 827 388 

5 38287 25.8 8.9 1 60 29.6 -3.7  -396 201 114 

6 42915 24.3 4.6 10 43 24.9 -0.6  -388 263 122 

7 61099 26.8 6.1 5 45 30.0 -3.1  -330 312 180 

8 17922 30.4 8.8 14 60 31.2 -0.8  -407 170 103 

9 114476 21.1 8.1 2 49 22.2 -1.1  -306 500 204 

10 55506 29.3 6.3 9 56 31.1 -1.8  -384 209 126 

11 70479 30.4 9 11 80 32.3 -1.9  -336 275 174 

12 222087 28.2 5.9 9 64 28.0 0.2  -104 764 406 

13 127104 29.1 7.7 3 63 28.1 1.0  -244 498 266 

Mean 134000 26.5 7.3 7 61 27.5 -0.9  -288 440 221 
∆ = ‘Mean’ – ‘Overall’ 

 

 

Figure 2-7 Subaerial extension of the Rainbow Falls debris cone.  The image provides an example 
of the probable composition of many of the debris cones mapped in Knight Inlet. 
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Figure 2-8 Slope profiles X-X’ and Y-Y’ (profile locations shown in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6, 
respectively). Horizontal and vertical scales are equal. 

 

Anecdotal records suggest that landslides are common in Knight Inlet, and that they can 

result in tsunamis. Proctor and Maximchuk (2003) referred to five landslides between 1925 and 

2000, occurring from slopes in and around Knight Inlet. Slides in fjords east of Knight Inlet 

occurred in 1946 and 1964, coinciding with years with significant earthquakes on the British 

Columbia coast (Table 1.3). In addition, during a trip up Knight Inlet in 1946, Henry (1990, p. 

118) observed “hundreds of sections” of splintered yellow cedar logs littering part of the inlet due 

to “rock slides caused by an earthquake”.  

Bancroft (1913b, p. 22) observed that within British Columbia inlets, local cliffs rise for 

hundreds of metres, landslides are frequent, and landslides can increase the overall slope of the 

fjord margin. To illustrate this, Bancroft reported an interpretation about Spire Peaks (Figure 2-9) 

in Knight Inlet: 

“… on the northern side of Knight Inlet, near Grave point [at Spire Peaks], a 
large rockslide has taken place, in which a portion of a mountain from shore to 
summit has toppled over into the water. The movement took place along joint 
planes, and has resulted in a precipice which was estimated to be over 2000 feet 
in height, a most imposing and almost perpendicular cliff of massive granite. 
Even now when the wind blows hard, small jointed blocks are loosened from the 
heights and rattle down upon the pile of rubbish already accumulated.” 
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It is important to clarify that Bancroft did not observe a ‘large rockslide’ at Spire Peaks; 

he interpreted the rockslide from the imposing ‘cliff of massive granite’ extending from ‘shore to 

summit’ above the ‘pile of rubbish already accumulated’ (Figure 2-9). Bancroft’s interpretation 

involves a major rockslide, probably producing most of the debris cone, followed by episodic 

fragmental rockfalls or slides resulting in further deposition on the existing debris cone.  

Satellite images and air photographs indicate that between 2 August and 6 November 

1999, a rockslide or rockfall at Three Finger Peak originated from a steep rock slope at 1000-

1500 m elevation (Figure 2-10). The volume of the bedrock failure, based on the areal extent of 

the failure zone, appears limited, perhaps 0.2-2 Mm3. The slide ran out on a 3.5 km northwesterly 

trajectory, over a gentle slope covered by Quaternary sediments, destroying logging roads before 

entering Knight Inlet, where it caused a wave that “flipped log booming equipment all the way up 

to the head of Knight Inlet (Pers. Comm., Bruce Kirkby, 2006)”, 25 km away. Anecdotal reports 

from other workers in Knight Inlet corroborate that the 1999 Three Finger Peak landslide caused 

a wave. In addition, Farrow et al. (1983, p. 283) depicted an “old rock slide” buried beneath 

“highly compacted slump toes from a major mudslide” on the seafloor at Glacier Bay, suggesting 

that the fjord basin at Glacier Bay has received delivery of rock debris from more than one 

rockslide. 

The margin near Bald Peak contains numerous bedrock failure scars in the discrete cliffs 

distributed throughout this area (Figure 2-11). The scars display complex networks of fractures, 

suggesting that the failures are structurally controlled. The subaerial margin is very steep in this 

area, encouraging slide runout below sea level. Consequently, scars in Figure 2-11b and c contain 

lighter-coloured transport paths extending to the shoreline, indicating that the failures travelled 

into the inlet and deposited on the submarine sidewall or fjord floor. Figure 2-4 shows numerous 

submarine cones beneath this part of Knight Inlet.  

A number of subaerial rock slopes in Knight Inlet, located above submarine debris cones, 

occur at sites where geological contacts intersect the shoreline, including at Adeane Point (Figure 

2-4), Rainbow Falls, Bald and Spire (Figure 2-5) Peaks. Rocks at the fjord margin northwest of 

Bald Peak include banded gneiss and amphibolite, massive amphibolite, gneissic quartz diorite 

and massive diorite, with foliation dipping steeply into the slope (Roddick, 1977). At Rainbow 

Falls (Figure 2-4), there is a transition from diorite to quartz diorite with steep foliation oblique to 

the rock slope, whereas at Spire Peaks there is a transition from granodiorite to granitic gneiss 

(Figure 2-5). Other large rock slopes in Knight Inlet, for example, the rock slope at Kitty Cone 

(Figure 2-4), are not located at mapped geological contacts.  
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Figure 2-9 Spire Peaks showing elevation of peaks (with permission from Dr. B. Bornhold).   
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Figure 2-10 Fjord margin at Glacier Bay rockfall scar (s) on Three Finger Peak (T). 
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Figure 2-11 Fjord margin near Bald Peak (a) showing fresh failure scars (b and c) from where 
small slides that travelled into Knight Inlet originated. Light coloured areas represent 
failure scars.  
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2.2 Characterization of the rock slope at Adeane Point 

2.2.1 Surface geometry 

The rock slope at Adeane Point is the first large rock slope above a submarine debris 

cone in Knight Inlet east of Glendale Cove (Figure 2-3). Consequently, the site marks a transition 

from subdued topography east of Glendale Cove to fjord margins studded with spectacular rock 

slopes. 

The subaerial fjord margin at Adeane Point takes on a U-shape in plan with a radius of 

curvature of about 400 m (Figure 2-12). Representing a source area or catchment, the surface area 

of this erosional form is 1.5 km2, about a third of which comprises unforested exposed bedrock. 

The main depositional landform at the base of the rock slope (Figure 2-12) has a surface area (0.1 

km2) that is an order of magnitude smaller than (or 5-10% of) that of the subaerial part of the 

source area.  

The main geometric components of the erosional U-shaped landform comprise a north-

northeast dipping forested slope (Forested slope), a north dipping rock wall (South wall), a west-

northwest dipping rock wall (East wall), and a west-northwest dipping forested slope (North wall) 

(Figure 2-12 to Figure 2-16 and Table 2.2). Elevation reaches a maximum of 885 m at the East 

peak (Figure 2-15), resulting in about 1400 m of relief from the fjord basin floor (Figure 2-16), 

with an overall slope of about 45°, and with 60° overall slope angles in the upper part of the 

slope. 

At the horizontal scale of 75 m, the digital elevation model portrays slope angles as great 

as 70-72° in the East and South walls near the top of the slope (Figure 2-15). At this scale, the 

upper half (above 400 m) of the subaerial slope contains few places with slope angles less than 

50°. An east-northeast trending steep-walled (60-70°) gully (North gully) marks the north margin 

of the East wall. The subaerial area east of profile A-A’, comprising the East wall, the North 

slope and the North gully, contains more slope angles greater than 50° than the area west of this 

profile, comprising the South wall and the Forested slope (Figure 2-15). In terms of areal extent, 

the South wall represents a relatively small central area, the North wall is an extension of the East 

wall north of the North gully, and therefore the Forested slope and East wall dominate the rock 

slope in terms of orientation. The Forested slope maintains a remarkably consistent orientation 

both above and below sea level. 
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Figure 2-12 Subaerial and submarine parts of the rock slope at Adeane Point. Offshore area is 
represented by slope map from swath bathymetry. The sea surface is visible between 
the shoreline and the edge of the bathymetry. FS = Forested slope; S = South wall; w = 
West gully; c = Central gully; E = East wall; N = North slope; n = North gully.  
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Figure 2-13 Rock slope at Adeane Point showing geomorphic features. E = East wall; ep = East 
peak; sp = South peak; S = South wall; FS = Forested slope; c = Central gully; w = West 
gully; x = lobate slope deposit emplaced between 1992 and 1997. 
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Figure 2-14 Views of the rock slope at Adeane Point. FS = Forested slope; W = South wall; sp = 
South peak; w = West gully; c = Central gully; E = East wall; ep = East peak; N = 
North slope; n = North gully. 
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Figure 2-15 Slope, aspect, and elevation maps for the rock slope at Adeane Point. The stereonet 
included with the aspect map shows the three-dimensional shape of the slope.   
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Figure 2-16 Profile through the rock slope at Adeane Point and schematic representation of the 
debris cone and fjord basin infill sediments. Figure 2-12 and Figure 2-15 show profile 
location. No vertical exaggeration in profile. 

Table 2.2 Orientation of the rock slope at Adeane Point. 

 Slope (°) Aspect (°) Average 

Forested slope 40-60 000-020 50/020° 

South wall 50-70 340-000 60/345° 

East wall 40-70 280-320 55/305° 

North slope 50-70 280-310 60/295° 

 

Three main bedrock failure scars exist at the top of the rock slope at Adeane Point, the 

boundaries of which are predominantly defined by structures (Figure 2-17). The scars are located 

in the steepest part of the slope. The areal extents of the scars range from about 500 to 5000 m2. 

For the purpose of description, the failure scars are termed Scar 1, Scar 2, and Scar 3. 
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Figure 2-17 Rock slope at Adeane Point showing fresh failure scars numbered 1-3. E = East wall; ep 
= East peak; S = South wall; sp = South peak; FS = Forested slope; c = Central gully; w 
= West gully (photo used with permission from Dr. B. Bornhold). 

2.2.2 Slope deposits 

Images from a remotely operated vehicle (ROV) survey by Bornhold et al. (2007) 

indicate that the submarine debris cone at Adeane Point comprises openwork subangular compact 

shaped cobbles and boulders (Figure 2-18). Blocks are mostly less than 2 m and dominantly 0.1-

0.4 m in size (Figure 2-18a and d). The survey line rises at 20-24o along the surface of the cone 

for about 280 m, starting from its toe, terminating at one of the 50-150 m high cliffs along the 

sidewall in this area (Figure 2-18e). The presence of a veneer of fine sediments on the surface in 

many places suggests that the deposit is perhaps a few hundred of years in age and thereby 

correlating with the Kwalate village tsunami (Bornhold et al., 2007).  
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Subaerial sediments at the base of the slope record episodic mass wasting processes 

(Table 2.3). At the top of the Central gully, fluvial processes incise into a clast- to matrix-

supported deposit at least 2 m thick, composed of angular to subangular cobbles and boulders in a 

sandy to pebbly compact matrix (Figure 2-19). In contrast to the fresh cobbles and boulders 

encountered in the Central gully, clasts in the West gully support moss and up to three species of 

lichen, indicating that the deposit in the West gully is older than that of the Central gully (Figure 

2-20). Furthermore, air photos indicate that a lobate slope deposit (labelled ‘x’ in Figure 2-13) 

emplaced at the base of the East wall between 1992 and 1997. The observed subaerial slope 

deposits located at the base of the East wall and in the Central gully probably record deposition 

from the bedrock failures that resulted in Scars 1-3, whereas an older failure (or failures) probably 

formed the deposit in the West gully. Slope deposits in the Central and West gullies extend to the 

shoreline (Figure 2-13), indicating that submarine deposition has occurred from bedrock failures 

transported through these systems.  
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Figure 2-18 Blocky debris from ROPOS survey of debris cone at Adeane Point showing openwork 
(b to d) fabric and closed clast-supported (a) fabric. Images (a-d) used with permission 
from Dr. B. Bornhold. Perspective view of debris cone (e). Red line is the ROV traverse 
from the fjord basin floor (blue) to the apex of the debris cone. The floor is located at a 
depth of about 512 m. 
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Figure 2-19 Debris at the apex of the Central gully (a) showing a compact clast- to matrix-
supported deposit (‘D’) with a Swede saw for scale in the centre of the image, and (b 
and c) variations in block size in openwork deposits elsewhere in the Central gully (with 
50 cm rulers for scale). 
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Figure 2-20 Debris in West gully, showing a section through the apex of the deposit (a) and 
variations in block size (b and c). Orange tape measure in (b) is 5 cm square. Rock 
hammer in (c) for scale. 
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Table 2.3 Attributes of debris in the Central and West gullies at Adeane Point. 

Attribute Central gully West gully 

   

Source area East wall, small part of South wall 
 

South wall, Forested slope, 
small part of East wall 
 

Fabric Mix of openwork 
and closed clast- or matrix-support  
 

Closed clast- or matrix-support,  
lesser openwork  
 

Mean clast size 0.1-0.5 m 0.1-0.3 m 

Max clast size 1.0-4.0 m 1.0-2.0 m 
Marble clasts <0.5 m 

Roundness Angular to subrounded Angular to subrounded 

Lithology Intrusive and greenstone Intrusive, greenstone, 
and white marble 

Rock strength Intrusive and greenstone (strong  
to very strong, 100-300 MPa) 

Marble (moderately strong ,  
50-150 MPa) 

Weathering Fresh to slight, brownish-grey  
discolouration,  
no iron oxide staining 

Fresh to slight, discolouration  
more pronounced, 
iron oxide staining abundant 

Vegetation Generally absent, pocket of seedlings  
in lee of bedrock protrusion near  
shoreline 

Grasses and seedlings throughout 
surface of debris 

Woody debris Slightly weathered  Highly weathered  

Lichen/moss Absent Abundant 

Processes Fluvial process concentrated to west 
margin of gully 
Rockfall, debris flow/avalanche 

Fluvial process concentrated to east 
margin of gully 
Rockfall, debris flow/avalanche 
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2.2.3 Bedrock geology 

Bancroft (1913a and b) was the first to map the stratified rocks cropping out on the 

margins of Knight Inlet. In the 1960s and 70s, the Geological Survey of Canada investigated in 

detail shorelines between latitudes 49° and 55°N (e.g., Roddick and Woodsworth, 1976), explored 

the peninsulas between inlets through both helicopter spot stations and traverses across pendants, 

and subdivided the intrusive rocks into elongate units. 

Rocks at Adeane Point include those within a 1-2 km wide, 20 km long, northwest 

trending belt comprising greenschist facies rocks of the Upper Triassic Karmutsen Formation 

(Figure 2-21). This formation is better preserved on Vancouver Island, where it comprises mostly 

basalt flows intercalated with minor pillow basalt, pillow breccia,  micritic, massive or poorly-

bedded limestone, or more rarely, fine-grained siliciclastic sedimentary rocks such as mudstone, 

shale, siltstone and limestone (Nixon and Orr, 2006, p. 168). According to descriptions from 

Roddick (1977), rocks in the belt display anisotropy, inhomogeneity and variability in structure. 

The greenstone, itself either massive or foliated in narrow zones, contains intercalations of rusty 

marble, sandstone, and argillite, all of which have lower intact compressive strength (50-150 

MPa) than the greenstone (100-300 MPa), and layers of amphibolite, schist and phyllite. Adjacent 

Late Cretaceous plutonic rocks, strongly foliated at the margins, contain screens of amphibolite or 

schist. Layers and foliations within the belt and surrounding plutonic rocks generally dip steeply 

northeast. Of the ten rocks sampled for thin-section at Adeane Point (Appendix 1), six contain 

foliations, including gneissic intrusive rocks, greenstone, schist, amphibolite and marble. 
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Figure 2-21 Perspective view of subaerial and submarine parts of the rock slope at Adeane Point 
showing the main geological units. Light and dark shades represent dark and light 
surfaces in an inverted satellite image draped over the elevation model.  
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2.2.4 Structural geology 

Numerous inaccessible major structures are exposed in the rock face at Adeane Point. 

Four of these structures were examined where they intersect the crest of the rock slope. These 

structures were termed ‘key structures’ (Table 8.2), because they represent direct observations of 

the two most obvious discontinuity sets (Set 1 ‘S1’ and Set 2 ‘S2’) exposed in the rock face 

(Figure 2-22 to Figure 2-24). In addition to direct observation of the orientation of key structures, 

remote observations of persistence and spacing estimates were made from scaled images (Figure 

2-25 and Figure 2-26), and direct measurements of the roughness of structures from S1 and S2 

were made throughout the site (Figure 2-27 and Figure 2-28). Table 2.4 indicates that Set 1 

comprises very high persistence (>20 m) on average, with the largest structures exceeding 100 m 

persistence. In contrast, Set 2 comprises joints of high persistence (average 10 m) with a 

maximum length of 30 m. 

The four scanlines conducted in the Central gully (Table 2.5, Figure 8-1 to Figure 8-6), 

totalling 33 m of line survey, intersected 301 discontinuities, comprising 282 joints, 16 veins and 

three mafic dykes. Most discontinuities were clean and closed (aperture <0.5 mm). The maximum 

persistence of joints intersected in the scanlines was related to the minimum outcrop dimension 

(Table 2.5), illustrating the effect of persistence censoring. It worth repeating that the scanlines 

intersected no discontinuities parallel with foliation, because the scanlines surveyed unfoliated 

rocks. In contrast, joints measured throughout the site (Figure 8-1), not collected as part of a 

scanline survey (Figure 8-7), comprised 223 joints, 58 foliation or schistosity joints, 13 bedding 

joints, seven mafic dykes, seven veins and six key structures. In total, 615 discontinuities were 

examined in the field (Figure 8-8), 82% of which were joints. 
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Figure 2-22 View from near Adeane Point of structures exposed in rock slope. Lower right part of 
image shows Forested slope. Above this, in the top right of the image is the South wall.  
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Figure 2-23 Trace map from image shown in Figure 2-22 showing major structures, bedrock failure 
scars 1-3, springs, slope deposits, and selected measurement localities. 
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Figure 2-24 Oblique aerial image (a) and corresponding structural trace map (b) of the rock slope 
at Adeane Point showing major structures.  
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Figure 2-25 Photographs showing structures from S1 (blue) and S2 (red). Yellow lines represent 
spacing. Arrows denote structures examined in the field.  
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Figure 2-26 Photographs showing (a) S2 (red) and (b) S1 (blue) (photo used with permission from 
Dr. B. Bornhold). Yellow lines represent spacing. Arrows denote structures examined 
in the field. 
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Figure 2-27 Roughness profiles from foliation joints (S1) obtained using a 6” long profile gauge. 
Horizontal and vertical scales are equal. 
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Figure 2-28 Roughness profiles from joints other than foliation joints obtained using a 6” long 
profile gauge, with most joints deriving from S2. Horizontal and vertical scales are 
equal. 
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Table 2.4 Summary of S1 and S2 based on image analysis and field reconnaissance.1 

Set Persistence (m)2 Spacing (m)2 Roughness/waviness D/DD (°) Type 

S1 Very high (26, 110) Very wide (6, 16) Rough/undulating 54/028 Foliation joints 

S2 High (12, 28) Very wide (3, 8) Smooth/planar 55/273 Sheeting joints 
1Values of persistence and spacing are (mean, maximum) obtained from Figure 2-25 and Figure 2-26. 
2Persistence and spacing terms based on ISRM (1978). 

Table 2.5 Summary of the four scanlines conducted in the Central gully. 

# Attitude 
(°) 

Length 
(m) 

Outcrop1 

(m) 
Max2 
(m) N RQD 

(%) Rock type Weathering 

1 301/29 15 4 x 15 3.5 153 76 Unfoliated meta-volcanic Fresh/slight 

2 289/50 10 10 x 20 15 83 82 Unfoliated meta-intrusive Fresh/slight 

3 029/60 5 5 x 10 5.5 40 80 Unfoliated dyke Fresh/slight 

4 255/75 3 3 x 5 2.5 25 75 Unfoliated meta-volcanic Fresh/slight 
1Approximate areal outcrop dimensions. 
2Maximum trace length observed in scanline. 
 
 

A discontinuity system approximately representative of the rock mass structure at the 

rock slope (Table 2.6) was interpreted from field and remotely sensed structural observations 

(Figure 2-29). The system comprises six discontinuity sets.  

Discontinuity Set 1 (S1) 

The orientations of mineral foliation were recorded in both gneissic intrusive rocks and 

schistose volcanic and sedimentary rocks throughout the site, all of which dip steeply northeast to 

north-northeast (Figure 2-29g). Foliations in meta-volcanic and meta-sedimentary rocks parallel 

rock outcrops that form portions of the Forested slope. The subaerial and submarine parts of the 

Forested slope exhibit attitudes (Figure 2-29b) measured from the digital elevation model (DEM) 

similar to those demonstrated by foliation and schistosity. Rocks within three key structures (1a, 

1b and 1d) visible in the rock slope (Figure 2-23) contained coplanar mineral foliations. Foliation 

joints were characterized by rough and undulating (Figure 2-30) surfaces, with medium to very 

high persistence and moderate to very wide spacing (Table 2.6). 

Bedding was recorded mainly in marble beds at the apex of the debris accumulation in 

the West gully and on the Forested slope, with steep dips that ranged in direction from east to 

north (Figure 2-29e). Some variability in the attitude of bedding was due to ductile deformation 
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of marble around greenish black meta-volcanic beds forming boudins in the floor of the West 

gully.  

Discontinuity Set 2 (S2) 

Both scanline (Figure 2-29k) and outcrop spot-surveys (Figure 2-29m) encountered Set 2. 

This set comprises joints dipping about 40° to the west-northwest, including many closely spaced 

joints cutting a mafic dyke at scanline 3, making this one of the youngest discontinuity sets 

observed. Joints of this set were exposed at the surface of the East wall. As a result, the digital 

elevation model indicated that the East wall had an attitude (Figure 2-29c) similar to that of this 

joint set. S2 comprised smooth, planar (Figure 2-30) joints with low to high persistence and close 

to very wide spacing (Table 2.6). Set 2 is probably an uplift or unloading joint set. 

Discontinuity Set 3 (S3) 

A subvertical set of joints with dip directions ranging from east-southeast to east-

northeast was observed in scanline (Figure 2-29j and k) and outcrop spot-surveys (Figure 2-29m). 

This discontinuity set comprised several quartz veins (Figure 2-29h). Scanlines indicated that this 

set comprises joints, bedding joints and veins of low persistence and moderate spacing (Table 

2.6). However, some very persistent structures from this set probably exist in the rock slope. The 

trends of a prominent set of gullies located south of Adeane Point on the north flank of Mount 

Lillie and a mafic dyke swarm at Naena Point were similar to the trend of this joint set (Figure 

2-1). 

Discontinuity Set 4 (S4) 

Scanline surveys encountered a set of joints dipping about 45° to the south-southeast 

(Figure 2-29j and k). Scanlines indicated that, on average, this set comprised joints and veins of 

low persistence and moderate spacing (Table 2.6), with the largest observed joints at least 15 m 

long. 

Discontinuity Set 5 (S5) 

Scanline 1 intersected subvertical joints, veins and dykes dipping north-northwest or 

south-southeast (Figure 2-29j). Cliffs 100-150 m high on the submarine sidewall beneath the rock 

slope (Figure 2-29a), distinctive lineaments trending through the rock slope at 300-600 m 

elevation (Figure 2-29), the central part of the crest of the rock slope and the North gully were 

similarly oriented steep to the north-northwest. Other features with similar trends in the area 

include a 200 m high vertical cliff south of Herries Point (Figure 2-4), a prominent set of gullies 
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in the valley south of Adeane Point (Figure 2-1) and large cliffs on the submarine sidewall near 

Cascade Point (labelled ‘discrete structures’ in Figure 2-5). On average, this set comprises 

discontinuities of low persistence and moderate spacing (Table 2.6), with numerous chlorite 

coatings and some slickensided surfaces (Figure 2-30a). However, photographs of the rock slope 

suggest that this set comprises many very persistent structures (Figure 2-23). 

Discontinuity Set 6 (S6) 

A swarm of discontinuities extends through the crest of the rock slope north of the East 

peak (Figure 2-29), one of which intersected the key structure ‘1c’, forming a wedge-shaped 

cavity at failure Scar 3. Another structure from Set 6 forms a small valley extending away from 

the central part of the crest. A prominent set of gullies in the area near Bald and Glacier Peaks 

(Figure 2-1) exhibits trends similar to those of the swarm of discontinuities at the crest of the rock 

slope at Adeane Point. 

 

Table 2.6 Summary statistics for interpreted discontinuity sets. 

   Type2  Persistence (m)3  Spacing (m)4 

Set N D/DD1 b d f j k s v  Max Mean  Min Max Mean 

S1 119 54/028 5 2 30 48 5 26 3  50 4 (M)  0.014 1.1 0.27 (M) 

S2 120 36/281 1 1 0 117 1 0 0  15 2 (L)  0.002 0.5 0.17 (C) 

S3 140 86/083 4 0 0 124 0 0 12  40 2 (L)  0.014 1.2 0.23 (M) 

S4 86 43/159 0 0 0 80 0 0 6  15 2 (L)  0.008 1.7 0.44 (M) 

S5 87 76/338 1 4 1 79 0 1 1  15 2 (L)  0.008 3.2 0.34 (M) 

S6 29 80/295               
1Attitude is presented in terms of dip (D), dip direction (DD), both in degrees.  
2Type: b = bedding, d = dyke, f = foliation, j = joint, k = key structure, s = schistosity, v = vein. 
3Persistence categories: M = medium, L = low, V = very low (ISRM, 1978). 
4Spacing categories: M = moderate, C = close, W = wide (ISRM, 1978). 
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Figure 2-29 Synthesis of field and remotely sensed structural data from Adeane Point. With the 
exceptions of a, b, c, j, and k, stereonets comprise data from multiple locations at the 
site and the stereonet location does not correspond with that of the respective data. 
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Figure 2-30 Equal area lower hemisphere stereonets showing all available data on joint coatings 
and fillings. 

 

2.2.5 Rock mass strength 

Scanlines indicated Rock Quality Designation (RQD) values in the range of 75-82%, 

corresponding to good quality rock masses (Deere et al, 1967). RQD represents the percentage of 

intact core pieces larger than 10 cm to the length of core run or scanline. Average scanline 

spacing estimates ranged from 20 cm to 1 m (Table 2.6), representing very blocky to blocky rock 

structure in the Geological Strength Index (Cai et al., 2004). No clay-filled joints were observed 

at the site. Infills comprised mainly quartz veins. Only about 3% of joints were slickensided, the 

remainder were rough, slightly rough, or smooth. Consequently, the average Geological Strength 

Index at the site ranges from about 40 to 90. 

Meta-intrusive and meta-volcanic rocks occur in outcrops throughout the site and in the 

debris in the Central and West gullies. These rock types required several blows from a geological 

hammer to break hand specimens, and hence represent very strong to extremely strong intact 

compressive strength (ISRM, 1978). Single blows from a geological hammer broke marble 

specimens, indicating a medium strong to strong intact compressive strength (ISRM, 1978).  
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2.3 Rock slope stability analysis at Adeane Point 

2.3.1 Kinematic analysis 

The average orientation of the East and South walls, obtained from the digital elevation 

model (Figure 2-15), was compared with the interpreted rock mass structure (Table 2.6 and 

Figure 2-29) in order to test for feasible modes of failure (Figure 2-31 and Table 2.7). The most 

probable failure modes were planar sliding on S2 in the East wall and wedge failure on S1-S6 and 

S1-S3 in the South wall. Although the trend of S1-S2 was suitable for wedge failure in both the 

South and East walls, its gentle plunge of about 30° rendered this mode more stable than the S1-

S3 or S1-S6 wedge failure modes, which plunge 45-60°.  

Failure Scar 1 in Figure 2-17 involved sliding on S2 (Figure 2-32), with partial release 

from S1, and because much of the surface of the East wall comprised joints from S2, planar 

failure on S2 is probably an important mode in that area. Numerous joints from Set 2 also outcrop 

in Scar 2, suggesting that Set 2 played a role in failure (Figure 2-33). Between the East and South 

walls, a wedge encompassing the South peak appears bounded beneath by structures 1a and 2a 

(Figure 2-34). The wedge itself exhibits smaller failure scars defined by S1-S6 wedges (Figure 

2-33), including Scar 3. Consequently, the main failure modes operative in the South wall and in 

the junction between the East and South walls (Figure 2-35) involve a single S1-S2 wedge about 

75 m by 200 m in extent and multiple S1-S6 wedges 50 m by 75 m in extent.  

Table 2.7 Summary of feasible and observed failure modes. 

Wall Average Variability Modes interpreted as important 

    
East wall 
 
 

Planar S2 
 

Toppling S6 
Wedge 1-2 
Wedge 1-3 
Wedge 2-5 
 

Planar S2 (Figure 2-32) 

South wall 
 
 

Wedge 1-3 
Wedge 1-6 

Toppling S5 
Wedge 1-2 
Wedge 1-5 

Wedge 1-2 (Figure 2-34) 
Wedge 1-6 (Figure 2-33) 
 

‘1-2’ denotes ‘the intersection of S1 and S2’. Similarly, ‘3-5’ denotes ‘the intersection of S3 and S5’. 
Bold text denotes instances where poles fall within daylight envelopes. 
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Figure 2-31 Equal area lower hemisphere stereonets showing the planar and toppling check for the 
East wall (a), the wedge failure check for the East wall (b), the planar and toppling 
check for the South wall (c), and the wedge failure check for the South wall (d). A 30° 
friction cone was assumed. 
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Figure 2-32 Photographs (a and b) and a trace map (c) of Scar 1, which represents an example of 
planar failure on Set 2 below the East peak in the East wall.  
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Figure 2-33 Image and shaded map of structures and failure modes at the crest showing failure 
Scars 2 and 3, which were introduced in Figure 2-17. 
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Figure 2-34 Image (a) and annotated image (b) centred on the East wall - South wall junction, 
highlighting structures from S1 (blue) and S2 (red). Person at lower left for scale (a). 
Key structures are numbered (e.g., 1a). 
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Figure 2-35 Cartoon of the two scales of wedge failure occurring at the crest of the rock slope. 
Wedges formed by S1-S6 occur with dimensions of 50-75 m. The large wedge formed by 
S1-S2 has dimensions of about 75 m and 250 m. Azimuths shown represent the dip 
directions of the rock slope. 

 

2.3.2 Limit equilibrium analysis 

The main failure modes identified in the kinematic analysis were analysed using 

SWEDGE (Rocscience, 2008). The purpose of the SWEGE limit equilibrium analysis was to 

determine not the absolute stability of the rock slope, but the potential failure mode and probable 

failure location in the slope. The analysis also provided a constraint for comparing the discrete 

element analysis results.  

The procedure for each calculation in this analysis was to compute the factor of safety of 

the failure mode that is kinematically feasible in the slope section under consideration. The range 

in attitude in the rock slope at Adeane Point was discretized into slope sections defined by 15° of 

aspect and 10° of slope. The geometry of the S1-S6 wedge is shown in Figure 2-36 as an example 

to illustrate the input parameters used for the SWEDGE analysis. 
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Figure 2-36 Input data and example of wedge geometry used for results in Table 2.8.  

 

The East and South walls are susceptible to three combinations of wedge failure and 

planar failure (Table 2.8), of which the least stable is S1-S6, producing steeply plunging narrow 

wedges (Figure 2-36). In contrast, the S1-S2 wedge has a higher factor of safety, and forms in 

slopes as low as 35°. Planar failure on S1, indicated only in the Forested slope, is the least stable 

mode. Planar and wedge failure modes involving Sets 1 and 2 are feasible over the broadest area 

of the rock slope. That S1-S6 is the second least stable mode is consistent with the observed 

prevalence of failure scars defined by S1-S6 wedges at the crest (Figure 2-33). The results show 

that the range of feasibility of a given failure mode in terms of aspect is greater in steeper slopes.  

Considering a 200 m long and 75 m high slope, the wedge failure mode with the largest 

volume of the three modes shown in Table 2.8 is the S1-S2 mode, with the S1-S3 and S1-S6 

failure modes resulting in smaller wedges (Figure 2-37). However, the required persistence for a 

S1-S2 wedge of this size is almost three times that of the other two wedge combinations (Figure 

2-37). The large S1-S2 wedge failure is, therefore, less likely than the S1-S3 and S1-S6 wedge 

failures, as implied by the higher factor of safety for S1-S2 (Table 2.8) and the lower chance of 

the required persistence occurring. 
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Table 2.8 Factors of safety for the main failure modes using different slope geometries. 

 Aspect (°)  

 090 075 060 045 030 015 000 345 330 315 300 285 270 255 240  Slope (°) 

                 
     S1 (54/028°) and S2 (36/281°)  
                  

35                  
45                  
55               
65         

1.82 
    

75              
1.16 

  
85     0.61            
                  
   S1 (54/028°) and S3 (86/083°)     
                  

55                  
65                
75     

1.15 
        

85    
0.61 

           
                  
  S1 (54/028°) and S6 (80/295°)      
                  

55                  
65            
75            
85    

0.61 0.76 

        
                  

 
    

Forested 
slope 

South 
wall 

East 
wall    

                  

  Legend              

                  

   Planar S1  Planar S2         

                  

   Wedge S1-S2  Wedge S1-S3  Wedge S1-S6     

                  
A friction angle of 54° was required to bring the factor of safety of the least stable mode to one  
under dry conditions. 
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Figure 2-37 Geometry of S1-S2, S1-S3 and S1-S6 wedges in a 200 m wide 75 m high slope.  
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2.3.3 Discrete element analysis 

The discrete element program 3DEC (Itasca, 2008) was used to study the type, location, 

and extent of possible failures in the rock slope at Adeane Point, given the topography defined by 

the digital elevation model (Figure 2-38) and joint sets based on field and remote sensing data. A 

three-dimensional model was required due to the complex slope geometry and geological 

structure. 

The procedure followed in model creation was to build a grid of rigid rectangular prisms 

20 m on edge with heights defined by the digital elevation model. Structures from S1 and S2 were 

used to limit an internal area for detailed jointing, comprising the East and South walls (Figure 

2-38). Blocks outside the internal area were prevented from moving (fixed), whereas blocks 

within the internal area were free to move based on the laws of motion and the Mohr-Coulomb 

friction law. Joint orientation and mechanical properties (Table 2.9) for S1, S2 and S6 equal to 

those used in the SWEDGE analyses were assigned for comparison with the SWEDGE results. A 

lower joint spacing was used for S2 than for S1 and S6 in order to account for the observation 

that S2 displayed closer spacing than the other sets.  

In order to evaluate the influence of persistence on model response, limited and full 

persistence assumptions for the joint sets were investigated. Field observations indicated that S1 

and S2 displayed the highest and lowest persistence, respectively, and as a result, 75% and 25% 

persistence were assigned to these sets, with the intermediate value of 50% persistence assigned 

to S6. An additional model was run with a steeper dip assumed for S2, because observations 

indicated that important S2 structures near the crest displayed steeper than average dips. The 

vertical faces of the rectangular prisms used in model creation were restricted from moving 

through the assignment of very high mechanical properties. Following equilibration, 

displacements were reset and each model was run for 12000 steps.  

The principal model response was failure in the form of wedges defined by S1 and S6 

occurring in the steepest part of the South wall for the full persistence model (Figure 2-39a) and 

no failure anywhere in the slope for the model, assuming finite persistence on S1, S2 and S6. The 

total volume of the S1-S6 wedge failure complex in the full persistence model, characterized by 

wedges with lengths of 100 to 250 m, was 0.6 Mm3 (Figure 2-40). Planar failure on S2 structures 

occurred in the East peak in the model that assumed full persistence and a dip of 45° rather than 

36° for S2 (Figure 2-39b). For comparison, when the assumed dip of S2 was 45°, the factor of 

safety of the S2 planar failure mode calculated in SWEDGE was 0.84 and that of the S1-S2 mode 

was 1.54.  
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Figure 2-38 3DEC model of the rock slope at Adeane Point showing internal jointed area. E = East 
wall; W = South wall; ep = East peak; sp = South peak; FS = Forested slope. 

Table 2.9 Properties used in 3DEC analysis. 

Property Value   

Block density 2700 kg/m3   

Joint normal stiffness 10 GPa/m   

Joint shear stiffness 1 GPa/m   

Joint friction 40°   

Joint cohesion 0   

Joint spacing S1 = 50 m 

S2 = 30 m 

S6 = 50 m 

  

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

Joint orientation S1 = 54/028° 

S2 = 36/281° 

S6 = 80/295° 

S1 = 54/028° 

S2 = 36/281° 

S6 = 80/295° 

S1 = 54/028° 

S2 = 45/281° 

S6 = 80/295° 

Joint persistence S1 = 100% 

S2 = 100% 

S6 = 100% 

S1 = 75% 

S2 = 25% 

S6 = 50% 

S1 = 100% 

S2 = 100% 

S6 = 100% 
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Figure 2-39 Vertical displacements in Model 1 (a) and Model 3 (b).  
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Figure 2-40 Geometry of S1-S6 wedge failure complex at top of South wall, which was highlighted 
by deleting blocks with displacements less than 2 m. 
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2.4 Discussion 

The rationale for studying Knight Inlet and Adeane Point was that a subaerial slide-

induced tsunami in the late 16th Century destroyed the First Nations (Da’naxda’xw) village of 

Kwalate (Bornhold et al., 2004; McLaren et al., 2005) and more information was needed for 

hazard assessment, including geotechnical data on the size of possible slides in this area. This 

study considered a variety of data sources, such as historical reports of slides and tsunamis, 

digital elevation models of the submarine and subaerial portions of Knight Inlet, and structural 

mapping and geomechanical modelling at the rock slope at Adeane Point. 

2.4.1 Source for the 16th Century tsunami 

This chapter has presented an engineering geological appraisal of the rock slope at 

Adeane Point, which represents one possible source of the rockslide that triggered the 16th 

Century tsunami. Other possible sources are the rock slopes at Kitty Cone and Rainbow Falls, 

which both exist above large submarine debris cones.  

2.4.2 Emplacement of debris cones en masse 

The assumption that submarine debris cones beneath subaerial rock walls observed in 

Knight Inlet were emplaced en masse should be made only if appropriate evidence supports its 

validity. There are cases in Knight Inlet and worldwide where this assumption is invalid. For 

example, submarine cones near Bald Peak almost certainly record delivery from episodic slope 

processes. Failures in the discrete cliffs scattered throughout the fjord margin near Bald Peak 

have accumulated onto the submarine cones within the apron below. A second example is the 4.0 

Mm3 submarine debris cone beneath the Loen rock slope in Norway (Grimstad and Nesdal, 

1991), which records at least seven historical slides with volumes in the range 0.045-1.1 Mm3. In 

some cases, seismic stratigraphy has been used to detect the presence of older partly buried 

submarine slide deposits (e.g., Blikra et al., 2006). However, it is extremely difficult to determine 

whether a debris cone comprises sediment from slides aged thousands of years apart, and 

practically impossible to detect deposition from slides occurring minutes or hours apart (e.g., 

Hope slide; Brideau et al., 2005), which would result in vastly different hydrodynamic 

implications. Thus, the principal use of submarine debris cones in hazard assessment is to provide 

the locations of slide source areas. The volumes of cones should be used with caution as input to 

hydrodynamic models, because the magnitude and frequency of the formative processes are 

unknown.  
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2.4.3 Areas of highest tsunami hazard in Knight Inlet 

Historical reports, geomorphic evidence of submarine slope deposits, and fresh failure 

scars on rock walls suggest that subaerial landslides are common in Knight Inlet and that these 

events can lead to tsunamis. The most obvious locations where subaerial slope processes have 

contributed to the formation of submarine cones are Adeane Point, Rainbow Falls, Kitty Cone, 

Bald Peak, Spire Peaks, Glacier Peak, and Three Finger Peak. Each site contains cliff faces 

located on steep fjord margins above submarine slope deposits. Taken together, the evidence of 

the 16th Century tsunami near Kwalate Point, the reports of a tsunami in 1999 originating in 

Glacier Bay, and the distribution of debris cones and associated rock walls in Knight Inlet support 

the notion that the area of highest hazard in the inlet is between Adeane Point and Glacier Bay. 

Developments and land-uses in this segment of Knight Inlet, such as aquaculture infrastructure or 

eco-tourism, should be conscious of these processes and consider seeking further information on 

the possible risks they pose.  

The anecdotal reports of a wave jostling log-booming equipment at the head of the inlet 

due to the 1999 Three Finger Peak slide indicate that slope processes occurring at least as far as 

Glacier Bay are relevant to coastal infrastructure development and land-use planning at the head 

of the inlet. This is not surprising given that in other fjords, for example in Tafjord in Norway 

(Jørstad, 1968), wave heights towards the head of the inlet were larger than those heading out of 

the inlet. However, it is unclear whether the wave field from a slide at one of the rock slopes near 

Kwalate Point would extend to the head of the inlet. In the event of such a slide, wave energy 

would probably dissipate in the dogleg bend between Bald Peak and Glacier Bay. It is also 

unknown whether a slide in the area near Kwalate Point would produce a destructive wave field 

in Glendale Cove or further east.  

2.4.4 Geological structure at Adeane Point 

This study represents a preliminary attempt to characterize the rock mass structure in the 

slope at Adeane Point. The most consistently oriented structure throughout the site was the 

foliation (Set 1). Brittle structures established along the foliation represented the most persistent 

structures exposed in the rock slope, including several with lengths of 50-100 m. The foliation 

also appears to control the orientation of the ‘Forested slope’, which extends from the rock slope 

to Adeane Point. The next most obvious set of structures probably represents an uplift or 

unloading joint set (Set 2), well exposed in a fresh failure scar near the crest of the slope. These 

joints have limited persistence compared with the foliation joints. A third important set comprises 
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several persistent structures appearing in a swarm at the slope crest (Set 6), where they intersect 

foliation joints to form fresh wedge-shaped failure scars. This set coincides with regional 

northeast trending master joints and faults along which mafic dyke swarms have been intruded. 

An orthogonal subvertical system of joints and veins with trends about 20° west of north and 20° 

north of east (Sets 3 & 5) was observed in scanlines and appears to control the trends of nearby 

linear gullies and cliffs. It seems that many components of the fjord physiography such as cliffs, 

gullies, and shorelines are structurally controlled, but in a manner that involves more than simply 

the often-cited two major sets of regional structures.  

2.4.5 Arguments for failures of limited size 

The numerous structures cutting the rock mass at Adeane Point, coupled with steep slope 

angles near the crest, result in the potential for wedge failures. The extents of fresh failure scars at 

the top of the slope appear to be about equal to the maximum persistence of structures, suggesting 

that persistence plays an important role in limiting the size of failures. Another important control 

on the volume of failures is slope. That is, the intersections of observed discontinuity sets plunge 

either greater than about 50° or less than about 30°. Only the upper third of the slope contains 

slope angles in which the steeply plunging wedges daylight, limiting the vertical extent of wedge 

failures. In addition, the wedge geometry itself controls the size of possible failures. The gently 

plunging discontinuity set intersections (involving Sets 1 & 2) form large wedges, whereas steep 

intersections (formed by Sets 1 & 3 and 1 & 6) create small, narrow wedges. Failure of wedges 

with gentle plunges are less probable, because they have higher factors of safety and require 

greater persistence than steeply plunging wedges. As a result, the combination of structural 

mapping, surface analysis, kinematic analysis, limit equilibrium analysis, and discrete element 

analysis conducted in this study suggested three physical reasons why failures of limited volume 

(<1.0 Mm3) are much more likely than larger failures in the rock slope at Adeane Point.  

The overall 45° inclination of the rock slope and the lack of vegetation pose minimal 

resistance to the mobility of failures originating at the top of the slope. Fresh blocky debris in the 

Central gully extends beneath the shoreline, suggesting that slope materials have travelled into the 

inlet recently. It is hypothesized that a failure of limited volume (< 1 Mm3) originating in the top 

of the slope will have sufficient mobility to descend beneath sea level, thereby creating a local 

wave field.  
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2.4.6 Evaluation of the method of analysis 

The 3DEC analysis served to summarize graphically the principal results obtained from 

mapping and other methods of slope analysis. The topography and the persistence, orientation, 

spacing and mechanical properties (friction and cohesion) of the discontinuities represent the 

major controls on results from the 3DEC modelling. The preliminary models presented in this 

thesis were intended to illustrate the potential of this approach for estimating the extent and 

location of failure in slopes cut in hard blocky rock masses.   

The methods of analysis applied to the geotechnical assessment of the rock slope at 

Adeane Point assumed that failure occurs entirely on pre-existing planar structures involving 

translation and rotation, not by more complex means involving shear and volumetric rock mass 

strains or brittle intact rock fracture (Stead et al., 2006). The compressive or shear strength and 

deformability of the blocky rock masses forming the slope, mainly comprising very strong to 

extremely strong meta-intrusive and meta-volcanic rocks, are probably in excess of the 

compressive or shear stresses present beneath the slope, and particularly so at the top of the slope 

where shear and normal stresses must have low values. Shear and volumetric rock mass strains, 

thus, are probably much less important than translation and rotation on existing discontinuities. 

Brittle fracture through intact rock probably plays a role in destroying the intact bridges along 

failure surfaces otherwise dominated by pre-existing structures, and as a result, the need for brittle 

fracture probably adds apparent cohesion (Terzaghi, 1962) to the failure surfaces. Despite the 

simplifications described above, the approach adopted in this study is well suited for the 

preliminary estimation of potential failure volumes in hard rock masses typical of the Coast Belt 

for input to hydrodynamic models. Future work could incorporate additional types of deformation 

into a model of the whole slope and challenge the hypothesis that failures of large volume (>1 

Mm3) are unlikely at Adeane Point. 
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3 EVALUATION OF HAZARD FROM SUBAERIAL LANDSLIDES 
IN HOWE SOUND 

In a search for evidence of past landslide activity and contemporary areas of slope 

instability in Howe Sound (Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2) using multibeam bathymetry, Jackson et 

al. (2008) identified two lobate areas of hummocky seafloor off the west shore of Bowen Island. 

These were interpreted as sediment gravity flows, triggered by one or more rapidly moving 

subaerial rock slides. A traverse across Mount Gardner between Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook 

revealed the following (Jackson, 2007): 

1. A counterscarp, 4 m high, interpreted as a possible tensional movement, 

2. An orthogonal discontinuity system, containing a set that acts as a sliding plane, 

3. An area of pistol-butted trees and open fissures with a tree split by a tension crack, 
indicating active instability, 

4. Sag ponds in a graben, 

5. Other ridges that seemed to have pulled away from the mountainside, 

6. A head scarp above many blocks up to 2 m3 in size, and  

7. An old-growth stump rooted in a rockslide deposit. 

In response to the preliminary fieldwork of Jackson (2007), a study combining structural 

geological mapping on Mount Gardner with geomorphic analysis of Mount Gardner and the 

subaerial and submarine portions of Howe Sound was initiated. More than 800 structural 

measurements at over 400 outcrops were made on and around Mount Gardner. An aerial LiDAR 

digital elevation model (DEM) with a nominal resolution of 2 m and orthophotos of Bowen 

Island were studied. The slope and relief of the subaerial margins of Howe Sound were examined 

from a 25 m resolution DEM, whereas the submarine geomorphology of the sound was 

investigated using a DEM with a 5 m cell size based on swath bathymetry. This chapter first 

provides a general description of Howe Sound and then a detailed description of Mount Gardner.  
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Figure 3-1 Map of subaerial and submarine slope around Howe Sound.   
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Figure 3-2 Satellite image of Howe Sound showing location of Bowen Island and Mount Gardner.  
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3.1 Landslides in Howe Sound 

Debris flows and slides, rockfalls, and rockslides have caused socio-economic impacts 

along the east margin of Howe Sound since the early 1900s (Blais-Stevens and Septer, 2008; 

Figure 3-3), although no records of waves resulting from these events have been found. Failure of 

a sand and gravel side-entry delta at Woodfibre in 1955 (Terzaghi, 1956; Prior et al., 1981; Prior 

and Bornhold, 1984) has become a classic example of subaqueous sediment failure in coarse sand 

and gravel (Syvitski et al., 1987, p. 200), although no significant waves were reported from this 

event. Slumps, debris flows, debris slides and turbidity currents have occurred in submarine 

sediments throughout Howe Sound (Prior and Bornhold, 1984; Jackson et al., 2008), notably at 

Britannia Creek, Mill Creek and the Squamish River delta. Features interpreted as rock slumps or 

rockslides located in Thornbrough Channel near McNab Creek and along Ramilles Channel off 

the margins of Gambier and Anvil Islands (Figure 3-3) were identified from swath bathymetry 

(Jackson et al., 2008). 

An attempt to identify debris cones in Howe Sound similar to those observed in Knight 

Inlet uncovered side-entry deltas and fan complexes, such as those located at Rainy River and 

McNab, Potlatch, Mill and Britannia Creeks (Figure 3-3). A few very small fan deltas exist below 

steep drainages along Thornbrough Channel between Rainy River and McNab Creek. An absence 

of steep slopes (≥70°) near the shore seems to be responsible for the lack of debris cones in Howe 

Sound. 

Several submarine features in Howe Sound comprising lobate depressions with ridged 

rims were described and interpreted by Jackson et al. (2008) as products of subaqueous sediment 

failure triggered by subaerial rockslides, debris slides or debris flows or by transport of detritus 

from highway and railway construction. The submarine hummocky landforms off the west shore 

of Bowen Island identified by Jackson et al. (2008) comprise two areas (0.057 and 0.035 km2), 

each made up of a pair of crude lobes with 1.2-1.8° inclination located below the sidewall on the 

seafloor and extending northwest from at least 72 m to at most 80 m depth (Figure 3-4). Lobe ‘A’ 

comprises upper and lower lobes, divided by a 1.5 m high step outlined by the 77 m depth 

contour. Lobe ‘B’ contains an irregular arrangement of elongate hillocks 10-50 m wide and 0.5-

2.5 m high. Lobe ‘C’ is about half the length of lobe ‘A’, and it contains two mounds about 30 m 

wide located along the lobe axis. Lobe ‘D’ comprises a discontinuous rim composed of hillocks 

5-40 m wide and 0.5-2.5 m high surrounding an irregular 50 m wide depression.  
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Figure 3-3 Map of landslides and other submarine depositional landforms in Howe Sound.   
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Figure 3-4 Bathymetric map of hummocky lobes off the west shore of Bowen Island identified by 
Jackson et al. (2008).   
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3.2 Geomorphology 

The average slope on Bowen Island, of between 15-18 °, is below the 23° average for 

Howe Sound (Figure 3-5a). Steep subaerial areas (≥70°) in Howe Sound include the Stawamus 

Chief Mountain, the north faces of the West Lion and Mount Harvey, Mount Wrottesley and a 

rock slope on the west margin of Anvil Island. The former and latter represent the only steep 

areas within 1 km of the shoreline (Figure 3-5b). Similar to other areas in the outer part of Howe 

Sound, such as the southern portion of Gambier Island and the areas south and east of Mount 

Elphinstone (Figure 3-6), Bowen Island contains many areas of slope less than 20°. 

 

 

Figure 3-5 Graph of subaerial slope of Howe Sound fjord margins from the 25 m elevation model 
and of Bowen Island from the 25 m and 2 m (LiDAR) elevation models (a), and graph 
of elevation and distance to nearest shoreline of areas with slope angles at least 70° 
within 1 km of the Howe Sound shoreline (b). 

 

The northwest slope of Mount Gardner contains more steep (≥60°) areas that are located 

at greater than 30° overall slope angles from the shoreline than elsewhere along the Bowen Island 

shoreline (Figure 3-7), making the northwest slope of Mount Gardner the steepest margin of the 

Island. The only comparable margin is the east slope of Josephine Ridge. The majority of steep 

areas throughout the subaerial margins of Bowen Island are located beneath 300 m elevation and 

laterally within 500 m from the shoreline. For example, maximum gradients on the northwest 

slope of Mount Gardner reach 40-50° within the first 400 horizontal metres from the shoreline 

(Figure 3-8), mainly due to a system of glacially eroded cliffs between 100 and 250 m elevation 

at Box Canyon Creek. In contrast, the vertical and horizontal distances from the seafloor beneath 

Collingwood Channel to the Mount Gardner summit ridge form a slope angle of only 24°.  
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Mount Gardner is a forested 724 m high ridge elongate to the north-northeast (Figure 3-9 

and Figure 3-10), listed as provincial crown land and is used mainly for recreation, such as hiking 

and mountain biking. Notably steep parts of the mountain include the lower reach of Box Canyon 

Creek, the gully surrounding Donaghy Brook, the summit in the headwaters of Morrison Creek, 

the areas north and northwest of Grafton Lake, and the large area surrounding Spooner Brook, the 

former and latter representing the largest contiguous areas of steep slope. Pluton Creek and 

adjacent watercourses represent steep short drainages aligned with the submarine hummocky 

lobes beneath Collingwood Channel.  

Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek delimit an area with an average dip and dip direction of 

28/312° comprising numerous linear to arcuate scarps, facing the opposite direction to the overall 

slope, most of which are located upslope of cliffs with similar dimensions as the scarps (Figure 

3-11 to Figure 3-15). Located above the steep lower margin of Mount Gardner between Eddy 

Creek and Donaghy Brook, a concentration of counterscarps 20-400 m in length at mid- to upper-

slope (about 475 m) contain marked downward concave plan curvature (Table 3.1 and Figure 

3-16a). Counterscarps appear more distinct in the aspect map than in the slope map because of the 

high contrast in aspect between the scarp and the surface upslope and because most counterscarps 

are not markedly steep (Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18), whereas the slope map outlines down slope 

facing cliffs more effectively. Counterscarps north of Donaghy Brook are less than 250 m long 

(Figure 3-16), and few counterscarps can be found south of Whitesails Creek.  

Counterscarps and trenches enforce a strong control on the drainage network on Mount 

Gardner. Scarp B (Figure 3-18a) forces Pluton Creek south-southwest where it merges with an 

unnamed creek that feeds onto the sidewall below. Donaghy Brook courses through a series of 

trenches and above counterscarps before it bends into the large gully below. Wrangellia and Eddy 

Creeks originate above counterscarps below the summit ridge before they curve into relatively 

straight paths until about 100 m elevation where a large counterscarp forces them north-northeast. 

The headwaters of Carbonate Creek contain linear ponds located above the longest counterscarps 

between Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook (Figure 3-18b). Drainage is poor in trenches and behind 

counterscarps, many of which contain ponds and wetlands producing flat ground, with the highest 

concentration of these features located along the summit ridge (Figure 3-19). The upper reaches 

of Ebenezer and Vanishing Creeks follow a prominent trench on the southeast slope of Mount 

Gardner. Parts of Donaghy Brook, Wrangellia, Eddy and Byers Creeks not controlled by 

counterscarps and trenches trend in a direction about 20° north of west, parallel with the mine 

adits (Figure 3-11) south of Eddy Creek and with cliffs forming the lateral margin of scarp A.    
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On the southeast slope, around Spooner Brook, cliffs trend northeast, parallel with 

trenches located further upslope (Figure 3-11). The trends of cliffs at Box Canyon Creek are 

mutually perpendicular, trending northeast and northwest. In contrast, the trends of cliffs on the 

front and lateral margins of scarp A are mutually perpendicular, but aligned 20° east of north and 

20° south of east. Between Whitesails and Byers Creeks, cliffs exhibit a strong northerly trend. 

 

 

Figure 3-6 Oblique view of Bowen Island showing the locations of Mount Gardner (G), Mount 
Collins (C), and Josephine Ridge (J). 
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Figure 3-7 Graphs of the elevation of points of steep slope (≥60°) versus the horizontal distance 
from each point to the nearest shoreline, calculated from the LiDAR model, on the 
northwest slope of Mount Gardner (a) and elsewhere on Bowen Island (b). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8 Profile through Mount Gardner from LiDAR  and swath bathymetry. 
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Figure 3-9 Slope, aspect and elevation of Mount Gardner from the 2 m elevation model.  
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Figure 3-10 Slope, aspect, and elevation from the 25 m elevation model and satellite image of Mount 
Gardner (see Figure 3-9 for legend). 
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Figure 3-11 Map of slope on the southern part of Mount Gardner from the LiDAR model. 
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Figure 3-12 Map of aspect on the southern part of Mount Gardner from the LiDAR model. 
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Figure 3-13 Map of counterscarps on southern part of Mount Gardner. 
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Figure 3-14 Orthophoto of the southern part of Mount Gardner. 
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Figure 3-15 Equal area lower hemisphere stereonets showing the orientation of Mount Gardner 
between Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek from the 25 m elevation model (a) and the 2 
m (LiDAR) elevation model (b). 

 
 

Table 3.1 Geometry of counterscarps between Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook. 

 Length (m) Height (m) 

Min 22 0.3 

Max 443 14 

Mean 98 2 

SD 87 2 
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Figure 3-16 Graphs of the height and surface length of counterscarps on the northwest slope of 
Mount Gardner, north and south of Donaghy Brook.  
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Figure 3-17 Profiles through selected counterscarps on Mount Gardner, illustrating the diversity of 
scarp size and shape.  
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Figure 3-18 Scarp B (a) and pond x (b) located on the northwest slope of Mount Gardner.  
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Figure 3-19 Map of slope up to 10° as an  indicator of poorly drained areas such as ponds and 
wetlands.  
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3.3 Bedrock and surficial geology 

The earliest detailed description and mapping of the stratified rocks on Bowen Island 

(Phemister, 1945) revealed that although all rocks are metamorphosed, they are very fine grained 

and the larger-scale primary structures are fairly well preserved, with most rocks dipping steeply 

and compressed into a series of folds trending about 20o south of east. The main rock types are 

the main greenstone formation, streaked rocks, laminated rocks, intermediate and acid lavas, and 

pre-batholithic dykes (Table 3.2). A U-Pb date on felsic metavolcanic rocks of the Bowen Island 

Group on Mount Elphinstone indicates that these rocks are early Middle Jurassic (Friedman et al., 

1991). Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous granitic rocks comprising biotite-hornblende quartz-

diorite intrude these rocks on the north and south margins of Mount Gardner (Figure 3-20). Most 

counterscarps mapped on Mount Gardner occur within the Bowen Island Group, suggesting that 

the stratified structure of the Bowen Island Group is conducive to rock mass creep. 

Terrain units on Mount Gardner mostly comprise either steep rock slopes drained by v-

shaped gullies bare of sediments or with a veneer of rubbly colluvium or hummocky bedrock 

knolls or areas of very shallow soil over bedrock (Figure 3-21). The summit ridge contains a 

deeper blanket of moraine consisting of compact, sandy, silty till filling bedrock lows. Mapped 

areas of rubbly colluvium exist around Donaghy Brook, including within the gully feeding the 

southernmost of the two submarine hummocky lobes, and at the lower margin of the southeast 

slope at Spooner Brook and Amanda Creek.    

The slope beneath the cliffs at Box Canyon Creek contains abundant talus with blocks 

predominantly less than 1 m in diameter and voids filled with soil and organics. Some of the large 

cliffs at Box Canyon Creek are glacially sculpted, whereas no evidence of glacial sculpting was 

found on the large, planar, unvegetated bedding-controlled surfaces above these cliffs.  

Almost nowhere on Mount Gardner was fresh blocky bedrock debris found. Most blocky 

debris examined was of old age, comprising weathered moss-covered blocks with void spaces 

filled by soil and organics. The few fresh blocky deposits were located beneath cliffs of limited 

extent. 
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Table 3.2 Descriptions of Bowen Island Group from Phemister (1945). 

Rock type Description 

The main 
greenstone 
formation 

Most abundant rock on the island, comprising about 75% of the exposed stratified rocks, 
is well-jointed massive greenstone, but in some varieties there is a faint schistosity that 
coincides with the attitude of the streaked and laminated rock types. Laminated rocks 
occur abundantly within and appear to have formed in the same volcanic episode as the 
greenstone. 

 

Streaked rocks 

 

The next most abundant rock type appears as a phase of the massive greenstone, passing 
indiscreetly as irregular bands ranging from boulder conglomerate to finely banded 
material similar to the laminated rocks. Coarser rocks comprise elongate light-coloured 
ellipsoids <60 cm in length in a green to black matrix of similar texture. Ellipsoid long 
axes are parallel, a primary structure later emphasized by metamorphism that conforms 
to the general strike. Finer rocks comprise alternating light and dark thin lenses or 
parallel but discontinuous layers. This material represents a mixture of normal sediment 
and lava, the lava being essentially similar to that of the coarser streaked rocks and the 
sediment originally silt. 

 

Laminated 
types 

In these rocks the laminae represent sedimentation planes showing consistent attitude 
over considerable areas. They are interbedded with and have internal structure coplanar 
with those of the streaked rocks and greenstone. The finest and least metamorphosed 
type displays light and dark bands always <2 cm thick and usually much less. The 
texture of these rocks is the dense hornstone type with a complete absence of fissility, 
sometimes passing into hard chalcedonic rock with only faint traces of banding. There is 
little doubt that the rock was originally a fine-grained tuff. Primary structures are 
obscure in the more thoroughly metamorphosed varieties. These occur immediately 
adjacent to the less crystalline types and in some cases the more hornstone-like variety 
occurs as elongated lens-shaped masses, from 2 to 3 m long, within the more crystalline 
types. 

 

Intermediate 
and acid lavas 

 

These rocks are intimately associated with all other types. Where they occur with the 
streaked or laminated rocks they show the same strike and dip. They appear as well-
jointed very dense whitish rocks with indistinct flow structure shown only on the 
weathered surface. Although in hand-specimen no parallel orientation of the grains can 
be detected, the texture as seen under the microscope is clearly directed and entirely 
metamorphic, the rock being a fine-grained biotite-hornblende-granulite. 

 

Pre-batholithic 
dykes, etc. 

 

Cutting all other rocks there are many dykes and a few concordant intrusions of similar 
rock. It was possible to distinguish these intrusions only in the shore section, as inland 
the exposures are not sufficiently frequent and continuous to allow one to differentiate 
them from the metamorphosed lavas. Two principal directions appear to be favoured, 
one about 10° W of N and the other about 15-20° E of N, but the two sets of dykes have 
probably developed about the same time. These dykes probably post-date the folding 
and metamorphism. 
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Figure 3-20 Bedrock geology of Mount Gardner (after Journeay and Williams, 1995). 
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Figure 3-21 Surficial geology of Mount Gardner (after Block, 1978).  
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3.4 Structural geology 

The distribution of structural measurements at over 400 outcrops on and around Mount 

Gardner (Figure 3-22 and Table 8.4), correlates with the spatial distribution of outcrops of well-

bedded rocks. Many outcrops in addition to those in Figure 3-22 were examined for the presence 

of bedding only to find massive greenstone lacking primary structures. Most measurements are 

located between Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek because this area contains numerous outcrops 

of well-bedded rocks and many landforms and structures indicative of gravitational deformation, 

such as bedding-parallel failure surfaces beneath counterscarps. 

An orthogonal discontinuity system comprising two subvertical joint sets and a bedding-

parallel set of faults exists in many outcrops that contain bedded rocks on Mount Gardner (Figure 

3-24), whereas the structure displayed in outcrops of massive greenstone is less orderly. The most 

persistent structures at many outcrops comprise bedding parallel faults, or fault/fracture zones 

(Figure 3-25). The majority of bedding parallel faults or fracture zones comprise a rust, white, 

blue, green or yellow stained damage zone up to 1 m thick surrounding a gouge zone up to 5 cm 

thick. Gullies and cliffs reflect the two joint sets common at outcrops topographically. Many 

lateral joints exhibit close spacing resembling cleavage fracture and trend parallel to the mine 

adits south of Eddy Creek, which cut through ore occurring in “a zone of fracture in the cherts 

and chlorite schists, which crosses the strike (Le Roy, 1908, p. 37).” In contrast to the many 

bedding planes and faults with very high persistence (>20 m), joints typically display low to 

medium persistence (1-10 m). 

The stereographic pattern of bedding readings mainly from the southern part of Mount 

Gardner (Figure 3-26a) mirrors that of the ground orientation between Donaghy Brook and Eddy 

Creek (Figure 3-26b), making this part of the northwest slope a cataclinal slope. Bedding dips 

steeply into the southeast and east slopes of Mount Gardner, displaying significant consistency of 

orientation over a broad area, making the southeast slope an anaclinal slope (Figure 3-27 and 

Figure 3-28). On the northwest slope, at low elevation, the dip direction of bedding is oblique by 

about 30° and dips about 10° less than the overall slope in this area, whereas at higher elevation, 

bedding dips in the same direction as the overall slope and is about 10° steeper. Although the 

structure of the northwest slope is highly variable, a pattern comprising an open synform trending 

about 30° south of west and plunging about 30° exists. The upper limb of this structure dips 

steeper than the slope, whereas the lower limb of the synform daylights in the cliffs surrounding 

Box Canyon Creek.  
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Figure 3-22 Map of structural measurement locations on and around Mount Gardner. 
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Figure 3-23 Example of bedding: laminated siliceous tuff from the southwest wall of the canyon in 
the lower reach of Eddy Creek. 
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Figure 3-24 Examples of gravitationally displaced blocks bounded by approximately orthogonal 
discontinuity systems; rear and lateral release surfaces bounding block in cliff south of 
Eddy Creek (a); view of a failure surface beneath unstable block in headwaters of 
Ebenezer Creek near Spooner Brook.  
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Figure 3-25 Bedding-parallel faults (ID 303 in Table 8.4) at sea level near the mouth of Eddy Creek 
trending from upper right to lower left (a); major fault (ID 294 in Table 8.4) below 
trench at peak in headwaters of Morrison Creek (b). 
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Figure 3-26 Stereonets showing structural data from Mount Gardner (a) and comparing bedding 
measurements from Mount Gardner with measurements of ground orientation between 
Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek from the digital elevation models (b). 
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Figure 3-27 Structural map of the southern part of Mount Gardner. 
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Figure 3-28 Sections through Mount Gardner showing overall structure (a) and detailed structure 
between Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek  (b). Bedding dips steeper than the slope in 
‘overdip’ slopes whereas bedding dips less steep than the slope in ‘underdip’ slopes. 

 

3.5 Slope and tsunami hazards 

Areas on Mount Gardner displaying adverse geological structure include scarps A 

(Figure 3-29) and B, the scarps in the headwaters of Morrison Creek and the cliffs at Box Canyon 

Creek (Figure 3-30). The term ‘adverse structure’ describes areas where it appears possible for 

bedrock blocks defined by geological structures and the ground surface to detach from the slope 

and travel some distance down slope. 
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Scarp A illustrates a style of landform-structure relationship found in many locations on 

the northwest slope of Mount Gardner. Erosion down slope of the counterscarp formed a series of 

cliffs where bedding daylights. Very persistent predominantly bedding-parallel faults or fault 

zones occur at different horizons and appear as traces in the front, rear and lateral cliffs that 

define the margins of the landform. These structures accommodate gravitational sliding through 

rock mass creep, which is the cause of counterscarp formation. Poor drainage behind the scarp 

contrasts the well-drained summit. Talus has accumulated beneath this feature due to blocks 

detaching from the front and lateral margins, most of which came to rest within about 50-100 m 

down slope.  

Major faults displayed at the headwaters of Morrison Creek strongly suggest that faults 

are responsible for scarp and trench formation (Figure 3-25b). However, it is unclear if or exactly 

how the faults in this area interact with gravitational forces to produce the observed scarps and 

trenches. It is also unclear whether any large blocks in this area are structurally and 

geomorphically bounded to result in wholesale detachment. The presence of talus down slope 

suggests that movements of blocky bedrock debris have occurred in the past.  

The main locations where blocky debris extends from a detachment zone to the shoreline, 

representing areas where past slide-induced waves could have originated, are beneath the cliffs 

near Box Canyon Creek and in the drainages above the submarine lobes. Based on geomorphic 

appearance, it seems possible that a large amount of material has detached from beneath the cliffs 

at Box Canyon Creek and travelled to the sea floor below. The sea floor in this area is somewhat 

hummocky, suggesting the presence of mass wasting material beneath, but appears subdued by 

subsequent sedimentation. Some of the cliffs near Box Canyon Creek display glacier erosion. 

Thus, at least some of the material detaching from this area in the form of mass movements must 

have occurred before the last glacial maximum, possiblyexplaining why the hummocky seafloor 

beneath is heavily subdued.  

Debris flow levees about 1 m high were observed in the straight unnamed creek south of 

scarp B that connects to the shoreline above the southern of the two offshore hummocky lobes. It 

seems plausible that debris flows, rather than rockslides (Jackson et al., 2008), in these drainages 

were at least partly responsible for formation of the hummocky submarine lobes, possibly by 

triggering failures in muddy sidewall sediments below. A reason why blocky debris does not 

extend to the shoreline from many other cliffs on Mount Gardner is that the ridge has a gentle 

overall angle and the forest cover probably limits slide mobility.  
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Figure 3-29 Cross-section through scarp A, providing an example of a landform-structure 
relationship found in many places on the northwest slope of Mount Gardner. The 
counterscarp probably formed after shear displacements enabled the rock mass above 
the failure surfaces to translate down slope. 
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Figure 3-30 Slope hazards on Mount Gardner.  
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3.6 Discussion 

Howe Sound is a complex shaped fjord that is located outside the locus of high relief and 

steep slopes in the southern Coast Mountains. The rationale for studying Howe Sound and Mount 

Gardner was that Jackson et al. (2008) identified sediment lobes off the west shore of Bowen 

Island, found evidence on Mount Gardner of instability, and suggested that further work on 

Mount Gardner was needed to further understand the engineering geology and potential slope 

hazards. This study reviewed reports of past slides in Howe Sound, examined digital elevation 

models of the submarine and subaerial parts of the fjord, studied the detailed LiDAR model of 

Bowen Island, and conducted extensive structural mapping on Mount Gardner.  

3.6.1 Hazard assessment: Howe Sound 

The hazard from subaerial landslide-induced tsunamis in Howe Sound appears to be 

negligible, especially compared with that from the other study area in this thesis (Knight Inlet). 

No submarine debris cones could be identified from swath bathymetry, and, apart from the 

Stawamus Chief Mountain, no steep slopes near the shore were found in the terrestrial digital 

elevation model. This appears to limit the potential for delivery of blocky bedrock debris from 

subaerial slopes to submarine positions. These results, coupled with the observation that no 

tsunamis have been observed in Howe Sound, despite modern settlement for about a century, 

suggest that slide waves from subaerial slope processes are a less significant hazard in this fjord. 

It is, however, possible that hazard from slide waves in Howe Sound does exist. No 

attempt in this study was made to obtain oral accounts of waves from local First Peoples. Slides 

originating from further than 1 km away from the shoreline could run out into the Sound. For 

example, the Britannia Range above Lions Bay contains rockwalls located >1.0 km from the 

shore, which cannot be dismissed as potential slide source areas.Presumably, features interpreted 

as rock slumps or rockslides along Thornbrough and Ramilles Channels identified by Jackson et 

al. (2008) represent potential slides that could trigger tsunamis. 

3.6.2 Hazard assessment: Mount Gardner 

The geological structure observed on Mount Gardner in this study is in contrast to that 

described by previous authors (Phemister, 1945; Roddick, 1965) for the Bowen Island Group. 

Specifically, previous workers have described tight folds trending about 20° south of east, 

whereas in this study it was found that stratified rocks on and around Mount Gardner dip steeply 

northwest or gently west and are folded on the northwest slope about an axis trending 30° south 
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of west. The differences in structure noted above are probably due to the coarse scale of the 

previous mapping, which was limited mainly to shoreline mapping. Whereas the current study, 

given the detailed LiDAR topographic base, better accessibility and more time available, 

examined more than 300 outcrops on Mount Gardner. It should be noted that the attitude of 

bedding strike and dip symbols from Armstrong (1965) correspond reasonably well with nearby 

data from this study.  

The synform on the northwest slope could have formed by buckle folding during 

formation of a regional set of Miocene high-angle faults, such as the Snug Cove – Tunstal Bay 

alignment (Pers. Comm., Dr. J.M. Journeay, 2008). Block rotation about high-angle faults could 

explain the anomalous northwest dip of strata over the entire southeast and east slopes and the 

upper part of the northwest slope of Mount Gardner, in contrast to the steep roughly north or 

south dips observed elsewhere on the island.  

The counterscarps between Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook seem to have resulted from 

a complex pattern of slow deformation on bedding parallel discontinuities induced by erosion at 

the toe of the slope. In this way, it seems that there was a mixture of deep-seated and shallow 

sliding on bedding parallel discontinuities throughout the area bounded by Donaghy Brook, Eddy 

Creek and the shoreline. Shallow areas of sliding resulting in small counterscarps are located 

upslope of local steep areas where bedding parallel discontinuities daylight in the bluffs below. 

The intersection of the most pronounced deep-seated sliding surfaces and the ground surface are 

located at Carbonate Creek. These surfaces probably extend to the steep band at Box Canyon 

Creek. The faults within Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook seem to provide lateral release for 

deep-seated cataclinal slope movements and thus render this area a sagging mountainside. 

However, field observations during this study did not indicate evidence of active deep-seated 

movements. In conclusion, the northwest slope of Mount Gardner between Eddy Creek and 

Donaghy Brook appears to have deformed under the force of gravity due to adverse structure and 

stratigraphy and to erosion at the toe of the slope, resulting in the area of counterscarps between 

300-700 m elevation, but this large-scale deformation appears to have ceased or to be taking place 

at a rate that does not manifest itself in active surface deformation features. 

Although there are no indications that the slope between Eddy Creek and Donaghy Brook 

is actively deforming toward a failure, it is unclear whether it is deforming at a very slow rate. 

Further long term monitoring would confirm that the slope is no longer deforming under the force 

of gravity.  
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Counterscarps such as scarp A, in the event that one were to fail en masse, could 

represent hazards to land users and infrastructure immediately below. However, the 20-30° 

overall gradient of the northwest slope and the forest cover would probably restrict the mobility 

of such a failure, likely disabling small (<0.25 Mm3) rockslides, block topples, or rock falls from 

entering Howe Sound. This study highlighted three areas on the northwest slope of Mount 

Gardner that might be viewed as slope hazards: scarps A and B and the complex of scarps, faults 

and trenches at the headwaters of Morrison Creek. 

It is plausible that a bedrock failure near scarp B descended to the shoreline and triggered 

a subaqueous sediment failure, resulting in deposition of the sediment lobes observed offshore by 

Jackson et al. (2008). Conversely, it is equally plausible that a debris flow from the creeks near 

scarp B was the cause of a subaqueous failure resulting in the hummocky lobes offshore. A debris 

flow almost certainly would not have been tsunamigenic whereas a rockslide could have been. 

Evaluating existing hazards due to such a debris flow is beyond the scope of the current thesis.  

The original concern of Jackson (2007) on the stability of the northwest slope of Mount 

Gardner was partly based on an area of pistol-butted trees and open fissures with a tree being split 

by a tension crack. Titled trees were not examined in detail in this study, because no systematic 

pattern appeared in the alignment of tilted trees. Namely, trees seemed tilted in directions not 

related to deep-seated movement. Furthermore, alternative explanations for tilted trees include 

movement of surficial sediments or tree response to light wind-throw. The open fissures that 

Jackson (2007) described represent tension cracks behind blocks of limited (<10 m diameter) 

size. Although, if such blocks were released from cliffs, it would pose a hazard to any structures 

immediately below, it would not pose a tsunami hazard, because the forest cover and gentle 

overall slope would restrict their mobility to within about 50-100 horizontal metres from the 

cliffs.  

  In summary, deep-seated gravitational deformation appears to have occurred between 

Donaghy Brook and Eddy Creek due to the geological structure of Mount Gardner and erosion at 

the toe of the slope.  The lower limb of an open synform daylights in the cliffs near Box Canyon 

Creek. This has produced many counterscarps at 300-500 m elevation, recording shallow (<50 m) 

and deep-seated (50-100 m) displacements on bedding-parallel discontinuities.  Evidence of 

ongoing deep-seated deformation was not found, but monitoring would be required to confirm 

this. The forest cover and gentle incline of the northwest slope will probably restrict small slides 

from travelling to the shoreline.  
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4 PROCEDURES FOR SUBAERIAL SLIDE-INDUCED TSUNAMI 
HAZARD ASSESSMENT 

As the fjord coasts of the world, such as those of Canada, Alaska, Greenland, Chile and 

New Zealand, experience further development, it will become increasingly important to assess the 

hazards posed by subaerial slide-induced waves in these areas. The literature contains many 

examples of techniques being applied to the assessment of hazard from subaerial slide-generated 

tsunamis. It seemed pertinent to include an overview of these techniques in this thesis in order to 

provide practitioners charged with the task of assessing the hazard from subaerial slide-induced 

waves with a reference tool. The large variability in physiography and geology along different 

fjord or lake margins and the resulting diversity of slope processes require that hazard assessment 

be tailored to the study area. For example, in one area, the relevant subaerial slope process could 

be failure of uplifted marine clay located low on gentle fjord margins, whereas in another area, it 

could be rockfalls from high on steep fjord margins. It is not appropriate to formulate a set of 

rules for tsunami hazard assessment. Consequently, rather than establishing a rigid set of rules, it 

was decided to describe some of the techniques for hazard assessment. 

4.1 Catalogue of techniques 

The variety of techniques available for assessment of hazard from subaerial slide-induced 

waves can be grouped into four categories: historical surveys, marine surveys, land surveys, and 

modelling (Table 4.1). The procedures employed in a given project will depend largely on the 

topography and bedrock and surficial geology of the area, but also on the availability of existing 

datasets, the cost of acquiring new data, the available funding, the skill sets of practitioners, and 

the logistical constraints posed by the location and nature of the area. The selected procedures 

will also depend on the rationale for conducting the hazard assessment. For example, the purpose 

of an assessment could be to simply determine the volume and velocity of a potential slide from a 

site in an inlet to determine the resulting wave field. Another example could be to characterize the 

hazards throughout an inlet in order to zone the inlet so that resource managers can decide what 

areas are safe for aquaculture infrastructure. These two examples would require different 

approaches that employ a diverse combination of the procedures described below. 
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Table 4.1 Techniques for the assessment of hazard from subaerial slide-induced tsunamis. 

Technique Description Resulting information for use in hazard assessment 

Historical surveys 

Historical 
records 

Events that are 
recorded in some 
physical form 

Location and extent of past slides; extent and nature of tsunami, 
including wave heights and run-up on shore; location and nature of 
destruction due to tsunami; constraints for hydrodynamic models 

Oral tradition Oral record of 
events transmitted 
to succeeding 
generations 

Timing of flood events or tsunamis can be unreliable; rarely 
provides precise location of slides; possible indications of 
destruction associated with tsunami 

Marine surveys 

Echosounding Digital elevation 
model of seafloor 
from ship-borne 
instruments 

Location and size of submarine debris cones or of other features 
indicative of past tsunamigenic slides; bathymetry required for 
hydrodynamic models 

Seismic 
profiles 

Sub-bottom image 
of slide material 

Presence of massive coarse slide deposit buried beneath stratified 
fine marine or glacimarine sediment 

Land surveys 

DEM Digital elevation 
model of onshore 
fjord margins 

Location and shape of subaerial slide source areas; relief and slope 
of subaerial fjord or lake margins; can provide topographic input to 
geomechanical models 

Air photos Images of onshore 
areas ranging in 
detail 

Position and extent of past or possible subaerial slide areas; 
indication of activity of slope movement in source areas 

InSAR Satellite-detection 
of ground 
displacements 

Recognition of extent and location of slow deep-seated slope 
movements or pre-failure creep; rates of slope movement 

Tsunami 
deposits 

Sand layers 
deposited in tidal 
marshes 

Number, location and age of past tsunamis 

Regional 
geological 
mapping 

Slide inventory, 
geological 
mapping 

Identification of past or potential slides; identify physical factors 
controlling spatial distribution of slides 

Site-specific 
assessment 

Geotechnical 
mapping of slide 
source areas 

Estimates of volume and velocity of potential slides as inputs for 
tsunami models; constraints for geomechanical models, including 
location and extent of major structures and the detailed rock mass 
structure; monitoring of slope movements 

Modelling 

Geomechanical 
modelling 

Models used to 
represent the 
failure of slopes 

Identification of possible failure modes and estimation of potential 
failure volumes; estimates of the probability of failure; inputs 
required for hydrodynamic models 

Hydrodynamic 
modelling 

Models used to 
represent the wave 
field from 
subaerial slides 

Tsunami wave field, including wave amplitudes, run-up on shore, 
and travel times; inputs required for design of coastal infrastructure 
and land-use planning 
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4.1.1 Historical surveys 

Although the length of the historical record on some coasts is limited, such as along the 

mountainous parts of the British Columbia coast, where modern occupation began only about 50 

years ago, a limited record is better than no record at all. A search for historical records of past 

landslide and tsunami events in the study area should be the first step in every hazard assessment. 

Historical records can produce information on the locations and nature of past slides, the wave 

field, and the damages incurred due to the tsunami. The location of past slide sites can be helpful 

in the planning stages of assessment. Data on the size and type of slide and on wave heights in an 

inlet are crucial, because they provide inputs and constraints needed for calibrating hydrodynamic 

models. Historical information can also be used directly in hazard assessment, particularly when 

combined with corroborating data. For example, a lack of historical tsunamis combined with a 

lack of topographic relief and an absence of submarine debris cones can suggest that the hazard 

from subaerial slide-induced waves is low. 

Sources of information on historical landslides and tsunamis can be found through 

reviews of scientific studies or recreational trip reports conducted in the area, through internet 

searches, and through communicating with individuals working in the area. Geological survey 

memoirs or reports can contain descriptions of landslide sites. Scientific articles, for example on 

oceanography, can contain passing descriptions of slide source areas or slide deposits. Some 

mountaineering and boating magazines and trip reports contain descriptions of slide-induced 

waves or of sites where slides have occurred recently. Searching the internet using geographic 

names of places within the study area can yield useful information. Contact with the staff from 

organizations such as logging or eco-tourism companies or ministries of natural resources or 

geological surveys can produce information on past slides or tsunamis.  

Bjerrum and Jørstad (1968) and Jørstad (1968) produced compilations of historical 

landslides and tsunamis in Norway that stand as useful references for those charged today with 

the task of assessing slide-induced tsunami hazards. The Geological Survey of Norway compiled 

the available information on historical rockfalls, rockslides, and snow avalanches in Norway into 

an online database available at www.skrednett.no. This database contains data on the upper 

release height of slides, the height of resulting waves, the number of casualties, and the date of 

the event. In the interest of creating a rich database of historical events, in British Columbia for 

example, it is important to document as much about modern slide wave events as possible. For 

example, Jørstad (1968, p. 24) presented an excellent example of a map produced from a study of 
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the September 1936 rockslide and wave in Loen Lake (Norway), including about 100 points at 

which the height of the wave was measured.  

First Nations commonly have oral accounts of ‘floods’, some of which relate to landslide-

generated tsunamis. For example, Bornhold et al. (2007) used an oral account of a slide wave that 

occurred in Knight Inlet about three generations ago to guide their archaeological survey, which 

exposed a tsunami deposit at the village of Kwalate dated to the late 1500’s. Although traditional 

accounts highlight events predating modern settlement, they rarely provide precise data on when 

the wave occurred and on the slide source location. 

4.1.2 Marine surveys 

Bathymetric data form the submarine spatial framework that is essential for most of the 

other stages of hazard assessment. High-resolution digital elevation models from multibeam 

echosounding surveys can expose depositional or erosional landforms indicative of past 

tsunamigenic slides. For example, submarine deposits from subaerial slope processes usually 

appear as conical piles of blocky debris deposited along the base of the fjord sidewall. These 

landforms help with coordinating land surveys by drawing attention to the location of subaerial 

source areas on the fjord margins above, and the distribution of these features within or between 

inlets can highlight zones of relatively high or low hazard. Furthermore, bathymetric data are 

required input for tsunami models, and submarine seismic surveys or coring studies require a 

bathymetric base for planning. Consequently, high-resolution multibeam mapping of fjords and 

lakes represents one of the first steps in hazard assessment.  

Shallow seismic reflection profiles have been used by the Geological Survey of Norway 

and Norsk Hydro (Bøe et al., 2003; Blikra et al., 2005) to identify rock avalanche and debris flow 

deposits buried beneath stratified silts and clays in fjords and lakes. Seismic profiles assist with 

process interpretations from multibeam data. Profiles presented by Bøe et al. (2004) extend to sub 

bottom depths up to about 40 m.  

4.1.3 Land surveys 

Land (or onshore) surveys can be divided into remote and field-based methods. They can 

also be divided into regional and site-based techniques, although many of the remote sensing 

methods can be applied in both a regional or site-specific manner.  

Digital elevation models (DEM) can be used to identify the source areas of subaerial 

slides and can provide information on the slope and relief of fjord or lake margins. Traditional 
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DEMs available from national agencies have resolutions of about 30 m and 90 m, equivalent to 

the 1: 50,000 and 1: 250,000 topographic map scales, respectively. These models can resolve 

larger geomorphic features such as head scarps. For example, the 30 m resolution Canadian 

Digital Elevation Data DEMs (Geobase, 2008) depict the head scarp of the Downie Slide, near 

Revelstoke, British Columbia, showing the outline of the unstable area. Such models can also 

provide useful topographic data for use in site-specific stability analyses (e.g., kinematic 

analysis). For most parts of Canada, these datasets are freely available. Consequently, DEMs 

should be examined in the early stages of hazard assessment, long before field examination.  

High resolution DEMs can resolve smaller features indicative of instability such as 

counterscarps, which improves the possibility of recognizing unstable areas. They provide a more 

detailed representation of the surface, enabling more accurate volume and velocity estimates in 

detailed landslide studies. The term ‘high resolution’ refers to a DEM with a cell size of less than 

about 5 m. Aerial LiDAR digital elevation models are one example of high resolution DEMs. 

These datasets are not widely available in Canada at the current time, and would have to be 

acquired in most remote areas, such as Knight Inlet, which would be costly. It is possible that 

high resolution DEMs will become more widely available in Canada the future. A high resolution 

DEM based on aerial LiDAR was analyzed for hazard assessment of the Åknes rockslide in 

Norway (Derron et al., 2005) resulting in a 35-40 Mm3 volume estimate for the potential slide.  

Air photographs provide detailed information about ground cover and landforms that can 

be used to identify unstable areas and to study specific sites in detail. Surveyed ground control 

points in the overlapping area of a stereo pair of photographs can be used with software that will 

build a DEM from the images. A sequence of photographs from various time periods can allow 

detection of the evolution of activity of slope movements at a site. 

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) is a satellite or ground based remote 

sensing technique that allows both regional detection of unstable areas and monitoring of 

movements within a specific site. This technique has been applied to fjord margins in Norway 

(Dehls et al., 2008), which have allowed subsequent field mapping to be focussed in areas with 

known hazards. Unfortunately, vegetation at low altitudes can result in incoherence between 

successive SAR images, resulting in a lower chance of detecting unstable areas (Dehls et al., 

2008). Consequently, this method could be less appropriate for fjord hazard assessments because 

of the abundance of vegetation at low altitude.  

Tsunami deposits can be found in low-energy areas within fjords, such as tidal marshes 

or along the margins of side-entry (Bornhold et al., 2007) or fjord head deltas. These deposits thin 
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landward and often contain marine shells that can be dated using radiometric methods. Such sand 

layers have been used to infer ancient teleseismic tsunamis along the west coast of Vancouver 

Island (Clague et al., 2000).  

Regional geological mapping can be used to confirm remote sensing observations, to 

detect new instabilities, to produce further information about known instabilities, and to provide 

an essential geological context on which regional and site-specific landslide hazard assessment 

studies can be based. On the British Columbia coast, there have been few to no bedrock and 

surficial geological mapping programs by the provincial and federal governments since the 1960s 

and 1970s, when it was established that the mineral potential of the Coast Belt was insignificant. 

Consequently, the bedrock mapping is at the scale of 1: 250,000 and surficial mapping has not 

been conducted in many areas, such as Knight Inlet. Regional geological mapping should be 

conducted in inlets that are experiencing significant infrastructure development or increased land 

uses. The Geological Survey of Norway (Henderson et al., 2006) conducted regional structural 

mapping of potential rockslide sites in the Storfjorden area of west Norway, and found that the 

relationship between foliations in the granodioritic to dioritic gneisses and the orientation of the 

fjord slope played an important role in controlling the volume of failures. 

Geotechnical and geological site-investigations can employ a wide variety of techniques 

to assess the likelihood of slides of different volumes and velocities, providing the necessary 

inputs for tsunami models. Traditional surface mapping techniques include structural mapping, 

mapping of landforms such as tension cracks, and mapping of geomechanical properties such as 

rock mass strength. Ground-based LiDAR and photogrammetric surveys can produce structural 

data from inaccessible areas (Sturzenegger and Stead, 2009a) and can provide displacement 

monitoring over a large area of an unstable slope (Oppikofer et al., 2008). Options for monitoring 

include using total stations, differential global positioning systems, lasers, ground-based 

interferometric radar, inclinometers, and extensometers, all used on the Åknes rockslide in 

Norway (Blikra, 2006; Kveldsvik et al., 2006). Ganerød et al. (2008) employed ground 

penetrating radar, refraction seismic and 2D resistivity surveys to study the subsurface structural 

geometry of the Åknes rockslide, with GPR reaching depths of 30-40 m and the two other 

methods extending to depths of about 120 m.  Drill-cores provided important subsurface 

constraints, such as fracture frequency and groundwater conditions, on the site geological model 

of the Åknes rockslide.  
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4.1.4 Modelling 

Geomechanical modelling of potential rock slope failures can be used to estimate the 

likelihood of slides of different volume and velocity for input to tsunami models. Stead et al. 

(2006) summarized a suite of numerical modelling techniques for the analysis of complex failure 

mechanisms in rock slopes. Landslide volume is one of the most important slide parameters 

required in tsunami models. As a result, three-dimensional geomechanical models with detailed 

topographic and structural inputs are required to produce accurate estimates of slide volume.  

To date, numerical analyses of fjord rock slopes in Norway have been two-dimensional 

and have focussed on the potential deep-seated failure of the 30-35° Åknes and Oppstadhornet 

rock slopes (Chryssanthakis and Grimstad, 1996; Bhasin and Kaynia, 2004; Dahle et al., 2005; 

Kveldsvik, 2005; Kveldsvik et al., 2008a, b, c). These model studies employed discontinuum rock 

mechanics models, because the potential rock slope failures are believed to be structurally 

controlled and there are sufficient structural data to constrain the geometry of such models. In 

contrast, no discontinuum numerical analyses have been conducted for the sites in Norway where 

historical rock slope failures have occurred (e.g., Tafjord and Loen rock slopes). This is partly 

because these sites are very steep (>50°), making it difficult to obtain structural data for input to 

discontinuum models. The rock slope at Adeane Point in Knight Inlet is similar to the Tafjord and 

Loen rock slopes in Norway. A continuum mechanical analysis was conducted for the Tafjord 

rock slope (Panthi and Nilsen, 2005), which was the site of a failure in 1934 that caused a tsunami 

killing 40 people. 

It is advisable to conduct geomechanical modelling on the sites that are the most likely to 

fail in the near future and result in consequences to elements at risk. For this reason, historical 

and marine and land surveys at the regional scale must precede site studies in order to ensure that 

detailed studies focus on the most critical sites.  

The goal of hydrodynamic modelling is to estimate the attributes of waves caused by 

slides. Analytical models can provide simple rapid wave height estimates. Numerical and 

physical models require detailed data on bathymetry and topography. The main outcomes of these 

studies are: 1) maps of wave characteristics (e.g., wave amplitude) throughout the waterway; 2) a 

map of shore areas inundated by waves caused by slides of given return periods; 3) wave travel 

times; and 4) data on currents and impact forces. This information is used to classify waterways 

in terms of estimated tsunami hazard and can be used in engineering design and land-use 

planning. 
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4.2 Discussion 

4.2.1 Prediction of slide waves 

Clague et al. (2003) stated that it is impossible to predict tsunamis. However, the 

emphasis in their paper on tsunami hazard and risk in Canada was on teleseismic tsunamis 

triggered by seafloor fault displacements. Bjerrum and Jørstad (1968) studied rock slope failures 

in Norway and concluded that for most slides there are warning signs preceding final collapse, 

such as opening tension cracks, ‘bangs and booms’ from the slope, and an increase in the number 

of rock falls prior to catastrophic failure. Consequently, it is possible to predict subaerial slide-

induced tsunamis by studying the potential failures, including monitoring of activity such as 

surface or subsurface displacements or opening of tension cracks. The Åknes rockslide is an 

excellent example of a site being investigated and monitored to provide early warning of a 

catastrophic failure and the resulting tsunami (Blikra, 2006).  

4.2.2 The use of slide deposits  

Hazard assessment approaches based on the assumption that submarine debris cones were 

emplaced en masse should be viewed with scepticism. Blikra et al. (2005) counted the number of 

debris cones with volumes greater than 1.0 Mm3  in zones within the Storfjorden area of Norway 

and divided each total by the length of time since deglaciation (i.e., 10,000 years) to compute the 

annual probability of a tsunamigenic rock avalanche event in each sector. The assumption that all 

of the cones record single rock avalanche events is unjustified given only the geomorphic data on 

which the assumption was based. In this case, if some of the debris cones record multiple events, 

the probability estimate would be conservative. However, if the individual events forming those 

cones were less than 1.0 Mm3 then they would not be counted towards the total for the sector and 

the probability estimate would be unconservative. Furthermore, the choice of 1.0 Mm3 as the 

threshold is overly simplistic, especially considering the number of tsunamigenic events of lesser 

magnitude at Loen Lake (Table 1.1).  

It is likely that the evolution of many debris cones in fjords involves delivery from 

numerous slope processes, such as rockfall, rock avalanche, debris avalanche, snow avalanche, 

and debris flow, not all of which are tsunamigenic. The principal use of slide deposits in hazard 

assessment is to identify the location and number of sites where slope processes have been active. 

It is recommended that hazard assessment approaches not rely on the assumption that debris 
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cones are emplaced en masse unless there is sufficient supporting evidence. Further research 

should examine the evolution of slope deposits identified from multibeam data.  

4.2.3 The use of local and regional comparison 

In some cases, the level of hazard in an area can be unclear until that area is compared 

with other areas. Figure 1-3 showed that Knight Inlet contains more steep slopes (≥70°) within 

1.0 km of the shore than the other examined inlets on the British Columbia coast. This analysis 

alone suggests that the chance of bedrock failures is kinematically higher in Knight Inlet. The 

location of the possible failures on steep fjord margins close to the shore also implies that the 

failures will be sufficiently mobile to reach the shore and cause waves.  The submarine conical 

debris piles beneath most of the steep slopes in Knight Inlet support the notion that bedrock 

failures are common from the steep areas above and that the failures are sufficiently mobile to be 

deposited below sea level. Cones near Kwalate Point in Knight Inlet are about 400 m long and 

200 m high, with average slopes of 26-27°. As a result, Figure 1-3 also suggests that the 

processes responsible for the submarine debris cones in Knight Inlet were also active in Bute, 

Jervis, and Toba Inlets during the Holocene. Submarine landforms similar to the debris cones 

found in Knight Inlet were not found in Howe Sound, nor were steep slopes within 1 km of the 

shore in Howe Sound. This suggests that the lack of steep slopes next to the shoreline in Howe 

Sound has resulted in a lack of blocky rock debris deliveries to the fjord floor. In addition, despite 

relatively high historical population density in Howe Sound, no records of tsunamis have been 

found, whereas historical surveys revealed a slide wave in 1999 and one in the late 16th Century 

(Bornhold et al., 2007) in Knight Inlet. The comparison between Knight Inlet and Howe Sound 

does not allow a statement of absolute hazard, but provides an indication that the two areas differ 

significantly in terms of the types of subaerial slope processes and resulting hazards.  
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Table 4.2 Summary comparison of Knight Inlet and Howe Sound. 

Attribute Knight Inlet Howe Sound 

Population density Low Relatively high 

Evidence of historic tsunamigenic landslides Some None  

Submarine colluvial debris cones Many None 

Average subaerial slope within 5 km of shoreline 30° 23° 

Total area of slopes ≥70° within 5 km of shore 1.21 km2 0.086 km2 

Total area with >800 m relief within 5 km of shore 80.64 km2 2.56 km2 

Max seafloor depth 524 m 284 m 

Number of islands One small one Three large ones 

 

4.2.4 Selection of methods 

In subaerial slide-induced tsunami hazard assessment, it is important to use as many 

different types of information as possible from the different techniques described above as 

possible. Method selection will depend on the expertise of personnel, the budget, the nature of the 

hazard assessment problem, and the logistical constraints posed by the environment.  

It is good practice to start with a desk study that employs as many of the available 

existing and free datasets as feasible. This stage would involve examining any available historical 

data, subaerial and submarine digital elevation models, satellite images, and reports or maps 

available from the literature or from government agencies. Depending on the results of this first 

stage, further information could be required on a number of sites to assist with prioritization of 

field surveys. This information could be obtained from air photographs or from a more 

sophisticated method, such as InSAR. If critical sites were identified, preliminary analyses of the 

failure mechanisms could be undertaken using available data. After considering all existing 

datasets, there could be a need to acquire new data to answer remaining questions and to verify 

interpretations made during the desk study.  

If submarine digital elevation models were not previously available, in most cases it 

would be advisable to acquire these datasets in order to provide a bathymetric base for tsunami 

modelling and to identify slide deposits on the seafloor. Regional geological field surveys or site-

based surveys of tsunami deposits in wetlands or of slide sites along the fjord margins are usually 

appropriate at this stage. Depending on the remoteness of the area, it will be advantageous to 

intersperse periods of field data collection with periods used to compile mapping data and 

compare it with data and interpretations obtained from the desk study.  
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If the desk study and field surveys provide the inputs and constraints required for a 

hydrodynamic model of a past wave field, then the next step would be to conduct a hydrodynamic 

analysis of the tsunami. If, however, there is considerable uncertainty in the characteristics of a 

potential slide, then all of the available data can be integrated into a numerical model of the slide 

site and hypotheses tested in order to arrive at estimates of the potential slide. This estimate then 

serves as input to a hydrodynamic model of the wave field resulting from the potential slide. 

Ideally, there would be data on a past slide and tsunami, which would calibrate the tsunami 

model, and then the calibrated model could be used to predict the wave field generated by a 

potential failure.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

5.1 Conclusions 

This thesis has highlighted that through integration of site-based engineering geological 

fieldwork and modelling with regional and site-based remote sensing studies it is possible to gain 

insights into the relative degree of hazard from subaerial slide-induced tsunamis in different inlets 

along the British Columbia coast. It is clear that some inlets and lakes in British Columbia are 

more prone to the hazard from slide-induced waves than others are and, consequently, land-use 

planning and infrastructure development should include these hazards into their decision 

frameworks.  

Slope processes inferred to have taken place at the two sites studied in this thesis contrast 

one another and pose distinct and interesting challenges to hazard assessment. At Adeane Point, 

the predominant slope processes appear to be rockslides of limited volume (< 1.0 Mm3) that are 

relatively easily understood in terms of the underlying failure mechanics. That is, failure occurs in 

the form of kinematically admissible modes involving sliding and dilation on essentially planar 

discrete structures. Such rockslides probably occur at return periods ranging from ten years to a 

few thousand years, some of which will be relevant to engineering timescales. In contrast, it 

appears that much of the inferred gravitational deformation at Mount Gardner has occurred at 

depth (50-100 m) through rock mass deformation and sliding on discrete structures within a 

relatively complex structural and stratigraphic setting. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to 

ascertain the long-term stability of such progressive deformational features due to the geometric 

complexity and lack of subsurface data. However, the lack of evidence of active slope movements 

suggests current stability, and the likelihood of a global failure at Mount Gardner appears no 

higher than that on numerous similar mountainsides found throughout British Columbia. 

The Åknes rockslide in Norway has been the subject of intense monitoring investigation 

and analysis during the last decade and represents an actively moving deep-seated rockslide 

posing a tsunami hazard. Although our understanding of the Åknes rockslide has increased 

enormously and the monitoring provides a reliable risk management tool, the time to failure of 

such progressive rockslides remains a complex issue.  
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High-resolution digital elevation models based on swath bathymetry are very useful for 

identifying where subaerial slides have entered the fjords in the past, evident through the 

locations of submarine debris cones. However, there is often a lot of uncertainty in the magnitude 

and frequency of processes forming the submarine debris cones. As a result, engineering 

geological investigations of source areas are needed at critical sites to provide estimates of the 

magnitude and frequency of potential slides for input to hydrodynamic models.  

The detailed LIDAR data were helpful for understanding the structural and engineering 

geology of Mount Gardner, revealing many subtle landforms such as cliffs, trenches and 

counterscarps that would have otherwise gone unnoticed. These data also provided an excellent 

base from which to conduct fieldwork. It is strongly recommended that increased LIDAR 

coverage for the Province of British Columbia be obtained as was recently undertaken in Alberta. 

Such an investment would provide significant returns not only in terms of increased knowledge of 

geohazards, but also in many other geoscience applications such as mineral exploration and in 

infrastructure development such as routing of transmission lines or pipelines.  

5.2 Suggestions for further work 

5.2.1 Knight Inlet 

A method to obtain discontinuity data from the upper sections of the rock slope at 

Adeane Point, and thereby ensure the representativeness of the delineated discontinuity system in 

this study, is to conduct a marine-based photogrammetric survey. Sturzenegger and Stead (2009b) 

illustrate marine-based digital photogrammetry of Porteau Cove rock cut taken from Howe 

Sound. The surface model from such a survey could also be used as a historical reference that 

could be extremely useful in the event of a future failure at the site.  

An attempt to obtain a more detailed estimate of potential failures in the upper slope 

sections at Adeane Point using the 3DEC approach employed in this thesis would require not only 

improved structural data but also a higher resolution surface model encompassing the forested 

area at the top and behind the crest of the rock slope. The volume of failures will depend largely 

on the shape of the slope and on the orientation, persistence and location of structures intersecting 

in the steep zone. The level of detail required for a surface model could be achieved from an 

aerial LIDAR survey with coverage in the forested area at the top of and behind the rock face. 

It is probable that ongoing detailed examination of other sites in Knight Inlet would 

reveal features indicative of slope failure, such as large fresh tension cracks. Due to the lack of 
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such features at Adeane Point, it would be useful to focus future efforts on such sites. A 

reconnaissance examination of the sites at Rainbow Falls and Kitty Cone was made using air 

photographs during this study. No tension cracks were found, but at the top of Kitty Cone, there is 

a downhill-facing scarp with what appears to be a very large down-dropped block below. Field 

surveys on selected sites could be supplemented with ground-based LIDAR or photogrammetric 

surveys of the inaccessible areas.  

Further research should examine the evolution of slope deposits identified from 

multibeam data. In particular, further work should characterize the magnitude and frequency of 

geomorphic processes contributing to the formation of submarine debris cones and determine 

which of these processes are tsunamigenic. One approach is to monitor the deliveries of bedrock 

debris from rock slopes to the shoreline, while simultaneously monitoring nearby tide gauges. 

This approach would target low magnitude events, and measurements could be carried out over a 

long time period in order to allow sufficient time for events to occur. Another approach is to 

survey the rock slope with photogrammetry or LIDAR in order to permanently record the shape 

of the surface at the onset of a study and illustrate rockfall scars, movement paths and debris 

using change-detection methods. In the event of a major rockwall collapse, the site could be re-

surveyed to determine the magnitude and extent of the failure, and if tide gauges were established 

nearby then the wave field would also be measured. This would provide constraints for both a 

geomechanical model of the failure and a hydrodynamic model of the resulting wave field.  

If the inlets on the British Columbia coast where slide-induced tsunami hazards exist are 

to experience significant development, it seems essential to establish a network of tide gauges in 

order to monitor the wave fields produced from any slides.  

5.2.2 Mount Gardner 

Future work could include geomechanical modelling of the northwest slope of Mount 

Gardner in order to further understand the large-scale stability of the slope. This was not possible 

in the time frame of the current thesis. Rock mass strength and deformability are probably high in 

the main greenstone formation and relatively low in the thin-bedded sediments. Continuum model 

studies could initially attempt to incorporate strong and weak units in the model based on the 

synform geometry outlined in this study. Further analysis using a discrete element approach could 

incorporate the major structures defining the synform as discontinuities and represent the rock 

mass between these structures as a continuum. Two of the objectives of a model study could be to 
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explain the observed counterscarps in the upper part of the slope and improve our understanding 

of the factors controlling deformation. 

Long-term monitoring of surface displacements in the area between Donaghy Brook and 

Eddy Creek or on counterscarps A and B or above Morrison Creek could be undertaken to 

confirm the current stability. The forest cover on Mount Gardner would probably restrict both 

total station surveying and satellite-based monitoring using InSAR. However, the tops of many 

counterscarps are sparsely vegetated, making them more suited than other areas for monitoring 

surface displacements. 
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7 APPENDIX 1 – DIGITAL DATA (DVD) 

The DVD attached to the thesis contains folders for Knight Inlet and Howe Sound. The 

main contents of the DVD are structural measurements and photographs from Adeane Point and 

Mount Gardner, mapped features such as lineaments, counterscarps, debris cones in Howe Sound 

or Knight Inlet, and 3DEC files used to simulate the rock slope at Adeane Point. The term 

‘Shapefile’ refers to the vector file format used in ArcGIS (ESRI, 2008). Digital structural data 

equivalent in content to Table 8.2 and Table 8.4 are provided. 

 

C:\Knight Inlet 

� Adeane1bSC – Orthophoto of Adeane Point 

� Adeane5bSC – Orthophoto of Adeane Point 

� Cones_Knight – Shapefile of debris cones in Knight Inlet 

� Lineaments_Adeane – Shapefile of lineaments at Adeane Point 

� Lineaments_Knight – Shapefile of lineaments in Knight Inlet 

� Structure_Adeane – MS Excel file of structural data from Adeane Point 

C:\Knight Inlet\Photos 

� Photographs of the rock slope at Adeane Point 

C:\Knight Inlet\Photos\Other 

� Photographs of other areas in and around Knight Inlet 

C:\Knight Inlet\3DEC 

� Model1 – Text file used to run Model1 

� Model2 – Text file used to run Model2 

� Model3 – Text file used to run Model3 

� Grid.sav – Slope geometry in 3DEC 

 

C:\Howe Sound 

� Cones_howe – Shapefile of submarine fan complexes and fan deltas 

� Structure_Gardner – MS Excel file of structural data from Mount Gardner 

C:\Howe Sound\Photos 

� Photographs taken during fieldwork on Mount Gardner 
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C:\Howe Sound\Mapping   (geodatabase) 

� Adverse_structure – Points of adverse structure on Mount Gardner 

� Counterscarp – Shapefile of counterscarps on Mount Gardner 

� Debris – Shapefile of hummocky lobes offshore Bowen Island 

� Mine_adits – Shapefile of mine adits on Mount Gardner 

� Talus – Shapefile of points of talus on Mount Garnder 
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8 APPENDIX 2 – FIELD AND LAB DATA 

8.1 Adeane Point 

 

Figure 8-1 Map of localities where structural measurements were undertaken.  
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Figure 8-2 Summary of data from scanline 1.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-3 Summary of data from scanline 2.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-4 Summary of data from scanline 3.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-5 Summary of data from scanline 4.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-6 Summary of all scanline data.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-7 Summary of data not from scanlines.  

A – Contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
B – Contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
E – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity waviness 
F – Persistence histogram 
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Figure 8-8 Summary of all field structural measurements.  

A – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
B – Corrected contoured pole plot using Kamb contours (first line 4σ, interval 2σ) 
C – Pole plot symbolized for persistence 
D – Uncorrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
E – Corrected contoured pole plot using Fisher contours (first line 1%, interval 1%) 
F – Pole plot symbolized for discontinuity condition 
G – Persistence histogram 
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Table 8.1 Legend for Table 8.2. 

Attribute Definition 

ID Identification number for measurement 

L Locality number 

E Easting (m) ± 20 m 

N Northing (m) ± 20 m 

T Discontinuity type 
  B = Bedding 
  D = Dyke 
  F = Foliation 
  J = Joint 
  K = Key structure (identification number) 
  S = Schistosity 
  V = Vein 

S Scanline number 

Dist Distance along scanline (cm) where discontinuity intersects scanline 

D Dip (°) 

DD Dip direction (°), declination corrected (19° east) 

A Aperture 
  c = closed 

P Persistence (m) 

W Waviness 
  i = Irregular 
  p = Planar 
  s = Stepped 
  u = Undulating 

R Roughness 
  r = Rough 
  s = Smooth 
  sl = Slickensided 

O Water outflow 
  n = None 
  s = slight 

C Condition of discontinuity surface 
  c = Chlorite smearing on surface 
  o = Oxidized 
  q = Quartz smearing on surface 
  w = weathered discontinuity surface 

F Filling 
  c = Chlorite 
  d = Diabase (mafic dyke) 
  o = Organic 
  q = Quartz 
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Table 8.2 Structural measurements at Adeane Point. 

ID L E N T S Dist D DD A P W R O C F 
1 1 311641 5623518 K1b   55 29  50 u r    
2 1 311641 5623518 K1b   55 31  50 u r    
3 1 311641 5623518 K1b   57 35  50 u r    
4 1 311641 5623518 J   34 209 c       
5 1 311641 5623518 J   57 43 c     w  
6 1 311641 5623518 J   74 81 c 0.06  r  o  
7 1 311641 5623518 J   76 111 c       
8 1 311641 5623518 J   85 282      w  
9 1 311641 5623518 J   89 309  0.1  r  w  
10 1 311641 5623518 J   64 178 c 0.05 u r    
11 3 311905 5623886 F   39 32        
12 3 311905 5623886 F   44 23        
13 3 311905 5623886 J   17 230        
14 3 311905 5623886 J   33 263        
15 3 311905 5623886 J   33 273  1.5      
16 3 311905 5623886 J   35 272  1.5      
17 3 311905 5623886 J   39 274  1.5      
18 3 311905 5623886 J   43 185  0.03    o  
19 3 311905 5623886 J   51 255        
20 3 311905 5623886 J   80 243        
21 3 311905 5623886 J   84 271      o  
22 3 311905 5623886 J   73 105  7      
23 3 311905 5623886 J   74 108  7      
24 3 311905 5623886 J   79 105  7      
25 3 311905 5623886 F   24 5        
26 3 311905 5623886 F   34 22        
27 3 311905 5623886 F   45 342        
28 3 311905 5623886 F   45 347        
29 3 311905 5623886 J   38 268        
30 3 311905 5623886 J   47 288        
31 3 311905 5623886 J   60 44      w  
32 3 311905 5623886 J   66 129        
33 3 311905 5623886 J   68 239        
34 3 311905 5623886 J   69 161        
35 3 311905 5623886 J   79 37        
36 3 311905 5623886 J   32 175  1.5      
37 3 311905 5623886 J   40 174  1.5      
38 3 311905 5623886 J   35 273  1    w o 
39 3 311905 5623886 J   37 292  1    w o 
40 3 311905 5623886 J   46 275  1    w o 
41 3 311905 5623886 J   49 207        
42 3 311905 5623886 J   49 274  2      
43 3 311905 5623886 J   84 43  1.5      
44 3 311905 5623886 J   27 48        
45 3 311905 5623886 J   46 272        
46 3 311905 5623886 J   48 91        
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47 3 311905 5623886 J   80 198  0.6      
48 3 311905 5623886 J   87 145  1.5      
49 4 311858 5623803 D   54 42  3.5     d 
50 4 311858 5623803 F   52 40        
51 4 311858 5623803 J   29 142        
52 4 311858 5623803 J   46 160 0.15 3 u  s w  
53 4 311858 5623803 J   56 159 0.15 3 u  s w  
54 4 311858 5623803 J   66 309        
55 4 311858 5623803 J   76 140        
56 4 311858 5623803 J   77 268        
57 4 311858 5623803 J   82 264        
58 4 311858 5623803 J   67 103  5      
59 4 311858 5623803 J   69 99  5      
60 4 311858 5623803 J   74 107  5      
61 4 311858 5623803 J   3 350  10      
62 4 311858 5623803 J   6 190  10      
63 5 311721 5623551 F   50 44        
64 5 311721 5623551 F   54 55        
65 5 311721 5623551 J   65 249  1.2      
66 5 311721 5623551 J   68 222  1.2      
67 5 311721 5623551 J   71 240  1.2      
68 5 311721 5623551 J   71 295        
69 5 311721 5623551 J   76 238  1.2      
70 5 311721 5623551 J   85 134        
71 6 311746 5623569 F   59 46        
72 6 311746 5623569 J   20 133        
73 6 311746 5623569 J   25 139        
74 6 311746 5623569 J   77 122        
75 7 311468 5623993 J 1 10 82 279 c 0.2  s n   
76 7 311468 5623993 J 1 19 89 334  0.35  s n   
77 7 311468 5623993 J 1 23 90 343 c 0.2  s n   
78 7 311468 5623993 J 1 28 31 197 c 0.08  s n   
79 7 311468 5623993 J 1 29 58 76 c 0.15  s n   
80 7 311468 5623993 J 1 31 63 37 c 0.1  s n   
81 7 311468 5623993 J 1 35 67 315 c 0.25  s n   
82 7 311468 5623993 J 1 41 50 173 c 0.2   n   
83 7 311468 5623993 J 1 43 73 82  0.75  s n   
84 7 311468 5623993 J 1 46 58 279 c 0.7  s n   
85 7 311468 5623993 J 1 49 67 285 c 0.4   n   
86 7 311468 5623993 J 1 56 76 78 c 0.17  s n   
87 7 311468 5623993 J 1 57 73 149 c 0.4  s n   
88 7 311468 5623993 J 1 62 65 341 c 0.1  s n c  
89 7 311468 5623993 J 1 64 35 37  0.4  s n   
90 7 311468 5623993 J 1 70 54 181 c 0.5   n   
91 7 311468 5623993 J 1 73 48 335 c 0.07  s n c  
92 7 311468 5623993 J 1 78 61 325 c 0.05  s n   
93 7 311468 5623993 J 1 82 61 325 c 0.2  s n   
94 7 311468 5623993 J 1 85 25 343  0.05  s n   
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95 7 311468 5623993 J 1 94 75 87 c 0.6  r n   
96 7 311468 5623993 J 1 95 72 157 c 0.35  s n c  
97 7 311468 5623993 J 1 98 28 354 c 0.2  s n   
98 7 311468 5623993 J 1 101 82 89 c 0.7  s n   
99 7 311468 5623993 J 1 103 90 92 c 0.3   n c c 
100 7 311468 5623993 J 1 111 79 81 c 0.3  s n   
101 7 311468 5623993 J 1 115 50 289 c 0.7  s n   
102 7 311468 5623993 J 1 116 76 83 c 2  s n   
103 7 311468 5623993 J 1 118 56 321 c 0.06   n c  
104 7 311468 5623993 J 1 128 82 175 c 0.3  s n   
105 7 311468 5623993 J 1 129 82 175 c 0.06   n c  
106 7 311468 5623993 J 1 130 76 69 c 1.5  s n   
107 7 311468 5623993 J 1 134 82 175 c 0.06   n   
108 7 311468 5623993 J 1 141 82 175 c 0.5  sl n c  
109 7 311468 5623993 J 1 145 82 175 c 0.07   n   
110 7 311468 5623993 J 1 147 12 289 c 0.04  s n   
111 7 311468 5623993 J 1 152 46 169 c 0.04  s n   
112 7 311468 5623993 J 1 155 46 169 c 0.15  s n   
113 7 311468 5623993 J 1 156 46 169 c 0.1  s n   
114 7 311468 5623993 J 1 159 46 169 c 1  s n   
115 7 311468 5623993 J 1 160 76 329 c 0.04  s n   
116 7 311468 5623993 J 1 166 12 289 c 0.11  s n   
117 7 311468 5623993 J 1 170 73 149 c 0.8  s n c  
118 7 311468 5623993 J 1 178 80 157 c 0.5  s n   
119 7 311468 5623993 J 1 183 80 157 c 0.3  s n   
120 7 311468 5623993 J 1 185 90 165 c 0.1  s n   
121 7 311468 5623993 J 1 186 80 158 c 0.12  s n   
122 7 311468 5623993 J 1 192 80 158 c 0.5 s  n c  
123 7 311468 5623993 J 1 195 85 135 c 0.5   n   
124 7 311468 5623993 J 1 198 85 135 c 0.05  s n c  
125 7 311468 5623993 J 1 200 72 158 c 0.7 s  n c  
126 7 311468 5623993 J 1 212 86 351 c 0.9  s n c  
127 7 311468 5623993 J 1 222 64 284 c 1.4  s n   
128 7 311468 5623993 J 1 234 80 269 c 0.35  r n   
129 7 311468 5623993 J 1 245 80 199 c 0.4   n c  
130 7 311468 5623993 V 1 259 20 177 c 0.6  s n  q 
131 7 311468 5623993 J 1 265 85 129 c 0.2  s n   
132 7 311468 5623993 J 1 272 85 129 c 0.35   n   
133 7 311468 5623993 J 1 274 68 291 c 3  s n   
134 7 311468 5623993 V 1 282 74 103 c 2  s n  q 
135 7 311468 5623993 J 1 300 62 293 c 2.7  s n   
136 7 311468 5623993 J 1 307 70 180 c 2  s n   
137 7 311468 5623993 J 1 338 50 135 c 1.8   n   
138 7 311468 5623993 J 1 355 70 177 c 1.2  s n   
139 7 311468 5623993 J 1 363 46 269 c 1  s n   
140 7 311468 5623993 V 1 437 65 95 c 3.5  s n  q 
141 7 311468 5623993 J 1 447 52 135 c 2  r n   
142 7 311468 5623993 J 1 455 80 79 c 0.5  sl n c  
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143 7 311468 5623993 J 1 462 80 79 c 0.5   n   
144 7 311468 5623993 J 1 483 80 79 c 0.6  s n   
145 7 311468 5623993 J 1 495 40 175 c 3  s n   
146 7 311468 5623993 J 1 518 69 133 c 1.9  s n c  
147 7 311468 5623993 J 1 541 42 289 c 0.55  s n   
148 7 311468 5623993 J 1 570 39 21 c 1.3  s n   
149 7 311468 5623993 J 1 572 86 263 c 1  s n   
150 7 311468 5623993 J 1 580 86 263 c 1.8  s n   
151 7 311468 5623993 J 1 589 35 158 c 3  s n   
152 7 311468 5623993 J 1 598 62 349 c 1.5  r n   
153 7 311468 5623993 J 1 600 86 73 c 0.4  s n   
154 7 311468 5623993 J 1 610 65 351 c 0.5  sl n   
155 7 311468 5623993 J 1 611 86 240 c 0.6   n   
156 7 311468 5623993 J 1 624 68 325 c 0.5  r n   
157 7 311468 5623993 V 1 627 80 89 c 2.7  s n  q 
158 7 311468 5623993 J 1 630 80 82 c 0.4  s n   
159 7 311468 5623993 V 1 641 85 319 c 0.55  s n o q 
160 7 311468 5623993 V 1 647 67 89 c 1   n  q 
161 7 311468 5623993 J 1 651 85 159 c 0.65  s n   
162 7 311468 5623993 J 1 652 65 140 c 1  s n   
163 7 311468 5623993 J 1 675 66 351 c 0.8  sl n   
164 7 311468 5623993 J 1 712 76 152 c 0.7   n   
165 7 311468 5623993 J 1 714 71 272 c 1.8  r n   
166 7 311468 5623993 J 1 727 90 273 c 0.35   n   
167 7 311468 5623993 V 1 734 80 83 c 1.7  s n  q 
168 7 311468 5623993 J 1 736 35 317 c 0.3  s n c  
169 7 311468 5623993 J 1 744 50 143 c 1.3  s n   
170 7 311468 5623993 J 1 750 80 269 c 0.35  s n   
171 7 311468 5623993 J 1 757 30 189 c 0.5  s n   
172 7 311468 5623993 J 1 771 90 99 c 1  s n   
173 7 311468 5623993 V 1 772 80 119 c 0.3  r n  q 
174 7 311468 5623993 J 1 773 60 7 c 0.7  sl n c  
175 7 311468 5623993 J 1 774 35 137 c 1  s n   
176 7 311468 5623993 J 1 780 35 3  1  s n   
177 7 311468 5623993 J 1 786 80 279  1.9  s n   
178 7 311468 5623993 J 1 793 90 349  0.3 s sl n c  
179 7 311468 5623993 V 1 803 73 259  3  s n  q 
180 7 311468 5623993 J 1 816 65 359  1.7  s n   
181 7 311468 5623993 J 1 817 55 341  0.3  s n   
182 7 311468 5623993 J 1 819 75 125 c 0.2  s n   
183 7 311468 5623993 J 1 829 40 4  0.5  r n   
184 7 311468 5623993 J 1 856 80 357 c 0.55  r n c  
185 7 311468 5623993 J 1 861 26 134 c 1.25  s n q  
186 7 311468 5623993 J 1 863 58 353  0.5  r n   
187 7 311468 5623993 J 1 866 75 121 c 0.45 s r n   
188 7 311468 5623993 V 1 880 75 73 c 3  r n  q 
189 7 311468 5623993 J 1 882 60 203 c 0.45  r n   
190 7 311468 5623993 J 1 912 85 84 c 0.55  s n   
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191 7 311468 5623993 J 1 917 56 120 c 0.3  s n   
192 7 311468 5623993 J 1 935 31 144 c 1  s n   
193 7 311468 5623993 V 1 965 37 142 c 2   n  q 
194 7 311468 5623993 J 1 967 85 85 c 2  s n   
195 7 311468 5623993 J 1 995 42 50 c 3  r n   
196 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1025 84 299 c 0.9  s n c  
197 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1030 52 147 c 3.5  s n   
198 7 311468 5623993 V 1 1035 86 84 c 1.7  r n  q 
199 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1054 70 171 c 1  r n   
200 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1060 60 359  2.6  r n   
201 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1090 46 132 c 0.3  s n   
202 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1097 79 313  0.25  s n   
203 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1109 60 353  0.75  r n   
204 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1129 77 269 c 2.5  r n   
205 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1162 70 4 c 0.4  r n   
206 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1170 80 253  0.4  r n   
207 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1176 65 337  0.45  r n   
208 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1197 85 333 c 1.2  s n   
209 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1208 45 238 c 0.5  s n   
210 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1220 80 319  0.45  s n   
211 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1221 50 37  0.15  s n   
212 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1248 70 359 c 0.25  r n   
213 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1251 86 89 c 2.1  r n   
214 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1276 21 171 c 1  s n   
215 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1279 85 291 c 1  r n   
216 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1282 89 74 c 0.9  r n   
217 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1290 64 341 c 0.25  r n c  
218 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1291 65 207 c 0.5  r n   
219 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1298 89 267 c 0.65  r n   
220 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1304 66 326 c 0.35  r n c  
221 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1330 85 291 c 0.9  r n   
222 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1340 86 87 c 0.6  s n q  
223 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1345 30 144 c 1.5  r n   
224 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1346 71 341 c 0.65  s n   
225 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1352 20 184 c 1.2  s n   
226 7 311468 5623993 V 1 1379 71 99 c 2  r n  q 
227 7 311468 5623993 J 1 1381 82 267 c 3.1  r n   
228 7 311468 5623993 J   24 319  10      
229 8 311515 5623927 D   80 319  15      
230 8 311515 5623927 J   30 294        
231 8 311515 5623927 J   45 217        
232 8 311515 5623927 S   60 23      w  
233 8 311515 5623927 J   75 51        
234 8 311515 5623927 J   27 171        
235 8 311515 5623927 J   32 299        
236 8 311515 5623927 J   70 65        
237 8 311515 5623927 V   60 169        
238 8 311515 5623927 J  301 50 289        
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239 8 311515 5623927 D 2 25 72 289 c 3  r n  d 
240 8 311515 5623927 J 2 32 74 143 c 1.3  s n   
241 8 311515 5623927 J 2 36 79 225 c 0.6  r n   
242 8 311515 5623927 J 2 55 29 166 c 1.5  r n c  
243 8 311515 5623927 J 2 62 45 327 c 0.4  r n c  
244 8 311515 5623927 J 2 68 48 160 c 0.5  r n   
245 8 311515 5623927 J 2 80 80 215  0.2  r n   
246 8 311515 5623927 J 2 105 65 113 c 0.4  r n o  
247 8 311515 5623927 J 2 113 36 179 c 0.9 u r n   
248 8 311515 5623927 J 2 120 65 225  0.4  r n   
249 8 311515 5623927 J 2 126 56 132 c 0.5  r n   
250 8 311515 5623927 J 2 130 65 225  0.5  r n   
251 8 311515 5623927 J 2 150 60 226 c 0.45  r n c  
252 8 311515 5623927 J 2 157 74 315 c 0.3  r n   
253 8 311515 5623927 J 2 160 30 339  0.3  r n   
254 8 311515 5623927 J 2 170 63 221 c 1.2  r n   
255 8 311515 5623927 J 2 190 53 161 c 0.5  r n   
256 8 311515 5623927 J 2 198 76 61 c 0.8 s r n   
257 8 311515 5623927 J 2 206 60 48 c 0.2  r n   
258 8 311515 5623927 J 2 210 60 48 c 0.2  r n   
259 8 311515 5623927 J 2 216 58 67 c 0.8  r n   
260 8 311515 5623927 J 2 238 41 279  1.2  r n c  
261 8 311515 5623927 J 2 239 79 326 c 4  r n   
262 8 311515 5623927 J 2 252 65 78 c 0.25  r n   
263 8 311515 5623927 J 2 257 70 57  0.15  r n   
264 8 311515 5623927 D 2 271 86 306 c 2.5  r n  d 
265 8 311515 5623927 J 2 278 49 283  0.3  r n   
266 8 311515 5623927 J 2 279 60 76 c 0.3  r n   
267 8 311515 5623927 J 2 285 60 76 c 0.3  r n   
268 8 311515 5623927 D 2 295 85 318 c 15  r n  d 
269 8 311515 5623927 J 2 305 81 325 c 15  r n   
270 8 311515 5623927 J 2 306 49 281 c 0.85  r n   
271 8 311515 5623927 J 2 318 44 282 c 0.3  r n   
272 8 311515 5623927 J 2 340 58 51  0.25  r n   
273 8 311515 5623927 J 2 355 38 54 c 0.45  r n   
274 8 311515 5623927 J 2 364 75 320 c 0.4  r n c  
275 8 311515 5623927 J 2 374 49 20  0.3  r n c  
276 8 311515 5623927 J 2 402 26 183 c 15  r n   
277 8 311515 5623927 J 2 418 61 139 c 0.4 s r n   
278 8 311515 5623927 J 2 436 70 23  1.5  r n   
279 8 311515 5623927 J 2 480 90 281 c 1.5  r n   
280 8 311515 5623927 J 2 503 28 280 c 0.45  r n   
281 8 311515 5623927 J 2 508 81 277 c 1  r n   
282 8 311515 5623927 J 2 512 46 359  2.2  r n   
283 8 311515 5623927 J 2 524 86 69 c 4  r n   
284 8 311515 5623927 J 2 547 85 193 c 1.2  r n   
285 8 311515 5623927 J 2 575 84 59 c 3  r n   
286 8 311515 5623927 J 2 598 70 249 c 0.35  r n   
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287 8 311515 5623927 J 2 612 61 36  1  r n q  
288 8 311515 5623927 J 2 613 79 243 c 0.3   n   
289 8 311515 5623927 J 2 625 60 148 c 0.75  r n   
290 8 311515 5623927 J 2 637 50 19  0.4  r n   
291 8 311515 5623927 J 2 645 70 141  0.4 s r n   
292 8 311515 5623927 J 2 656 80 35 c 0.35  r n   
293 8 311515 5623927 J 2 658 86 253 c 0.8  r n   
294 8 311515 5623927 J 2 687 49 165 c 0.3  s n   
295 8 311515 5623927 J 2 710 55 343 c 0.7  r n   
296 8 311515 5623927 J 2 713 25 277  0.85  r n q  
297 8 311515 5623927 J 2 740 36 183 c 7  r n   
298 8 311515 5623927 J 2 747 75 349  0.9  r n c  
299 8 311515 5623927 J 2 780 85 76 c 0.6  r n   
300 8 311515 5623927 J 2 790 60 347  0.4  r n   
301 8 311515 5623927 J 2 795 84 263 c 1.5  r n   
302 8 311515 5623927 J 2 806 25 173 c 2  r n o  
303 8 311515 5623927 J 2 811 70 96 c 0.65  r n   
304 8 311515 5623927 J 2 820 25 174 c 15  r n q  
305 8 311515 5623927 J 2 836 41 9  1.2  r n   
306 8 311515 5623927 J 2 850 85 85 c 0.5  r n   
307 8 311515 5623927 J 2 857 85 279 c 1.1  r n   
308 8 311515 5623927 J 2 863 89 86  2.5  r n q  
309 8 311515 5623927 J 2 864 44 137 c 2.4  r n   
310 8 311515 5623927 J 2 882 82 143 c 1  r n   
311 8 311515 5623927 J 2 885 66 275  0.45  r n   
312 8 311515 5623927 J 2 886 52 145 c 1.5  r n   
313 8 311515 5623927 J 2 892 66 145 c 4  r n c  
314 8 311515 5623927 V 2 894 60 173 c 4  r n  q 
315 8 311515 5623927 J 2 922 80 63 c 1  r n   
316 8 311515 5623927 J 2 938 80 280 c 0.65  r n   
317 8 311515 5623927 J 2 940 57 19 c 1.4  r n   
318 8 311515 5623927 J 2 955 67 87 c 1.1  r n q  
319 8 311515 5623927 J 2 969 84 112 c 2.5  r n   
320 8 311515 5623927 J 2 987 65 149 c 0.55  r n   
321 8 311515 5623927 J 2 989 26 187 c 5  r n   
322 8 311515 5623927 J 3 1 50 293  1.3  s n c  
323 8 311515 5623927 J 3 18 45 156 c 0.25  r n   
324 8 311515 5623927 J 3 25 48 301  2.8  r n   
325 8 311515 5623927 J 3 57 45 286  3  s n c  
326 8 311515 5623927 J 3 87 80 238  1  sl n   
327 8 311515 5623927 J 3 96 40 313 c 0.5  r n   
328 8 311515 5623927 V 3 107 66 173 c 5.5  r n  q 
329 8 311515 5623927 J 3 113 80 185 c 1.4 s r n   
330 8 311515 5623927 J 3 115 43 291 c 1  r n   
331 8 311515 5623927 J 3 117 21 214 c 1.2  s n   
332 8 311515 5623927 J 3 123 42 342  0.7  r n   
333 8 311515 5623927 J 3 137 90 22 c 0.9 u r n   
334 8 311515 5623927 J 3 150 27 169 c 0.5  r n   
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335 8 311515 5623927 J 3 156 80 190 c 0.9  r n   
336 8 311515 5623927 J 3 167 67 347 c 1  r n   
337 8 311515 5623927 J 3 180 40 276 c 1  sl n   
338 8 311515 5623927 J 3 182 35 300  2.3  r n   
339 8 311515 5623927 J 3 220 26 175 c 3  r n q  
340 8 311515 5623927 J 3 230 66 60 c 2.4  r n   
341 8 311515 5623927 J 3 231 35 303 c 0.3  r n   
342 8 311515 5623927 J 3 247 36 293 c 0.35  r n   
343 8 311515 5623927 J 3 252 36 293 c 2.4  s n q  
344 8 311515 5623927 J 3 269 26 278 c 1  r n   
345 8 311515 5623927 J 3 284 35 293 c 0.67  r n   
346 8 311515 5623927 J 3 289 30 299  2.1  r n   
347 8 311515 5623927 J 3 289 74 45 c 0.35  r n   
348 8 311515 5623927 J 3 314 78 347  0.4  s n   
349 8 311515 5623927 V 3 322 31 178 c 3  r n  q 
350 8 311515 5623927 J 3 350 35 317  1.5  r n   
351 8 311515 5623927 J 3 388 15 293  1.2  r n   
352 8 311515 5623927 J 3 410 51 3  2.1  r n   
353 8 311515 5623927 J 3 438 83 232  3.1  r n   
354 8 311515 5623927 J 3 446 60 51 c 0.4  r n   
355 8 311515 5623927 J 3 451 21 289  0.6  s n   
356 8 311515 5623927 J 3 460 80 183 c 0.6  r n   
357 8 311515 5623927 J 3 463 15 179 c 0.35  r n   
358 8 311515 5623927 J 3 466 34 323 c 0.7  r n   
359 8 311515 5623927 J 3 478 15 291 c 1.8  s n   
360 8 311515 5623927 J 3 487 25 311 c 0.35  r n   
361 8 311515 5623927 J 3 498 46 186 c 2.4 s r n c  
362 9 311432 5623914 J   75 334        
363 9 311432 5623914 J   88 58        
364 9 311432 5623914 J   43 350  10 u     
365 9 311432 5623914 J   36 149   i     
366 10 311686 5624103 F   45 28 c 0.25  r    
367 10 311686 5624103 F   46 30  0.5  r    
368 10 311686 5624103 V   59 39 c 0.35  r   q 
369 10 311686 5624103 J   43 226  0.35  r    
370 10 311686 5624103 J   54 272  1.9  sl    
371 10 311686 5624103 J   55 269  2.6  r    
372 10 311686 5624103 J   55 272  1.3  r    
373 10 311686 5624103 J   55 314 c 0.15  s    
374 10 311686 5624103 J   58 271 c 2  r    
375 10 311686 5624103 J   60 269  0.7  r    
376 10 311686 5624103 J   60 279  15  r    
377 10 311686 5624103 J   65 280  2  r  c  
378 10 311686 5624103 J   74 53 c 0.3  r    
379 10 311686 5624103 J   74 179  2.9  r    
380 10 311686 5624103 J   77 77  0.8  r    
381 10 311686 5624103 J   77 123 c 0.35  r    
382 10 311686 5624103 J   80 219  0.55  r    
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383 10 311686 5624103 J   81 243  2  r    
384 10 311686 5624103 J   83 75 c 0.3  r    
385 10 311686 5624103 J   85 259 c 0.5  r    
386 10 311686 5624103 J   87 171  1.2  sl    
387 10 311686 5624103 J   89 61  0.15  r    
388 10 311686 5624103 J   90 257 c 1.4  r    
389 10 311686 5624103 F   45 29        
390 10 311686 5624103 J   60 279  10      
391 10 311686 5624103 J   75 179        
392 10 311686 5624103 F   60 47 c 1  r    
393 10 311686 5624103 F   65 49 c 0.25  r    
394 10 311686 5624103 J   55 299 c 1  r    
395 10 311686 5624103 J   60 319 c 1  r    
396 10 311686 5624103 J   60 321 c 0.75  r    
397 10 311686 5624103 J   64 199 c 0.08  r    
398 10 311686 5624103 J   65 181 c 2.2  r    
399 10 311686 5624103 J   65 244  1.5  r    
400 10 311686 5624103 J   65 249 c 1  r    
401 10 311686 5624103 J   65 273  1  sl    
402 10 311686 5624103 J   66 194 c 0.6  r    
403 10 311686 5624103 J   75 313 c 1  r    
404 10 311686 5624103 J   77 239 c 0.6  r  q  
405 10 311686 5624103 J   78 252  2.5  r  q  
406 10 311686 5624103 J   80 276 c 1  r    
407 10 311686 5624103 J   20 239        
408 10 311686 5624103 J   55 161        
409 10 311686 5624103 J   60 243        
410 10 311686 5624103 J   60 324        
411 10 311686 5624103 J   15 204 c 10  s    
412 10 311686 5624103 J   25 90 c 0.13  s    
413 10 311686 5624103 J   40 267        
414 10 311686 5624103 J   62 284        
415 10 311686 5624103 J   80 313 c 0.5  r    
416 10 311686 5624103 S   50 23        
417 10 311686 5624103 S   55 29        
418 10 311686 5624103 J   50 333  15  r    
419 10 311686 5624103 J   60 345  15  r    
420 10 311686 5624103 J   30 279 c 15  r    
421 10 311686 5624103 J   90 184 c 15  r    
422 11 311408 5624030 J 4 627 30 260 c 2.5  r n   
423 11 311408 5624030 J 4 628 90 249 c 1  r n   
424 11 311408 5624030 J 4 645 25 259 c 1.5  r n   
425 11 311408 5624030 J 4 645 47 185 c 1  r n   
426 11 311408 5624030 J 4 648 90 252 c 2.3  r n   
427 11 311408 5624030 J 4 655 32 262 c 0.6  r n   
428 11 311408 5624030 J 4 710 22 269 c 2.4  r n   
429 11 311408 5624030 J 4 714 45 139 c 2.2  r n   
430 11 311408 5624030 J 4 719 56 23 c 0.4  r n   
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431 11 311408 5624030 J 4 754 60 299 c 0.4  s n   
432 11 311408 5624030 J 4 759 35 249 c 2.4  r n   
433 11 311408 5624030 J 4 771 10 307 c 0.3  r n   
434 11 311408 5624030 J 4 773 25 253 c 2  r n   
435 11 311408 5624030 J 4 780 74 238  0.45  r n   
436 11 311408 5624030 J 4 814 55 3 c 0.35  r n   
437 11 311408 5624030 J 4 819 71 28 c 0.25 i r n   
438 11 311408 5624030 J 4 825 40 329 c 0.2  r n   
439 11 311408 5624030 J 4 832 22 257 c 0.5  r n   
440 11 311408 5624030 J 4 834 34 307 c 0.4  s n   
441 11 311408 5624030 J 4 852 68 109 c 1  r n   
442 11 311408 5624030 J 4 860 36 265 c 2  r n q  
443 11 311408 5624030 J 4 862 35 311 c 1 s s n   
444 11 311408 5624030 J 4 868 74 245 c 1.1  r n   
445 11 311408 5624030 J 4 872 34 305  0.7  r n   
446 11 311408 5624030 J 4 911 74 259 c 0.25  r n   
447 12 311392 5624068 J   32 110   u  n   
448 12 311392 5624068 J   60 331  4 i  n   
449 12 311392 5624068 V   79 49   u  n  q 
450 12 311392 5624068 J   29 134   p r n   
451 12 311392 5624068 J   80 354   u r n   
452 12 311392 5624068 V   75 49   u r n o q 
453 12 311392 5624068 V   80 293   u r n q  
454 12 311392 5624068 J   3 359   p r n w  
455 12 311392 5624068 J   75 333        
456 12 311392 5624068 J   20 267        
457 12 311392 5624068 J   40 287        
458 12 311392 5624068 J   72 49        
459 12 311392 5624068 J   72 334        
460 12 311392 5624068 J   88 249        
461 12 311392 5624068 S   80 34  2.8 u   w  
462 13 311330 5623957 B   90 69        
463 14 311527 5623982 S   46 1        
464 14 311527 5623982 J   45 149    r n w  
465 14 311527 5623982 J   60 269    r n   
466 14 311527 5623982 J   75 229        
467 14 311527 5623982 J   25 339   u r    
468 14 311527 5623982 J   86 89    r n   
469 14 311527 5623982 J   89 269  5  r    
470 14 311527 5623982 S   55 9  2  r n   
471 14 311527 5623982 J   60 137    r n   
472 14 311527 5623982 S   56 13        
473 16 311457 5623569 B   12 95  10      
474 16 311457 5623569 B   15 274  10      
475 16 311457 5623569 B   40 24  2      
476 16 311457 5623569 J   50 264  4      
477 16 311457 5623569 J   60 289        
478 17 311476 5623575 K1a   51 25  15 u r n w  
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479 17 311476 5623575 J   81 269   p r    
480 18 311608 5623510 F   50 35  2 u r  o  
481 18 311608 5623510 F   53 27  2.5  r    
482 18 311608 5623510 F   59 35  2.5  r  o  
483 18 311608 5623510 J   60 280  2 s r  o  
484 18 311608 5623510 J   90 79  3.8      
485 18 311608 5623510 J   44 211  2.5      
486 19 311119 5624031 D   86 309      w  
487 19 311119 5624031 S   49 27   u r  w  
488 19 311119 5624031 S   65 41   i     
489 19 311119 5624031 D   84 301   u r    
490 19 311119 5624031 J   2 196   p r    
491 20 311437 5624054 S   56 21 c 1.2 u  n   
492 20 311437 5624054 J   20 179  0.6  s n c  
493 20 311437 5624054 J   26 264        
494 20 311437 5624054 J   35 314        
495 20 311437 5624054 J   56 41        
496 20 311437 5624054 J   65 291        
497 20 311437 5624054 J   68 251        
498 20 311437 5624054 J   88 265        
499 21 311593 5623508 J   26 339        
500 21 311593 5623508 J   54 215        
501 21 311593 5623508 J   56 239   u     
502 21 311593 5623508 J   89 152        
503 22 311491 5623563 J   22 305    r    
504 22 311491 5623563 J   69 40        
505 22 311491 5623563 J   70 347    r    
506 22 311491 5623563 S   60 47   u r  w  
507 22 311491 5623563 J   12 297        
508 23 311430 5624120 J   6 205        
509 23 311430 5624120 J   63 313        
510 23 311430 5624120 J   75 359        
511 23 311430 5624120 J   80 284        
512 23 311430 5624120 S   55 17   u   w  
513 23 311430 5624120 S   88 29   u   w  
514 1m 311678 5623519 F   56 25  1    w  
515 2m 312179 5623472 F   55 32        
516 2m 312179 5623472 F   55 42        
517 3m 312080 5623593 F   62 30        
518 4m 311725 5623511 F   49 43        
519 4m 311725 5623511 J   82 109        
520 4m 311725 5623511 J   89 119        
521 5m 311499 5624017 S   57 25        
522 5m 311499 5624017 S   60 25        
523 6m 311469 5624020 F   65 34        
524 6m 311469 5624020 F   68 53        
525 6m 311469 5624020 F   70 44        
526 7m 311515 5623927 S   53 21   u   w  
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527 7m 311515 5623927 S   55 1   u   w  
528 7m 311515 5623927 S   60 38   u   w  
529 8m 311529 5624006 J   62 141        
530 8m 311529 5624006 J   80 255        
531 8m 311529 5624006 J   85 96        
532 8m 311529 5624006 J   84 97        
533 8m 311529 5624006 S   58 21   u     
534 8m 311529 5624006 S   61 29   u     
535 9m 311493 5624048 J   20 187        
536 9m 311493 5624048 J   50 100        
537 9m 311493 5624048 J   65 296        
538 9m 311493 5624048 S   59 7   u     
539 9m 311493 5624048 S   76 20   u   w  
540 9m 311493 5624048 V   83 252       q 
541 10m 311454 5624079 J   40 319        
542 10m 311454 5624079 J   70 209        
543 10m 311454 5624079 J   80 268        
544 11m 311432 5623914 J   25 187  10      
545 11m 311406 5623931 J   59 10  10      
546 11m 311406 5623931 J   65 347  10      
547 11m 311406 5623931 J   80 81  40      
548 12m 311445 5624021 J   9 143        
549 12m 311445 5624021 J   16 259        
550 12m 311445 5624021 J   60 238        
551 12m 311445 5624021 J   73 335        
552 12m 311445 5624021 J   75 109        
553 12m 311445 5624021 S   62 21        
554 13m 311613 5624089 S   48 25   u     
555 14m 311332 5623988 B   75 50      w  
556 14m 311332 5623988 B   71 229        
557 14m 311332 5623988 J   14 274   p s    
558 14m 311332 5623988 J   66 313        
559 14m 311332 5623988 B   74 62   p     
560 14m 311332 5623988 B   75 74   s     
561 14m 311332 5623988 J   19 227   p     
562 14m 311332 5623988 J   23 263   p     
563 14m 311332 5623988 J   60 319   p     
564 14m 311332 5623988 J   74 308   p     
565 15m 311331 5624041 J   45 349   u r n   
566 15m 311331 5624041 J   56 351   u r n   
567 15m 311331 5624041 J   70 349   u r n   
568 15m 311331 5624041 J   20 259   p     
569 15m 311331 5624041 J   20 271   p     
570 15m 311331 5624041 J   22 275   p     
571 15m 311331 5624041 J   25 269   p     
572 15m 311331 5624041 J   29 279   p     
573 15m 311331 5624041 J   78 103        
574 15m 311331 5624041 J   80 81        
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575 15m 311331 5624041 J   80 113        
576 15m 311331 5624041 J   81 107        
577 15m 311331 5624041 J   80 79  5      
578 16m 311429 5624152 S   85 23  1.5 u   w  
579 16m 311429 5624152 V   75 101       q 
580 17m 311225 5624022 J   20 129        
581 17m 311225 5624022 J   80 335        
582 17m 311225 5624022 J   90 79        
583 17m 311225 5624022 S   57 349        
584 17m 311225 5624022 S   74 25   u   w  
585 18m 311199 5623956 B   65 29      w  
586 19m 311203 5623879 B   55 29      w  
587 20m 311238 5623740 B   60 354      w  
588 20m 311238 5623740 B   60 13      w  
589 22m 311247 5623544 F   55 37        
590 22m 311247 5623544 J   20 247        
591 22m 311247 5623544 J   80 229        
592 22m 311247 5623544 J   85 299        
593 23m 311327 5623476 J   60 315        
594 23m 311327 5623476 J   85 309        
595 24m 311415 5623498 D   80 139       d 
596 24m 311415 5623498 F   56 319        
597 24m 311415 5623498 J   0 19        
598 24m 311415 5623498 J   60 109        
599 24m 311415 5623498 J   60 271        
600 24m 311415 5623498 J   70 189        
601 25m 311517 5623537 F   51 37        
602 25m 311517 5623537 J   57 205        
603 26m 311663 5623524 J   86 77        
604 26m 311663 5623524 J   71 3      w  
605 27m 311757 5623599 K2b   55 273        
606 27m 311757 5623599 D   35 29       d 
607 28m 311771 5623640 J   56 292        
608 28m 311771 5623640 J   60 165        
609 28m 311771 5623640 J   61 186   u     
610 28m 311771 5623640 J   69 340        
611 29m 311699 5623574 K1d   56 22  15 u   w  
612 30m 311465 5624211 D   86 327       d 
613 30m 311465 5624211 F   51 17        
614 30m 311465 5624211 F   63 34        
615 31m 311331 5624008 B   71 87      w  
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8.2 Mount Gardner 

Table 8.3 Description of fields used in Table 8.4. 

Field Description 

ID Identification number 

Easting UTM (NAD83) Easting (m) 

Northing UTM (NAD83) Northing (m) 

D Dip (°) 

DD Dip direction (°) 

P Approximate persistence (m) 

n Number of measurements used to obtain the D/DD 
reported 

Comment Description of structure 

T Discontinuity type 

F – Fault, fracture zone,  failure/slip surface 

JR – Joints, form rear release (e.g., tension cracks) 
for blocks that have detached or could detach from 
cliffs, forms front and rear outcrops of counter-
scarps 

JL – Joints, form lateral release for blocks that have 
detached or could detach from cliffs, also forms 
lateral margins of counterscarps 

JO – Joints, set not as prominent or systematic as JR 
and JL. 

B – Bedding, mostly laminations and streak planes 
in volcaniclastic or epiclastic rocks, with fewer 
readings from flows in greenstone. 
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Table 8.4 Structural data from Mount Gardner. 

ID Easting Northing D DD P n Comment T 

0 471888 5470452 60 240 10 2 Fault tracing through heavily fractured gully F 

1 470512 5470391 53 345 5 1 0.5 cm thick gauge around fracture zone 1-5 cm F 

2 470671 5470141 35 292 20 4 <30 cm crushed zone with white staining F 

3 470650 5470115 50 302 30 8 1-5 cm thick yellow-red hard porous gauge F 

4 470509 5470259 28 288 5 1 Anastamosing faults (gauge <1-2 cm thick) F 

5 470558 5470334 46 311 10 4 Persistent faults with gauge F 

6 471125 5470839 52 333 5 4 Fault/fracture zone with up to 1 cm gauge F 

7 471603 5470709 83 332 5 3 Fracture/fault zone in creek wall F 

8 471649 5470443 57 10 15 5 Fracture zone 1-2 m thick beneath unstable block F 

9 470999 5470789 66 17 15 3 Fault zone 30 cm wide, eroded 5 m into cliff F 

10 471063 5470834 62 19 10 7 3-5 m wide oxidized/damaged zone F 

11 471145 5470954 63 337 10 6 0.5-1 m wide oxidized/damage zone F 

12 471433 5471344 43 300 10 3 Damage zone with coplanar persistent joints F 

13 471177 5470977 82 342 5 1 Fault/fracture zone undercuting a large block F 

14 470686 5469667 40 329 10 1 Grooves and green lineations, very smooth  F 

15 470668 5469654 35 315 10 1 Anastamosing fault with an up to 10 cm aperture F 

16 470648 5469643 50 337 10 1 Undulating stepped fault zone (<10 cm aperture) F 

17 470403 5469654 32 263 10 1 Irregular fault zone (60 cm aperture) at cliff base F 

18 471018 5470390 26 288 5 2 Failure surface in rusty tuff 30 cm below contact F 

19 471087 5470469 42 288 5 6 Anastamosing persistent fracture/fault zone  F 

20 471102 5470464 18 313 5 6 Fault zones parallel to bedding F 

21 470883 5470477 28 279 5 2 Fault established parallel to laminations in tuff F 

22 470898 5470489 29 289 5 2 Faults parallel to streak planes F 

23 470921 5470498 45 283 30 1 Persistent shear planes spaced 1-2 m F 

24 471512 5470602 51 290 10 1 Persistent brittle fault zone F 

25 471708 5471097 43 283 15 1 Very persistent fracture zone F 

26 471752 5471184 56 289 10 1 0.5-1 m spaced faults with apertures up to 1-2 cm F 

27 471557 5471210 17 303 5 1 Joint set forming slide surface beneath block F 

28 471565 5471228 27 355 10 1 Undulating slide surface in front of counterscarp F 

29 471563 5471237 25 307 10 1 Undulating failure surface F 

30 471554 5471257 40 308 10 1 Complex failure surface daylighting in bluff F 

31 471517 5471285 31 320 10 1 Damage zone containing white staining F 
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32 471204 5470994 36 296 10 1 Failure surface with 1-2 cm aperture F 

33 471237 5470932 38 295 5 1 Joint set on which a block detached F 

34 471133 5470551 29 321 10 1 Failure surface below block with tension crack F 

35 470933 5468214 34 161 10 3 Anastamosing fault/fracture zone F 

36 471232 5468459 52 184 10 2 Undulating slide surface (4 cm silt-sand gauge) F 

37 471659 5468867 42 149 15 2 Persistent undulating slope-parallel joints F 

38 472265 5468881 72 92 5 1 Fault gauge on margins of fractured unit F 

39 472184 5468820 48 172 10 2 10 m long 4 cm aperture on rusted fault F 

40 472096 5468773 40 170 15 1 Persistent failure/slide/fault surfaces F 

41 471941 5468671 37 90 10 1 5-10 cm opening, white stained damage zone F 

42 470511 5469940 22 356  1 Fault surface beneath coplanar tabular block F 

43 470510 5469963 36 315  1 Jointing controlling top of block F 

44 470602 5469979 42 293  1 Jointing acting as slide surface F 

45 470616 5470239 45 300  1 Jointing acting as rock slide surface F 

46 470634 5470257 20 340  1 Failure surfaces beneath displaced blocks F 

47 470692 5470251 38 275  1 Failure/fault surface oblique to bedding F 

48 470687 5470234 35 285  1 Very persistent prominent failure/fault surface F 

49 470689 5470241 36 306  1 Anastamosing failure/fault surface with no gauge F 

50 470704 5470281 42 303  1 Failure/fault surface oblique to bedding F 

51 470711 5470279 30 290  1 Failure/fault surface F 

52 471418 5470481 45 25  1 Part of complex failure surface within 
counterscarp 

F 

53 470720 5470128 36 274  1 Rusty fracture/fault zone F 

54 470705 5470140 49 276  1 Rusty fracture/fault zone F 

55 470392 5470335 81 259  14 Closely-spaced, some persistent, smooth to v. sm. JL 

56 470682 5470141 61 203 5 10 Prominent, spacing 10-15 cm, smooth or rough JL 

57 470660 5470121 64 205 4 11 Closely-spaced 1-5 m long curviplanar joints JL 

58 470809 5469924 88 34 3 6 Closely-spaced up to 3 m long joints JL 

59 471259 5469845 76 241 2 1 Closely-spaced joints JL 

60 470675 5469739 87 212 10 6 Curviplanar joints form walls of Eddy Creek JL 

61 470759 5469684 73 202 3 1 10-50 cm spacing on 1-3 m long joints JL 

62 471016 5470387 81 217 5 4 Lateral release joints on vehicle sized block JL 

63 471017 5470485 88 239 5 2 Forms lateral release for many blocks in this area JL 

64 471094 5470469 76 220 5 7 Joints, variable in dip direction, consistent in dip JL 

65 470653 5470107 79 212 5 3 Lateral release joints JL 

66 470894 5470479 87 41 5 2 Joints providing lateral release for block slide JL 

67 470926 5470448 87 254 5 1 Joints forming the sides of bluffs JL 
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68 471757 5470709 79 162 5 2 Persistent joints JL 

69 471796 5470725 83 344 5 1 joints forming lateral face of bluff JL 

70 471710 5471089 90 231 5 1 Joints that delimit lateral margin of counterscarp JL 

71 471748 5471161 90 253 3 1 Closely-spaced joint set JL 

72 471763 5471177 90 268 2 1 Very closely-spaced "cleavage" joints JL 

73 471750 5471182 90 202 5 1 Joints delimit lateral margin of counterscarp JL 

74 471562 5471212 67 16 5 1 Joints/faults form lateral margin of blocks JL 

75 471564 5471217 78 1 5 1 Joint set forming lateral release to slide mass JL 

76 471566 5471243 90 10 5 1 Forms lateral release surface for sliding blocks JL 

77 471513 5471280 85 267 5 1 Forms lateral release surface for sliding blocks JL 

78 471231 5471106 80 355 2 1 Closely spaced joints JL 

79 471235 5470920 79 230 5 1 Joints/faults JL 

80 471139 5470556 80 246 10 1 Persistent joints with apertures 1-5 cm JL 

81 470926 5468211 77 35 5 2 Composite curviplanar structures  JL 

82 471055 5468340 70 219 5 4 Curviplanar undulating joints JL 

83 471070 5468302 90 246 5 1 Forms tension crack for car-sized block JL 

84 471235 5468453 87 223 5 1 0.2-1 m spac. persistent rough joints JL 

85 471230 5468470 83 251 3 1 Prominent joint set in this area JL 

86 471609 5468864 86 55 5 2 Joints forming tension crack for sliding blocks JL 

87 472174 5468814 85 115 4 1 Prominant joint set spaced about 50 cm JL 

88 472093 5468764 74 70 5 1 Lateral release joints JL 

89 470305 5469810 88 172 5 1 A number of persistent joints spaced 0.5-1 m JL 

90 471108 5470088 72 214 5 1 Widely spaced persistent joints JL 

91 471192 5470098 87 210 5 1 Joints providing release surface for block slides JL 

92 471825 5469664 78 31 5 1 Prominent joint set JL 

93 470622 5469975 76 212  1 Form outcrop // with lateral margin of 
counterscarp 

JL 

94 470699 5470264 86 190  1 Joints/faults JL 

95 470655 5470118 89 305 5 6 Low persist, form bluffs in front of counterscarp JR 

96 470778 5470027 86 146 2 4 1-2 m long, 5-50 cm spacing, und., white coatings JR 

97 470747 5470052 70 290 5 1 Prominent joints in this area, 1-2 m spacing JR 

98 470760 5470044 80 137 5 1 Prominent joint set in this area JR 

99 470879 5470000 90 295 5 1 Closely-spaced joint swarm in competant rock JR 

100 471717 5469750 85 305 10 1 Swarm of 5-10 m persistent joints spaced 5-30 cm JR 

101 471587 5469811 87 320 10 1 Persistent joint forms outcrop JR 

102 471772 5469716 75 303 25 1 Brittle structures form 25 m high trench wall JR 

103 471743 5469709 89 287 5 1 Joint surface on opposite side of trench JR 
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104 470536 5470330 75 175 5 1 Joints forming near-vertical outcrops in this area JR 

105 470654 5469737 79 307 5 8 Joints form 50 m long bluff system JR 

106 470758 5469685 81 303 5 3 Low persistence joints with 1 m spacing at most JR 

107 470622 5469623 84 311 5 4 Curviplanar joints or cracks forming cliffs JR 

108 469305 5468535 85 320 5 10 Prominent set of persistent joints spaced 20-80 cm JR 

109 471232 5470446 86 350 10 1 Persistent joints that forms downhill facing cliff JR 

110 471012 5470389 87 298 5 5 Joint set forms a tension crack behind block JR 

111 471004 5470481 84 319 5 2 Joints that form downhill facing cliffs JR 

112 471100 5470467 73 318 5 7 Joints that form tension cracks for sliding blocks JR 

113 470655 5470103 76 131 5 3 Joints cutting greenstone JR 

114 470670 5470369 87 296 5 1 Numerous joints spaced 50 cm forming bluffs JR 

115 470853 5470456 90 310 5 1 Joints forming glacially eroded/sculpted bluff JR 

116 470873 5470472 90 305 5 1 Joints forming tension cracks and bluffs JR 

117 470894 5470485 86 313 5 2 Joint that forms back release to sliding block JR 

118 470934 5470453 90 322 10 1 Joints forming bluffs in this area JR 

119 470795 5470309 85 325 5 1 Joints that form bluffs and release surfaces JR 

120 470500 5469765 80 297 5 1 Joints forming cliff face JR 

121 471750 5470714 79 282 5 1 Forms bluffs and release surfaces JR 

122 471786 5470725 79 271 5 1 Back release joints for sliding blocks JR 

123 471700 5471098 75 324 5 1 Rear release joints for sliding blocks JR 

124 471750 5471167 87 310 10 1 Persistent joints JR 

125 471563 5471209 69 257 5 1 Joint set forming back release for sliding blocks JR 

126 471568 5471215 81 265 5 1 Joint set forming tension crack behind slide mass JR 

127 471566 5471248 90 261 5 1 Joints forming rear release for blocks JR 

128 471519 5471280 71 310 5 1 Joints forming rear release for sliding blocks JR 

129 471369 5471216 81 152 10 1 Joints forming counterscarp JR 

130 471228 5471105 90 270 2 1 Closely spaced joints at shoreline JR 

131 471243 5470931 78 313 5 1 Rear release for recently detached block JR 

132 471139 5470548 73 130 5 1 Rear release joints behind displaced blocks JR 

133 470873 5470516 90 350 15 1 Very persistent joints forming bluff JR 

134 470943 5468216 68 314 5 3 Joints forming trench wall JR 

135 471045 5468327 63 147 5 4 Prominent joint set JR 

136 471064 5468310 65 169 5 1 Forms rear release for vehicle-sized block JR 

137 471230 5468452 89 150 5 1 Rear-release for detatched rock slide blocks JR 

138 471467 5468810 79 327 5 1 Joints forming cliffs on trench margin JR 

139 471817 5469217 74 310 5 1 Joints forming prominent cliff JR 

140 472155 5468899 77 295 5 2 Joints forming bluffs in this area JR 
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141 471178 5470107 79 155 10 1 Very persistent joint forms bluff  JR 

142 471834 5468095 52 165 5 1 Prominant joint set, white calcite coating JO 

143 470403 5470345 17 292 5 10 Least prominent set, undulates, low persistence JO 

144 470771 5470026 53 135 5 6 Undulating faults, gauge 1cm thick, prominent JO 

145 470776 5470032 53 75 2 6 Planar smooth, 10-30 cm spac., 1-2 m persist. JO 

146 470765 5470013 64 284 10 4 Joints form downhill facing scarps spaced 0.3-2 m JO 

147 470492 5470230 32 297 5 1 Persistent joints JO 

148 470500 5470231 80 32 5 1 Persistent joints JO 

149 470572 5470313 56 275 2 4 Closely spaced joints of low persistence JO 

150 470572 5470306 27 78 2 3 Closely-spaced joints of low persistence JO 

151 470535 5470398 39 231 2 6 Planar closely-spaced joints of low persistence JO 

152 470534 5470408 57 98 5 6 Joints with 0.05-2 m spacing 1-2 m persistence JO 

153 470529 5470406 28 240 5 6 Closely-spaced 1-5 m long planar joints JO 

154 470533 5469687 36 294 10 2 Joints control slope form in seds in this area JO 

155 470676 5469660 31 218 1 4 Set of planar joints with displacement grooves JO 

156 470630 5469626 32 318 5 5 Planar joints JO 

157 470626 5469618 47 197 5 3 Planar joints with up to 10-50 cm spacing JO 

158 470689 5470365 40 290 5 1 Slope parallel joints with 0.5-1 m spacing JO 

159 470734 5470352 30 297 10 1 Slope parallel joints daylighting in at stream JO 

160 470814 5470393 35 272 5 1 Slope parallel joints JO 

161 470858 5470461 42 291 5 1 Prominent slope // joints spaced about 50 cm JO 

162 470501 5469781 30 315 5 1 Prominent closely-spaced joints  JO 

163 471759 5470717 26 122 5 2 Prominent joints in this area JO 

164 471678 5470870 55 318 5 1 Joints forming small wedges in outcrop JO 

165 471670 5470860 43 266 5 1 Joints forming small wedges in outcrop JO 

166 471685 5470868 65 135 5 3 Joints that provide release for small wedges JO 

167 471713 5471113 17 250 20 1 Persistent slope parallel joints JO 

168 471715 5471126 37 183 5 3 Prominent joint set JO 

169 471708 5471123 44 324 5 3 Prominent joint set JO 

170 471715 5471120 74 263 5 3 Prominent joint set JO 

171 471773 5471177 58 288 5 1 Prominent joint set JO 

172 471226 5471100 26 306 2 1 Prominent joint set JO 

173 471241 5470923 60 6 5 1 Prominent joint set JO 

174 471227 5468455 90 277 5 1 Joint set delimiting freshly released blocks JO 

175 471248 5468457 32 286 10 1 Persistent joints dipping into slope JO 

176 471236 5468469 38 190 2 1 Planar closely spaced joints JO 

177 471605 5468871 30 300 5 1 Joints acting as slide surface for small blocks JO 
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178 471598 5468865 67 158 5 1 Joint set delimiting unstable blocks JO 

179 471603 5468859 20 76 3 1 Joints acting as slide surface for small blocks JO 

180 471600 5468857 44 148 5 1 Joints acting as slide surface for small blocks JO 

181 471849 5469208 76 40 5 2 Prominent joint set JO 

182 471846 5469205 52 108 5 1 Prominent joint set JO 

183 471771 5469158 22 50 10 2 Prominant closely-spaced joints and a large fault JO 

184 472069 5468875 38 100 3 1 Daylighting joint beneath counterscarp JO 

185 472148 5468887 30 112 5 1 Numerous slide joints spaced about 60 cm JO 

186 471117 5470101 40 297 10 1 >2m long brittle structures controlled by bedding JO 

187 470738 5470176 10 90  1 Bedding B 

188 470741 5470191 15 83  1 Bedding B 

189 470749 5470205 3 85  1 Bedding and fault B 

190 470764 5470209 11 350  1 Bedding and fault B 

191 470731 5470169 23 283  1 Jointing approximating bedding B 

192 471016 5470355 21 282  1 Laminations in light grey highly siliceous tuff B 

193 470779 5470239 40 94  1 Lamin. rust-weather dark grey tuffaceous siltst. B 

194 470768 5470220 47 100  1 Sharp bedding faults B 

195 470986 5470281 18 250  1 Laminations and bands in dark grey tuff B 

196 470984 5470302 22 273  1 Well-bedded unit below coarser unit B 

197 470953 5470306 30 265  1 Bedding in greasy looking rock B 

198 470936 5470307 21 250  1 Bedding joint B 

199 470914 5470289 22 266  1 Excellent display of bedding, clasts at horizons B 

200 470890 5470265 23 275  1 Bedding B 

201 470862 5470242 24 267  1 Bedding in streaked rock B 

202 470835 5470229 22 280  1 Laminations in tuff B 

203 470811 5470209 16 268  1 Laminations in dark grey tuff B 

204 470784 5470199 16 75  1 Lamin. and contact btw variably bedded units B 

205 470765 5470196 10 350  1 Laminations, bands, and fault B 

206 470812 5470145 26 284  1 Laminations in greenish grey tuff B 

207 470839 5470199 10 210  1 Banding in tuff B 

208 470873 5470226 12 240  1 Laminations B 

209 470895 5470243 21 285  1 Large joints closely approximating bedding B 

210 470915 5470262 20 255  1 Bedding B 

211 471005 5470285 25 284  1 Various styles of bedding B 

212 471018 5470299 29 270  1 Bedding B 

213 471035 5470307 24 265  1 Bedding B 

214 471059 5470297 22 271  1 Erosional traces of bedding B 
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215 471091 5470218 51 313  1 Traces of bedding // large rock surfaces in area B 

216 471087 5470183 55 317  1 Bedding-parallel large planar surfaces B 

217 471026 5470098 50 317  1 Persistent bedding controlled planar rock surface B 

218 471068 5470148 44 315  1 Traces of bedding B 

219 471047 5470110 41 300  1 Traces of bedding B 

220 471066 5470105 38 303  1 Traces of bedding B 

221 471046 5470061 35 300  1 Traces of bedding B 

222 471020 5470052 43 295  1 Bedding in black sedimentary rock on trail B 

223 471006 5470037 35 287  1 Bedding on trail B 

224 470900 5469990 42 296  1 Traces of bedding beneath a large bedrock surface B 

225 470927 5470156 38 304  1 Traces of bedding beneath a large bedrock surface B 

226 470929 5470180 37 309  1 Laminations B 

227 470932 5470208 40 310  1 Alternating rusty and beige bands B 

228 470980 5470220 35 324  1 Differentially eroded laminations B 

229 470997 5470210 40 316  1 Bedding B 

230 471039 5470246 42 315  1 Front face of strata, likely bedding B 

231 470723 5469371 35 285  1 Very likely bedding in dark grey tuff B 

232 470720 5469419 33 285  1 Bedding (slip surface?) beneath counterscarp B 

233 470733 5469460 33 277  1 Bedding B 

234 470723 5469709 71 304  1 Beds a few to several cm thick in dark grey tuff B 

235 470741 5469706 74 300  1 Bedding B 

236 470779 5469688 74 292  1 Siliceous layer 2 cm thick B 

237 470774 5469645 75 304  1 Bedding in dark grey tuff B 

238 470753 5469664 75 306  1 Strata exposed on top of scarp B 

239 470736 5469636 76 308  1 Strata exposed behind the counterscarp B 

240 470708 5469616 69 306  1 Hackly bottom of lithological layer B 

241 470655 5469555 78 304  1 Bedding at uprooted tree B 

242 470593 5469515 75 298  1 A siliceous layer 1 cm thick within dark grey tuff B 

243 470645 5469364 40 278  1 A band of differentially eroded laminations B 

244 470662 5469379 36 274  1 Laminations B 

245 470678 5469499 54 283  1 Siliceous layer B 

246 470691 5469522 24 238  1 Strata with planar expression, traces in side face B 

247 470695 5469542 28 305  1 Laminations and very smooth joints B 

248 470743 5469595 52 300  1 Bedding B 

249 470710 5469467 40 275  1 Bedding on trail B 

250 470696 5469419 34 274  1 Well bedded rocks B 

251 470686 5469389 25 277  1 Well bedded rocks B 
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252 471314 5468927 58 310  1 Bedding and normal fault B 

253 471441 5469056 75 325  1 30 cm thick unit with hackly top B 

254 471574 5469236 70 322  1 Flows, one is 40 cm thick B 

255 471642 5469247 65 325  1 Flows and fault B 

256 471887 5469319 64 317  1 Flows 5 cm thick B 

257 472014 5469587 67 320  1 Light and dark streaks B 

258 472033 5469645 68 321  1 Streaks differentially eroded B 

259 472059 5469724 54 305  1 Streaking B 

260 472059 5469820 70 318  1 Flow contact and fault B 

261 472012 5469786 59 320  1 White weathering streaks B 

262 471900 5469735 57 316  1 Unit 60 cm thick and faulted B 

263 471868 5469688 58 310  1 Bedding fault B 

264 471815 5469594 58 316  1 Bedding/flow B 

265 471964 5470381 81 316  1 30 cm thick flow with hackly surface B 

266 471967 5470501 85 290  1 15 cm thick flow or bed B 

267 472283 5471164 88 294  1 Bedding B 

268 472322 5471327 70 297  1 Bedding B 

269 472683 5471106 66 148  1 Faint foliation or bedding B 

270 472698 5471077 72 146  1 Bedding and possibly foliation B 

271 472703 5471106 74 310  1 Bedding B 

272 472746 5471040 60 334  1 Faulting along bed or flow B 

273 472986 5469771 50 330  1 Variably rusted and fractured layers B 

274 472966 5469744 48 332  1 Bedding B 

275 472993 5469720 42 336  1 Bedding B 

276 472907 5469603 58 344  1 Laminations and bands in prominent cliff B 

277 472903 5469527 56 330  1 Bedding and fault in hard dark grey tuff B 

278 472880 5469448 55 334  1 Bedding B 

279 472844 5469396 50 340  1 Bedding and joints B 

280 472737 5469472 48 345  1 Bedding traces, locally chaotic B 

281 472729 5469543 58 333  1 Bedding and faults B 

282 472665 5469932 40 310  1 Bedding, sample taken B 

283 472630 5470079 30 320  1 Bedding B 

284 472630 5470126 24 330  1 About 2 m thick flows with faulted contacts B 

285 472403 5469809 45 304  1 Large planar surface likely flow contact B 

286 472384 5469753 30 340  1 Possible flow contact B 

287 472431 5469694 44 325  1 Streaked upper surface of a flow B 

288 472447 5469757 42 326  1 Streaked flow B 
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289 473022 5470527 30 345  1 Possible flow B 

290 474565 5470773 52 312  1 Possible flow B 

291 474571 5470691 52 304  1 Rusty band 1.5 cm thick, diff. eroded laminations B 

292 474506 5470861 39 318  1 Pronounced planar fabric B 

293 474477 5470965 39 308  1 Crude planar fabric B 

294 472503 5471411 55 306  1 Major fault in andesite (parallel flows?) B 

295 472493 5471339 57 290  1 Major fault, possibly flows B 

296 472470 5471264 78 268  1 Fault on trench wall B 

297 473027 5469815 38 334  1 Excellent exposure of beds and flows B 

298 473040 5469896 38 330  1 Excellent exposure of beds and flows B 

299 473330 5469069 38 330  1 Bedding on trail B 

300 473395 5469121 34 335  1 Bedding on trail B 

301 473470 5469177 38 325  1 Bedding on trail B 

302 471177 5470360 0 0  1 Light grey streaked rock, approx horizontal B 

303 470386 5470325 50 347  17 Persistent bedding faults, weathered out <3 cm B 

304 470659 5470138 22 109  5 Layers <3mm and up to 2 cm thick, br/blck/grn B 

305 470644 5470109 20 9  3 Black and milky undulating laminations B 

306 470828 5469922 44 307  6 Undulate, spac. 5-100 cm, lamin., dark grey-br B 

307 470841 5469933 54 313  1 Layering measured in outcrop on crest of scarp B 

308 470971 5469979 47 312  2 Very persistent bedding-parallel joint surfaces B 

309 471190 5469900 63 317  1 Sedimentary laminations B 

310 471309 5469861 58 327  1 Sedimentary laminations at uprooted tree B 

311 470543 5470357 84 329  4 Lenses of black siltst. and grey fine-grained rock B 

312 470531 5470406 68 333  6 4-6 cm thick layers with hackly tops B 

313 471148 5470958 76 357  2 Tabular volcanic body vesicular on one side B 

314 471197 5470839 58 347  4 Alternating variably fractured units 50 cm thick B 

315 471356 5470729 72 6  6 Light and dark layers ~10 cm thick in gully wall B 

316 470668 5469742 20 301  9 Laminations in tuff up to 1 cm thick with // faults B 

317 470708 5469741 26 290  1 Bedding on north canyon wall B 

318 470692 5469671 43 319  2 Laminations in seds B 

319 471020 5470389 27 287  2 Laminations in tuff, streaks in massive rock B 

320 471011 5470487 33 279  2 Streaks in crystalline rock with parallel joints B 

321 471104 5470466 18 313  6 Streaks with parallel joints and failure surfaces B 

322 470650 5470103 15 17  2 Faint foliation or flows within volcanic rock B 

323 470808 5470389 15 272  1 Streaks in seds, top of outcrop // this surface B 

324 470871 5470465 29 286  2 Joints parallel with streaks B 

325 470878 5470478 28 279  2 Bedding in rusted tuff at base of unstable block B 
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326 470899 5470484 29 289  2 Streaked rocks with faults parallel to streak planes B 

327 470930 5470452 14 235  1 Laminations in rusted seds B 

328 470808 5470340 21 244  1 Laminations and streaks B 

329 470800 5470312 18 281  1 Laminations in rusted seds B 

330 470786 5470280 28 254  1 Laminations in rusted seds B 

331 471757 5470701 20 273  1 Flows about 50 cm thick B 

332 471128 5470544 29 321  1 Streak planes B 

333 471052 5468333 62 301  4 Laminations in rusty seds B 

334 471198 5468333 53 315  1 Laminations in rusty seds on trail B 

335 471247 5468470 58 331  2 Laminations in rusty seds B 

336 471241 5468476 60 327  2 Laminations in rusty seds B 

337 471413 5468642 63 311  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

338 471404 5468755 63 318  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

339 471475 5468814 42 322  3 Green/white laminations and hackly layer-base B 

340 471597 5468861 56 335  1 Hackly surfaces forming release planes for blocks B 

341 471681 5468879 65 335  1 White and black laminations in rusted seds B 

342 471791 5468969 58 339  3 Laminations in rusty seds with hackly contacts B 

343 471965 5469041 60 329  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

344 471863 5469212 72 326  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

345 472165 5468889 64 335  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

346 472257 5468878 68 334  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

347 472194 5468827 57 325  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

348 472134 5468800 43 330  1 Laminations, forms prominant release surface B 

349 472079 5468757 60 330  1 Excellent display of bedding, some sulphur beds B 

350 472022 5468724 56 329  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

351 471916 5468591 45 323  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

352 470934 5467851 53 280  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

353 471010 5467817 70 280  1 Laminations in rusty seds B 

354 470908 5467695 56 251  2 Laminations in rusty seds B 

355 470608 5470034 16 343  2 Diffentially eroded laminations in rusted tuff B 

356 470607 5470054 26 308  1 Rusted tuff bed 1 cm thick // with laminations B 

357 471106 5470094 34 289  2 Laminations in rusty tuff B 

358 471183 5470098 27 274  2 Laminations in rusty tuff B 

359 471297 5470112 24 272  1 Streaked rocks with persistent bedding planes B 

360 471832 5469659 60 314  1 Laminated lithological layering in volcanic rocks B 

361 471439 5469433 60 311  2 Surfaces very likely controlled by bedding B 

362 471637 5469537 58 313  1 Very likely bedding in rusty tuff B 
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363 470627 5469803 10 315  1 Nearly horizontal altered tuff B 

364 470675 5469785 20 305  1 Cavity in bedding-fault zone B 

365 470684 5469820 19 314  1 Very accurate measurement of distinct bedding B 

366 470689 5469853 28 320  1 Vague laminations B 

367 470681 5469891 20 308  1 Excellent surface measurement B 

368 470716 5469920 20 296  1 Thicker bedded, less altered possibly sandstone B 

369 470704 5469945 19 325  1 Positive differential erosion traces 0.6 cm thick B 

370 470733 5469977 26 310  1 Bedding B 

371 470762 5469949 34 301  1 Laminations, erosive contact with coarser unit B 

372 470802 5469946 40 314  1 Beds 30-100 cm thick B 

373 470729 5469892 21 305  1 Bedding and faults in fine grained altered unit B 

374 470782 5469846 44 306  1 Bedding and fault B 

375 470776 5469826 44 305  1 Bedding and fault B 

376 470767 5469812 42 299  1 Bedding and fault B 

377 470756 5469754 56 314  1 Bedding and fault B 

378 470859 5469686 42 318  1 Fault likely bedding parallel B 

379 470871 5469678 41 328  1 Bedding B 

380 470873 5469664 52 301  1 Bedding and fault B 

381 470878 5469637 54 286  1 Bedded units 10-80 cm thick B 

382 470905 5469629 40 284  1 Joints strongly resembling bedding joints B 

383 470922 5469619 16 238  1 Bedding B 

384 470951 5469611 25 268  1 Bedding and surface on which a block slid B 

385 470958 5469599 29 250  1 Bedding B 

386 470961 5469642 21 264  1 Bedding B 

387 471002 5469621 28 253  1 Bedding B 

388 470968 5469655 30 283  1 Bedding B 

389 471204 5469515 35 344  1 Bedding B 

390 471212 5469506 33 333  1 Bedding B 

391 471219 5469521 25 338  1 Bedding B 

392 471234 5469501 32 338  1 Bedding B 

393 471266 5469492 38 335  1 Laminated rusty rocks in a fault zone B 

394 471292 5469481 41 331  1 Bedding fault B 

395 471314 5469474 38 314  1 Positive differential erosion traces, contorted B 

396 471315 5469487 43 333  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

397 471337 5469475 40 318  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

398 471374 5469482 50 316  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

399 471419 5469523 58 306  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 
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400 471431 5469518 50 300  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

401 471458 5469545 43 307  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

402 471468 5469593 55 301  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

403 471409 5469611 44 310  1 Bedding controlling counterscarps B 

404 471390 5469634 42 323  1 Bedding B 

405 471420 5469675 45 311  1 Bedding and front face of counterscarp B 

406 471404 5469730 26 323  1 Bedding B 

407 471374 5469756 20 271  1 Bedding and faults in rusty laminated rocks B 

408 471364 5469728 26 315  1 Excellent examples of bedding B 

409 471378 5469773 15 271  1 Bedding and failure surfaces B 

410 471388 5469788 20 186  1 Bedding B 

411 471317 5469756 10 236  1 Bedding B 

412 471193 5469786 40 318  1 Bedding B 

413 471184 5469773 35 312  1 Bedding B 

414 471163 5469805 55 324  1 Bedding B 

415 471237 5469818 50 286  1 Faults (and bedding?) in heavily altered rock B 

416 471217 5469918 70 324  1 Well-exposed bedding in outcrop at uprooted tree B 

417 471161 5469875 57 310  1 Bedding under uprooted tree, somewhat contorted B 

418 471136 5469869 61 314  1 Bedding in coarser rock B 

419 471123 5469853 68 309  1 Bedding B 

420 471055 5469796 51 298  1 Bedding in coarser rock B 

421 471036 5469805 52 322  1 Bedding daylighting in front of small 
counterscarp 

B 

422 471071 5469834 73 313  1 Bedding B 

423 471054 5469823 58 310  1 Bedding B 

424 471136 5469921 24 285  1 Bedding B 

425 471192 5469949 22 293  1 Bedding and slip surface cutting beneath 
counterscarp 

B 

426 471217 5469969 30 293  1 Bedding and slip surface B 

427 471212 5470021 35 300  1 Bedding B 

428 471217 5470053 26 283  1 Bedding and sharp faults B 

429 471125 5470005 32 312  1 Bedding B 

430 471110 5469998 41 316  1 Bedding B 

431 471035 5469947 37 321  1 Bedding beneath a bedding controlled surface B 

432 470982 5469956 54 313  1 Bedding B 

433 470969 5469909 48 316  1 Bedding B 

434 470901 5469894 58 316  1 Bedding B 
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435 470637 5469967 21 293  1 Jointing resembling tabular beds 10-30 cm thick B 

436 470615 5469960 14 295  1 Rust stained bedding joints B 

437 470611 5469980 28 290  1 Bed 10-30 cm thick with hackly fractured top B 

438 470616 5470007 36 289  1 Discontinuous beds with rusty hackly tops B 

439 470591 5470021 31 287  1 Bedding and fault with quartz or calcite filling B 

440 470602 5470088 28 314  1 Bedding B 

441 470612 5470100 38 315  1 Bedding B 

442 470699 5470197 10 90  1 Bedding B 

443 470708 5470207 15 83  1 Bedding B 

444 470714 5470218 3 85  1 Bedding and fault B 

445 470720 5470226 11 350  1 Bedding and fault B 

446 470721 5470162 23 283  1 Jointing approximating bedding B 

447 470679 5470191 16 308  1 Bedding and large fault B 

448 470651 5470218 12 34  1 Bedding laminations B 

449 470602 5470216 20 335  1 Undulating bedding or an erosional contact B 

450 470707 5470263 17 311  1 Bedding, oblique to slip surfaces B 

451 470721 5470279 1 306  1 Few bedding joints, bedding does not cleave B 

452 470745 5470292 6 350  1 Bedding, excellent examples B 

453 470764 5470300 4 285  1 Bedding B 

454 470783 5470302 25 294  1 Bedding in seds below thick bedded coarse unit B 

455 470802 5470302 17 254  1 Bedding joint in sandstone B 

456 470807 5470315 18 270  1 Bedding B 

457 470823 5470330 20 255  1 Bedding B 

458 470844 5470340 21 269  1 Bedding B 

459 470862 5470359 19 264  1 Bedding B 

460 470877 5470384 20 285  1 Bedding in strong unaltered blocky rock B 

461 470887 5470394 19 271  1 Bedding in thin-bedded seds B 

462 470901 5470407 18 280  1 Bedding B 

463 470939 5470434 18 272  1 Sandstone in cliff above glacially scoured B 

464 470956 5470434 20 302  1 Bedding B 

465 470969 5470438 20 308  1 Bedding B 

466 470997 5470441 20 273  1 Bedding in outcrop in side of creek B 

467 471002 5470426 21 283  1 Bedding B 

468 471008 5470372 18 285  1 Bedding B 

469 471047 5470394 26 282  1 Bedding joint in sandstone B 

470 471067 5470389 28 281  1 Bedding B 

471 471091 5470382 12 283  1 Bedding B 
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472 471117 5470393 15 280  1 Bedding B 

473 471148 5470389 18 285  1 Bedding and failure surface B 

474 471200 5470366 23 272  1 Bedding B 

475 471271 5470281 44 310  1 Streaked surfaces B 

476 471266 5470300 55 300  1 Streaked surface B 

477 471297 5470297 40 331  1 Streaked surface B 

478 471289 5470272 52 307  1 Streaked surface B 

479 471170 5470366 23 267  1 Laminations B 

480 471017 5470238 31 310  1 Laminations and failure surface B 

481 470846 5470163 21 220  1 Bedding and failure surface B 

482 470837 5470136 33 333  1 Bedding B 

483 470672 5469934 22 312  1 Bedding B 

484 470715 5470108 33 317  1 Bedding, difficult to measure B 

485 470688 5470138 0 0  1 Horizontal B 

486 470364 5470206 44 358  1 Bedding-parallel large surfaces in this area B 

487 470347 5470188 38 5  1 Bedding joint B 

488 470336 5470164 54 349  1 Failure surface, likely bedding parallel B 

489 470305 5470115 52 1  1 Bedding controlled failure surface B 

490 470204 5470085 48 4  1 Flows B 

491 470204 5470065 45 359  1 Flows B 

492 470206 5470034 52 2  1 Flows B 

493 470104 5469885 48 338  1 Bedding joint on margin of counterscarp B 

494 470078 5469890 57 347  1 Persistent failure surface bedding controlled B 

495 470063 5469908 40 356  1 Persistent slide surface in rusty seds B 

496 470056 5469941 30 326  1 Bedding B 

497 469993 5469823 54 23  1 Bedding/flows and failure surfaces B 

498 469952 5469798 54 32  1 Bedding/flows and failure surfaces B 

499 469919 5469779 56 26  1 Bedding B 

500 469883 5469737 62 18  1 Bedding B 

501 469881 5469689 71 25  1 Bedding B 

502 469776 5469511 45 354  1 Bedding B 

503 469855 5469625 42 352  1 Bedding B 

504 469742 5469461 50 347  1 Bedding B 
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9 APPENDIX 3 – 3DEC METHODOLOGY 

The three-dimensional distinct element code (3DEC) was used in Chapter 2 to investigate 

the role played by topography on a structurally controlled rock slope failure. This section presents 

the methodology used to model complex topography in 3DEC. The description comprises the 

procedure for transferring the topography from a DEM into 3DEC. How to incorporate joints into 

the model, fix boundaries, or assign properties to specific joint sets are not considered (see Itasca, 

2008 for more information). The sequence of steps presented below assumes that the user has a 

digital elevation model and access to and basic experience using ArcGIS (ESRI, 2008).  

 

1. Clip DEM to area of interest (AOI) 

a. Add DEM to ArcMAP project file; Note that, in Canada, digital elevation models 

covering most of the landmass are available free from the Canadian Council on 

Geomatics (Geobase, 2008) 

b. To assist with the selection of the area of interest (AOI), consider creating slope 

raster or hillshade from the DEM or acquiring a satellite image or orthophoto 

(e.g., Error! Reference source not found.) 

c. Create new polygon shapefile with same spatial reference as DEM, add polygon 

to ArcMAP project file, and begin editing polygon 

d. Use square or rectangular AOI rather than one defined by a complex shape; Keep 

dimensions of AOI simple (e.g., a 1500 m square); Once, polygon matches with 

desired AOI, save edits and stop editing 

e. In ArcToolbox find Extract by mask tool by using the term ‘extract’ in the 

search tab of the ArcToolbox; Input the DEM and use the AOI polygon as the 

feature mask data; 
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Figure 9-1 Map showing selection of an area of interest (AOI) for the rock slope at Adeane Point 
for use in a 3DEC model.  

 

 

2. Change lower left corner of DEM to (0,0) 

a. In ArcToolbox find Raster to ASCII tool by using the term ‘ascii’ in the search 

tab of the ArcToolbox; Use the extracted DEM created in Step 1e as the input 

raster; set output ASCII text file to “DEM.txt” 

b. Open file “DEM.txt” using a text editor; Modify the x and y coordinates of the 

lower left corner of the grid by changing the header of the text file according to 

the description below and then save the changes 
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Original Modified 

ncols         75 

nrows         75 

xllcorner     310902.90606956 

yllcorner     5623040.2812823 

cellsize      20 

NODATA_value  -9999 

ncols         75 

nrows         75 

xllcorner     0 

yllcorner     0 

cellsize      20 

NODATA_value  -9999 

 

c. In ArcToolbox find ASCII to Raster tool by using the term ‘ascii’ in the search 

tab of the ArcToolbox; Use the modified file “DEM.txt” as the input ASCII text 

file and set the output raster name to “AOI_DEM” 

3. Convert DEM to point shapefile 

a. In ArcToolbox find Raster to Point tool by using the term ‘point’ in the search 

tab of the ArcToolbox; Use “AOI_DEM” as the input raster and set output point 

feature to “AOI_DEM.shp” 

4. Export points to text file 

a. In ArcToolbox find Export feature attribute to ASCII tool by using the term 

‘text’ in the search tab of the ArcToolbox; Use “AOI_DEM.shp” as the input 

feature class; select “GRID_CODE” as the value field; Set output ASCII file to 

“AOI_DEM.txt” 

5. Rearrange text in Excel to fit Poly brick command 

a. Use Import external data or Open in MS Excel; and navigate to file 

“AOI_DEM.txt” 

b. Manipulate text in Excel to produce a poly brick  command for each pixel in the 

DEM as shown in Error! Reference source not found. 

c. Copy manipulated text and paste into new text file that can be called by 3DEC  
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Figure 9-2 Explanation of how to manipulate the text file exported from ArcGIS in Excel to 
produce the 3DEC “poly brick” command line; (a) definition of terms used in 
description of processing in Excel (b).  

 




